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Abstract 

Acute kidney injury (AKI), a common complication in hospitalised patients, has been 

associated with a high mortality rate as well as progression to chronic kidney disease and end-

stage renal failure. AKI does not have a distinct pathophysiology as the disease can be brought 

about by different insults from nephrotoxicity and sepsis to surgical procedures. Regardless 

of the initial cause, AKI is characterised by a reduction in blood flow to the kidneys and 

subsequent hypoxia, processes which are associated with inflammation and immune system 

activation. Macrophages are highly versatile cells of the immune system, ubiquitous in all 

tissues, and have been identified to play a central role in both the injury phase and the 

subsequent resolution of inflammation in animal models of kidney disease. Despite recent 

advances in medical treatment, currently, there is no cure for AKI, and the disease is managed 

with fluid therapy, dialysis and ultimately, transplantation.  

Over the last two decades, extensive research done within the fields of regenerative medicine 

and pre-clinical research has proposed mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) as the main therapy 

for the treatment of various inflammatory diseases, including AKI. MSCs have become an 

attractive tool for cell-based therapies due to their potent immunosuppressive and 

immunomodulatory functions with effects on both innate and adaptive immune cells, 

including monocytes and macrophages. Nevertheless, the precise mode of action of these 

therapies is still largely unknown. 

The work in this thesis aimed to characterise and compare the injury response to bilateral 

renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI), and on this basis, characterise and compare the 

regenerative response to cellular therapies following bilateral renal IRI in three different 

mouse strains.  

Throughout all the experiments within this thesis I have demonstrated that bilateral renal IRI 

leads to strain-dependent responses. I have employed a series of experiments that assessed 

renal function, weight, macrophage levels in kidneys and spleens, and cytokine levels in 

plasma and kidneys to characterise and compare the effect that bilateral renal IRI has on three 

different mouse strains – BALB/c, C56BL/6 albino and CD1. Importantly, the application of 

human umbilical cord (hUC) MSC therapies failed to result in an efficacious response in 

ameliorating kidney injury, regardless of mouse strain. Despite this observation, I was able to 
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demonstrate that hUC-MSC treatment can marginally modulate macrophages in kidney and 

spleen, and influence cytokine levels in the kidney. However, these effects were not 

replicated across the three strains and displayed high inter-strain variability. Further work is 

required into the mode of action of MSCs so as to better replicate the results seen in pre-

clinical studies and to translate these into the clinic. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Anatomy and physiology of the renal system 

Mammals have two bean-shaped kidneys located posteriorly on either side of the 

vertebral column, between the peritoneum and the posterior abdominal wall, with the right 

kidney found slightly higher than the left due to the presence of the liver. The kidney is 

surrounded by three thin tissue layers (i.e., a renal fibrous capsule, an adipose capsule and 

the renal fascia) that protect the organ from damage and stabilise its position within the 

abdominal cavity. A sagittal section of the kidney shows two distinct areas (Figure 1.1): the 

renal cortex or the outer, and the renal medulla or inner portion of the kidney . Nephrons are 

the functional units of the kidneys, and extend from the renal cortex through to the renal 

medulla.  They are divided into two main structures (Figure 1.2): the renal corpuscle and the 

renal tubule. The renal corpuscle is further subdivided into the glomerulus and the 

surrounding glomerular (Bowman’s) capsule whose main function is blood plasma filtration.  

Blood and solutes flow into the kidneys through the renal artery which branches out into 

afferent arterioles that surround the glomerulus; from here, unfiltered fluids exit via the 

efferent arterioles which form the venous system of the kidney and branch out into 

peritubular capillaries. Fluid passes though the capillary network of the glomerulus and is 

filtered by the Bowman’s capsule before passing through the renal tubule. The renal tubule 

is divided into three regions: the proximal convoluted tubule (PCT; attached to the glomerular 

capsule), the loop of Henle and the distal convoluted tubule (DCT, distal to the glomerulus). 

The glomerulus (and its surrounding capsule), the PCT and the DCT are located within the 

cortex whereas the loop of Henle extends into the renal medulla (i.e. descending limb of the 

loop of Henle) before returning to the renal cortex (i.e. ascending limb of the loop of Henle). 

The majority of nephrons (80-85%) have short loops of Henle which lie mostly within the renal 

cortex and extend a short distance into the renal medulla, whilst the remaining 15-20% 

extend much deeper into the medulla. The nephrons with shorter loops are known as cortical 

nephrons, whereas those that extend deeply into the medulla are known as juxtamedullary 

nephrons. The fluid that passes through the DCT, and has not been reabsorbed, flows into 

collecting ducts which then unite to form large papillary ducts that transport this excretory 

fluid through the renal pelvis and empties it into the ureter1–3. 
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Figure 1.1: Frontal section of the kidney; adapted from Tortora et al. (2009), Principles of 
Anatomy and Physiology2 
 

The kidneys are an integral part of the urinary system with the ureter, urinary bladder 

and the urethra. The main function of the kidneys is to filter blood plasma and remove 

metabolic waste products to produce urine. The kidneys filter water and most solutes through 

the glomerular capillaries and the glomerular capsule. The filtered fluid then flows along the 

renal tubule and the collecting duct where water and useful solutes are reabsorbed into blood 

and returned to the body. While fluid travels through the renal tubule, waste products (i.e., 

urea, creatinine and uric acid), ions and other by-product are secreted into the fluid and 

eventually excreted in urine (Figure 1.2). Through their excretory function, the kidneys help 

regulate blood volume and composition, and maintain body homeostasis. Water 

absorption/secretion by the kidneys maintains blood volume while regulation of ions (such as 

sodium, chloride and potassium) controls blood composition and pH. The kidneys also release 

the enzyme renin which activates the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone pathway and alters 

blood pressure while the production of the hormones calcitriol and erythropoietin regulates 

calcium homeostasis and red blood cell production, respectively1–3. 
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Figure 1.2: The Functional Anatomy of a Representative Nephron and the Collecting System; adapted from Martini and Nath (2012), 
Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology3. 
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1.2. Biomarkers of acute kidney injury 

In a clinical setting, AKI is detected by a sudden rise in serum creatinine (sCr) and blood 

urea nitrogen (BUN) levels, alongside a rapid decrease in glomerular filtration rate (GFR); GFR 

estimates how much blood is filtered by the kidneys in a minute2–8. Creatinine and urea are 

waste products of metabolism, filtered out of blood and excreted in urine in healthy kidneys; 

during injury, these two markers can be found in higher concentrations in serum as the kidney 

is unable to function properly and remove them through urine9–11.  Both sCr and BUN are a 

are often used in the clinic, however, levels can vary widely with age, gender, exercise, diet, 

drug exposure and hydration status thus making them at times unreliable and unspecific8,10. 

In addition, neither sCR nor BUN are direct markers of tubular damage, but rather a marker 

of GFR. Furthermore, changes in sCR can only be measured when the kidneys have lost a 

significant percentage of their function (more than 50%) thus not allowing for early diagnosis 

of AKI while changes in BUN can also be observed in various conditions, unrelated to AKI, such 

as hypercatabolism or gastrointestinal bleeding5,8,10,12–14. 

Due to the limitations stated above, there is on-going research into the discovery and 

validation of better, more reliable and more sensitive biomarkers of kidney disease. The focus 

is currently on a panel of urinary biomarkers consisting of proteins such as kidney injury 

molecule-1 (KIM-1), clusterin, neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) and N-acetyl-

ß-D-glucosaminidase (NAG). These proteins are sensitive to changes in the kidney, and 

upregulated early during the injury phase. If validated, these markers would be preferable to 

serum markers as they would allow for rapid detection of kidney injury using non-invasive 

techniques8,10,12,15.  

1.3. Definition and classification of acute kidney injury 

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a common complication in hospitalised patients which 

affects approximately 15% of patients every year; it can rise up to 60% in critically ill 

patients5,16–22. AKI has been estimated to cost the NHS between £434 million and £620 million 

per year in the United Kingdom alone, and has been associated with a high in-hospital 

mortality rate ranging from 18% to 80%, as well as progression to chronic kidney disease (CKD) 

and end-stage renal disease (ESRD)6,16,21–24.  AKI has been characterised as an abrupt and 
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sustained decline in renal function that leads to fluid overload, electrolyte imbalances, 

metabolic acidosis and deterioration of renal excretory function5,17,23,25–27.  

AKI has had different denominations and definitions throughout the years which has 

led to some discrepancies in research findings, and the need for standardisation. In 2004, the 

Acute Dialysis Quality Initiative (ADQI) group formulated the RIFLE (Risk, Injury, Failure, Loss, 

End-stage kidney disease) classification scheme (Figure 1.3) which allowed for the grouping 

of AKI based on severity and timing of the occurrence28–30. The RIFLE classification uses sCr, 

proportional changes in GFR and urine output (UO) to determine the severity of kidney injury. 

Nonetheless, the RIFLE classification also comes with some limitations. First, it is dependent 

on determining the baseline levels of sCr which are often unknown in clinical practice.  

Second, the RIFLE classification does not take into consideration neither the cause of AKI nor 

whether the patients are undergoing renal replacement therapy (RRT)28,32,33. 
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Figure 1.3: The RIFLE criteria. The ADQI defined the RIFLE criteria which classifies AKI into 
three stages: Risk, Injury, Failure, Loss and End-stage renal disease; figure was adapted from 
Lopes and Jorge (2013)28. Abbreviations: sCR – serum creatinine; UO – urine output. 

 

 As a result, in 2005, the Acute Kidney Injury Network (AKIN) attempted to address 

some of the limitations of the RIFLE classification by: 1) excluding GFR changes, and 2) not 

relying on baseline sCr. The AKIN criteria (Table 1.1) classifies the severity of AKI from stage 1 

to 3, with 1 representing the lowest level of injury and the ‘Risk’ category, 2 representing the 

‘Injury’ category and 3 representing the ‘Failure’ category of the RIFLE criteria28,34.  
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Stage Serum creatinine Urine output 

1 ↑ sCr ≥26.5 μmol/L (≥0.3 mg/dL) or ↑sCr ≥150 - 200%   

(1.5 - 2×) 

<0.5 mL/kg/h (>6 h) 

2 ↑ sCr >200 - 300% (>2 - 3×) <0.5 mL/kg/h (>12 h) 

3 ↑ sCr >300% (>3×) or if baseline sCr ≥353.6 μmol/L             

(≥4 mg/dL) ↑sCr ≥44.2 μmol/L (≥0.5 mg/dL) 

<0.3 mL/kg/h (24 h) 

oranuria (12 h) 

Table 1.1: The AKIN criteria. The Acute Kidney Injury Network defined the AKIN criteria which 
classifies AKI into three stages, from 1 to 3; table was adapted from Lopes and Jorge (2013)28. 
Abbreviations: sCR – serum creatinine; UO – urine output. 

 

In 2012, the Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) workgroup unified 

the RIFLE and AKIN criteria. The KDIGO classification stages the severity of AKI according to 

the AKIN criteria (Table 1.2) and defines it as either an increase in SCr to ≥1.5 times when 

compared to the baseline or an increase in SCr ≥0.3 mg/dL (≥26.5 μmol/L) over 48h28,35. 

Stage Serum creatinine Urine output 

1 ≥1.5 – 1.9x within 7 days or ≥26.5 μmol/L 

(≥0.3 mg/dL) within 48h 

<0.5mL/kg/h for 6-12 hours 

2 >2.0 – 2.9x <0.5mL/kg/h for ≥12 hours 

3 >3× or ≥4 mg/dL  <0.3mL/kg/h for ≥24 OR anuria for ≥12 

hours  

Table 1.2: The KDIGO classification. The Acute Kidney Injury Network defined the AKIN 
criteria which classifies AKI into three stages, from 1 to 3; table was adapted from KDIGO.org 
(2012)35. 

1.4. Pathophysiology and aetiology of acute kidney injury 

AKI does not have a distinct pathophysiology as the disease can be brought about by 

different insults, including nephrotoxicity, sepsis and major surgery (more prevalent in high-

income countries) or dehydration and infectious diseases (more prevalent in low-income 

countries). Furthermore, these distinct aetiologies can often co-exist within the same 

patient5,19,20,27.  However, a commonality between these “injuries” is that they all lead to a 

reduction in blood flow to the kidneys (i.e. ischaemia) and subsequent hypoxia36–38. 

Classification of AKI is broadly defined by pre-renal, intrinsic and post-renal 

causes5,39,40. Pre-renal AKI or azotaemia is caused by hypoperfusion of the kidneys through 
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hypovolemia, reduced cardiac output or reduced effective circulatory volume, all of which 

lead to a decrease in GFR. As such, pre-renal AKI can be reversed if the underlying cause is 

promptly treated. Intrinsic renal failure or ‘true AKI’ is caused by a direct damage to the 

kidneys and can be further classified according to the primary site of injury: glomerulus, 

tubules, interstitium and vessels. Intrinsic AKI can be attributed to various insults brought by 

medication, systemic diseases or rheumatological illnesses. Post-renal AKI is caused by any 

obstruction in the urinary tract which stops urine flow such as an enlarged prostate, cancer 

or kidney stones. 

1.5. Renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury triggers inflammation in the kidney 

The kidney is highly susceptible to ischaemia/reperfusion injury, making renal IRI the 

leading cause of AKI, most often as a secondary response to surgical procedures, such as renal 

transplantation or cardio-pulmonary bypass surgeries4,16,18,21,25–27.  

Renal IRI is a complex process characterised by multi-factorial events41,42. Renal IRI is 

marked by a period of ischaemia which stops blood flow and oxygen to the organ, and leads 

to a drastic decrease in intracellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels in epithelial cells. 

ATP depletion is accompanied by changes in the actin cytoskeleton and the displacement of 

adhesion molecules, such as β-integrins. This affects the polarity and integrity of renal 

epithelial and endothelial cells, and causes the desquamation of both viable and non-viable 

cells of the PCT brush border membrane as well as transtubular back-leak of filtrate as the 

tubular cell layer becomes permeable4,10,50,17,43–49. If the ischaemia period is long enough, 

cellular death occurs through both regulated and unregulated processes, such as apoptosis, 

pyroptosis and necrosis; in mouse models, an ischaemia period above 25min is thought to be 

severe enough to produce irreparable damage4,10,54,27,42–44,49,51–53. While all nephron 

structures can be affected by ischaemia, tubular epithelial cells of PCT (S3 segment located in 

the outer medulla) are particularly susceptible to hypoxic injury, with significant damage also 

brought to endothelial and smooth muscle cells4,10,50,55,17,43–49. Epithelial cells of the PCT have 

a high number of mitochondria and an increased metabolic rate, however, they also have a 

limited capacity for anaerobic glycolysis which makes them highly dependent on oxidative 

phosphorylation14,43. During injury, the S3 segment of the PCT is also highly affected by 

microvascular hypoperfusion and vascular congestion where endothelial cell dysfunction 
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promotes peritubular capillary rarefaction and a subsequent reduction in vascular density 

which further promotes hypoxia and leads to impaired renal haemodynamics4,10,19,43,45,47,56–

58.   

At a cellular level, inflammation and immune system activation of both innate and 

adaptive branches underlie the pathogenesis of acute renal diseases, irrespective of their 

initial cause (Error! Reference source not found.)19,20,55,59. Animal models point towards 

multiple components of the innate system being responsible for kidney injury, including Toll-

like receptors (TLRs), macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs) and neutrophils, among others. The 

hypoxic environment and cellular death due to ischaemia drive the release of damage-

associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) from intracellular compartments, such as reactive 

oxygen species (ROS), interleukin (IL)-1α and heat-shock proteins (HSPs) as well as the intra-

renal activation of hypoxic-inducible factors (HIFs)19,20,27,41,43,54,55,57,60. The release of DAMPs 

activates the innate system through an antigen-independent pathway: DAMPs stimulate TLRs 

on the cell surface of surviving renal cells and promote a pro-inflammatory environment. 

While apoptosis is the least immunogenic mode of cell death, both pyroptosis and necrosis 

are highly immunogenic causing local inflammation through the release of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (e.g., interferon (IFN)-γ, tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α, IL-1β, IL-6) and chemokine 

upregulation (e.g., monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)-1, IL-8, stromal cell-derived 

factor (SDF)-1)16,20,27,41,52,54,55,59,61,62. 
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Figure 1.4: Mechanisms of ischaemia-reperfusion injury mediated inflammation in the kidney. IRI in the kidney can be divided into two distinct 
episodes: the ischaemia phase and the reperfusion phase. Ischaemia is associated with tubular and endothelial cell death which has negative 
effects on renal vasculature and causes the release of damage-associated molecular patterns and inflammatory cytokines. The reperfusion phase 
will, in turn, increase vascular permeability and chemokine expression necessary to bring leukocytes into the damaged kidneys; these 
inflammatory leukocytes cause further cell death by exacerbating the inflammatory milieu.
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With the reperfusion of the injured kidney, blood and oxygen are restored to the 

tissue, activating the endothelium and increasing both vascular permeability and chemokine 

expression (Error! Reference source not found.)16,49,63. These changes, in concert with an 

increase in oxygen free radicals, HIFs and pro-inflammatory factors, promote immune cell 

infiltration to the damaged kidney and exacerbate organ dysfunction and 

injury16,17,20,49,52,55,57,59,60,63. Neutrophils and natural killer (NK) cells are first to home to the 

injured kidney via chemotaxis, followed by monocytes which differentiate into macrophages, 

and T-cells; immune cell transmigration in the interstitium is facilitated by the increased 

microvascular permeability that describes the post-ischaemic kindey16,27,55,60. In the initial 

phase of injury, neutrophils enter the renal interstitium and bind to the vascular endothelium 

through selectins and integrins to promote further organ damage through the secretion of 

proteases, TNF-α and ROS. In vivo IRI models of kidney injury indicate that necrotic tubular 

cells can prime neutrophils to form neutrophil extracellular traps which have been linked to 

progressive kidney damage and multi-organ dysfunction27. In the kidney, HIF activation in 

tubular cells has been shown to induce macrophage infiltration of the interstitium within 24 

hours after injury where they cause further tissue injury and death through the release of pro-

inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, and activation of caspases and ROS 

generation17,20,43,48,52,55,57,60,61,64; in vivo studies suggest that tubular injury peaks at day 2-3 

following IRI, followed by resolution of the inflammatory phase52,57,60. The injury phase is 

estimated to last approximately 3 days and it is characterised by upregulated cellular death 

and inflammation. The inflammatory milieu that describes the injured kidney works in concert 

with the different forms of cell death to create a feedback loop that promotes organ damage 

and dysfunction54,59,60. 

Following the injury phase, there is a period of recovery and regeneration with a decrease 

in inflammatory markers and cellular death, and an increase in the proliferation of surviving 

cells15,65,66. Depending on the severity of the injurious stimuli this process might not be enough 

to restore full function of the organ, reaching what has been characterised as a ‘point of no 

return’ of irreversible damage and progressive atrophy15. In unilateral models, this period is 

also associated with a compensatory hypertrophy of the contralateral kidney15.  
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1.6. The kidney has an intrinsic regenerative ability 

Previous studies point towards the kidney being able to intrinsically regenerate after 

an episode of AKI (if damage is not too high) through a repair process whose mechanisms are 

not completely understood67,68. While the kidney shows limited capacity for regeneration 

when compared to other organs such as the liver, it still has a remarkable capacity for 

structural remodelling and repair following an insult. However, there is still a debate on 

whether regeneration is due to cellular dedifferentiation or to an endogenous population of 

stem cells44,69–72. Previously, this intrinsic regenerative ability of the kidneys was attributed to 

renal epithelial cells capable of repopulating the injured kidney and restoring kidney 

architecture through mitogenesis and dedifferentiation42,44,50,71–73. The renal papilla is a niche 

for adult kidney stem cells that have the capacity to repopulate and regenerate the kidney 

after an episode of transient ischaemia through their plastic phenotype42,44,50,71–74.  More 

recently though, Lazzeri and colleagues reported that following a mild episode of AKI, most 

surviving tubular epithelial cells undergo hypertrophy and only a small subsection of kidney 

cells have the capacity to proliferate66. These renal progenitor cells, which are lineage-

restricted to specific segments of nephrons, show increased survival in response to injury and 

the ability to replace approximately 50% of cells lost through injury thus restoring some of 

the lost tubular architecture and renal function15,44,66,70,71.  

However, as kidneys are unable to completely restore the functional integrity of 

nephrons or generate new nephrons, repeated episodes of AKI will lead to further nephron 

loss and injury which is ultimately associated with CKD and ESRD16,67,68. As a result, a single 

episode of AKI puts patients at risk of future episodes of AKI which consequently increases 

the risk of developing chronic kidney disease and end stage kidney failure19,20. Recently, 

studies performed in fish have shown that some species are capable of neonephrogenesis 

(i.e. generate new nephrons) leading to possible new therapeutic avenues to explore70. 

1.7. Macrophages in renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury 

Macrophages are highly versatile cells, ubiquitous in all tissues, that play important 

roles in the pathophysiology of diseases, such as cancer, metabolic and fibrotic disorders, and 

autoimmune illnesses. Macrophages are essential in both organogenesis and normal 
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development and maintenance of tissue homeostasis where they promote tissue remodelling 

and repair through phagocytosis and infection control16,75–79. Ontogenically, there are two 

distinct types of macrophages: tissue-resident macrophages and monocyte-derived 

macrophages. The majority of tissue-resident macrophages are derived from progenitor cells 

in the embryonic yolk sac, and are recruited to tissues before birth where populations are 

maintained locally80. A transcriptional analysis of tissue-resident macrophages indicates that 

these cells have activated both tissue-specific and shared gene profiles, depending on the 

tissue of origin80,81. Circulating blood monocytes derived from bone marrow give rise to 

monocyte-derived macrophages in inflamed and cancerous tissues80. The current body of 

literature suggests that monocyte-derived macrophages are one of the main perpetrators of 

renal injury regardless of the initial cause where they play critical roles in both the injury phase 

and the subsequent resolution of inflammation16,17,52,57,82,83. Liposomal clodronate depletion 

studies of monocytes and macrophages during the initial phase of injury show an amelioration 

of kidney damage and a decrease in BUN and sCr levels, while their depletion during the 

recovery phase leads to a reduction in cellular proliferation and a delay in tissue repair17,52. It 

is important to note that liposomal clodronate will also deplete neutrophils and CD11c+ DCs, 

the other type of mononuclear phagocytes alongside macrophages17,52,76,84. 

While not abundant in a normal, healthy kidney, macrophage numbers rise significantly 

within 24 hours of injury induction57,77,82. Monocytes enter the damaged kidney in response 

to chemokine and pro-inflammatory factors which are released into the bloodstream in 

response to injury, and differentiate into macrophages that surround the injured tubules to 

initiate an early innate immune response16,52,57,82,83,85,86. Macrophage populations are 

heterogenous but can be classified into two main groups: M1 and M2 macrophages, however, 

this is quite an oversimplification due to the functional crossover between different types of 

macrophages as well as their ability to exist in various intermediate states. Macrophages are 

highly plastic cells, capable of altering their phenotypic profile based on cues received from 

their microenvironment making their characterisation increasingly more complex; in the 

injured kidney, tubular epithelial cells release molecules capable of mediating macrophage 

polarisation, and evidence suggests that dominance of one phenotype over the other is 

critical in influencing disease progression19,52,91,57,61,64,86–90. Whereas M1 macrophages play a 

major role in the early stage of kidney injury, M2 macrophages are involved in the late injury 
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phase characterised by tubular cell repair, proliferation and fibrosis19,52,64,92–94. M1 and M2 

responses can stimulate T cells towards a Th1 and Th2 phenotype, respectively, which in turn 

will stabilise macrophage responses in an auto-amplifying circuit75,76,78,95,96. Macrophages can 

also be classified based on their preference for arginine metabolism: M1 cells produce high 

levels of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS/NOS2) to kill pathogens whereas M2 cells 

produce ornithine and polyamines to help with wound healing75,76,83,89,90,93,95,97. 

M1 or classically activated macrophages are induced by IFN-γ, alone or in combination 

with cytokines (e.g., TNF-α, GM-CSF) or microbial products, such as lipopolysaccharide 

(LPS)19,52,64,78,79,86,86,91,98,99. In the context of AKI, tissue injury leads to the local infiltration of 

blood monocytes which, through local environmental stimuli released by damaged cells, such 

as GM-CSF, IGF-1 and M-CSF, maturate into phagocytic M1 macrophages16,19,52,88. These pro-

inflammatory macrophages promote the removal of apoptotic and necrotic cells, and further 

contribute to the local inflammatory milieu through the release of cytokines that promote 

cellular death16,19,52,77,88. With the removal of noxious stimuli, the pro-inflammatory state is 

replaced by a wound healing state characterised by the presence of M2 

macrophages16,19,79,83,87,92–94,99,100. M1 macrophages express opsonic receptors and are 

characterised by their high expression of IL-12, IL-23 (humans) and toxic intermediates, such 

as iNOS/NOS2 and ROS which promote oxidative stress and induce severe damage to the 

injured kidney19,52,86,90,93,94,101. Classically activated macrophages have a high capacity to 

present antigen, reflective of Th1 immune responses with strong microbicidal and tumoricidal 

activity through the generation of chemokines (IP-10, MIP-1α, MC -1) and pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-1, TNF-α)16,52,99,102,103,61,78,86,86,91,93,97,98.  

M2 or alternatively activated macrophages are indicative of the proliferative phase of 

kidney recovery where they stimulate angiogenesis, tissue remodelling and repair. Animal 

models of kidney injury indicate that macrophages switch towards an M2 phenotype, capable 

of activating the Wnt7b signalling pathway to directly promote kidney repair through its 

effects on epithelial cells, on day 6 following injury induction; the Wnt7b signalling pathway 

plays a crucial role during kidney development by regulating cellular proliferation, 

differentiation and death, as well as cell-fate decisions16,19,99,100,103,52,61,79,87,92–94,97. Large 

numbers of M2 macrophages can be found in fibrotic areas: these cells stimulate fibrosis 
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through the release of pro-fibrotic molecules, such as TGF-β, platelet-derived growth factor 

(PDGF), fibroblast-growth factor 2 (FGF-2) and MMP-9, that promote epithelial-to-

mesenchymal transition, endothelial-to-mesenchymal transition and myofibroblast 

proliferation, and the subsequent ECM overproduction and collagen deposition. 

Furthermore, these cells are capable of transdifferentiation into collagen-producing 

fibrocytes that directly contribute to a fibrotic environment16,20,61,78,86,93,94,104,105. M2 

macrophages are typically activated through the JAK-STAT6 signalling pathway that acts 

through the IL-4 receptor and its ligands, IL-4 and/or IL-1364,91,94,99. Alternatively activated 

macrophages express non-opsonic receptors that promote Th2 responses16,61,78,93. With a 

diverse functional repertoire, M2 macrophages are currently classified into three distinct 

subphenotypes: M2a, M2b and M2c52,78,86,93,99,106,107. M2a are induced by IL-4 and IL-13 

released from Th2 cells, basophils and mast cells, and are characterised by a high production 

of anti-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-10, TGF-β) and a low production of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (e.g., IL-12, TNF-α, IL-6)78,79,86,91,93,97,107. M2b are induced by immune complexes, IL-

1R and TLR agonists through interactions with the Fc gamma receptor on their surface, and 

are characterised by high production of both anti- and pro-inflammatory cytokines; M2b 

macrophages are critical in promoting a Th2 phenotype and humoral immune responses, and 

provide LPS protection in mouse models of disease19,78,86,93,107,108. M2c are induced by 

glucocorticoids, TGF-β and IL-10, and are characterised by a high scavenger activity and their 

ability to induce regulatory T cells86,93,107. 
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Figure 1.5: Macrophage polarisation states. Macrophages are a highly heterogenous and 
plastic population that can adopt different functional programs in response to signals 
received from their environment. M1 macrophages are induced by IFN-γ and release iNOS, 
IL-12/IL-23, ROS, IL-1β, IL-6,  IL-1, TNF-α, MC -1 and IP-10 in their environment. M2a 
macrophages are induced by IL-4 and IL-13 and release Arg1, FIZZ1, Ym1 and MR in their 
environment. M2b macrophages are induced by LPS, TLRs and IL-1 and release IL-10high, IL-
12low, TNF-αhigh and IL-6high in their environment. M2c macrophages are induced by 
glucocorticoids, TGF-β and IL-10, and stimulate TREG production. 

 

As previously described, macrophages form a highly plastic and heterogenous 

population capable of dynamically switching their phenotype and function based on signals 

received from their local environment (Figure 1.5) through the spatiotemporal regulation of 

different transcription and post-transcription factors, such as nuclear factor-κβ (NF-κβ), signal 

transducer and activator of translation 1 (STAT1) and STAT6, and interferon regulatory 

factors19,52,91,97,57,61,64,86–90. Their dynamic functionality along with their ability to exist in a 

variety of intermediate states makes identifying markers for macrophage characterisation in 

vivo increasingly difficult89,97. A transcriptional analysis comparing the gene profiles of in vivo 

M1 and M2 macrophages against in vitro M1 and M2 macrophages, respectively, shows high 

discrepancies between the two groups, depending on their environment: while these cells 

share some genes and pathways between in vitro and in vivo signatures, there are also many 

genes that have opposite signatures97. 
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1.8. Animal models of acute kidney injury 

A range of animal models can be used in pre-clinical research to study kidney disease 

such as sepsis models generated through exposure to various endogenous or exogenous 

toxins, kidney ischaemia-reperfusion models, toxin-induced AKI models and urinary tract 

obstruction models, and much of our knowledge of AKI is based on research conducted on 

these animals as renal biopsy is rarely performed in the acute phase of the disease6,105,109,110. 

The kidney is highly susceptible to ischaemia-related injury which is one of the main causes 

of AKI6,50,109. While it is possible to study some of the effects of kidney IRI using cell culture or 

ex-vivo models, animal models are still the preferred method as they allow for the 

investigation of whole-organ and whole-body responses to injury, and analysis of the 

pathophysiology of AKI, from the injury phase to the ensuing recovery and regenerative 

phases associated with IRI6,73,109,111–113. Experimental models of AKI using ischaemia-

reperfusion have been used in animals to mimic the effects of R-IRI seen in the clinic, with the 

warm ischaemia model being the most conventional one6,109,114. The ischaemia model can be 

generated through three common methods – bilateral clamping of the renal arteries, 

unilateral clamping, and unilateral clamping with contralateral nephrectomy – with the choice 

of model depending on the research question to be answered6,105,109,110.  For example, the 

bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury (R-IRI) model is commonly used to investigate 

human AKI pathophysiology where hypoperfusion usually affects both kidneys, while 

unilateral models allow for the investigation of the effects of uraemia and azotaemia in kidney 

disease110,111. 

Animal models of renal IRI include smaller and larger species, both with their 

advantages and disadvantages. Mice are commonly used in pre-clinical models as they are 

readily available, easy to breed and their smaller size provides an advantage when 

investigating therapeutic strategies. Furthermore, these animals can be genetically 

manipulated to mimic a plethora of human conditions6,109,115. Both BALB/c and C57BL/6 

strains are commonly used in pre-clinical models of disease as these two strains are 

characterised by a Th2 profile and a Th1 profile, respectively, making them ideal for research 

into conditions were the immune system plays an active role, however, not much research 

has been conducted using the CD1 strain25,95,121–126,96,97,106,116–120. The BALB/c strain T-cells 
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release IL-4 during infection which readily activates M2 macrophages while their 

macrophages produce ornithine in response to antigen stimulation; this makes BALB/c mice 

an unsuitable model for studying Th1 autoimmune diseases96,97,127. The BALB/c strain is also 

highly susceptible to Listeria and Leishmania infections due to their Th2 profile96,97,127. The 

C57BL/6 strain T-cell release IFN-γ during infection and activate M1 macrophages while their 

macrophages produce NO when stimulated with LPS. In contrast, C57BL/6 mice are more 

resistant to Leishmania infections97,127,128. These divergences in immune response patterns 

make the choice of mouse strain paramount when designing an experimental design as it will 

heavily influence the research data generated. Larger rodents such as rats are also commonly 

used in pre-clinical research as they are a larger size than mice and thus easier to surgically 

manipulate110,129. Larger animals such as pigs and sheep are preferred for transplantation 

models due to their size and anatomical similarities to humans; however, their larger size also 

comes with an increase in the costs of husbandry which limits their laboratory use6,109,110,130. 

Animal models of kidney disease also come with some significant limitations. First, the 

bilateral R-IRI model does not replicate the most severe AKI injuries as it is not possible to 

provide dialysis to experimental animals. As a result, these models are constrained by the 

requirement that the injury be severe enough to cause significant kidney damage while 

remaining minor enough to prevent early animal death from acute uremia111. Secondly, 

experimental research conducted on mice has shown that age, sex and strain drastically 

impact the response to kidney damage, with male and older animals showing a higher degree 

of injury in addition to impaired recovery6,109. Furthermore, the degree of injury varies with 

temperature during ischaemia as well as the ischaemic period15. Thirdly, these pre-clinical 

models are frequently performed on young, healthy and genetically inbred strains whereas 

patients suffering from AKI often present with multiple comorbidities such as hypertension, 

diabetes or cardiovascular disease and are characterised by genetic variability114,131,132. Based 

on the foregoing, the choice of animal model is highly important when trying to simulate a 

disease and test for the effect of therapies on said model. 

1.9. The relationship between kidneys and spleen during sterile inflammation 

The spleen is the largest secondary lymphoid organ, with both local and systemic 

effects on immune cell responses. The spleen has a complex structure and is one of the 
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primary organs of the reticuloendothelial system, a reservoir of monocytes, macrophages and 

DCs. However, only splenic monocytes show high displacement to inflammatory sites 

whereas macrophages and DCs are primarily sessile76,84,133. The spleen presents with four 

distinct macrophage populations: one population of macrophages specific to the white pulp 

with phagocytic functions, two macrophage phenotypes specific to the marginal zone that 

specialise in defence against blood-borne pathogens, and red pulp macrophages with 

homeostatic and metabolic functions2,76,134–136. The red pulp also contains a population of 

‘reservoir monocytes’ capable of mobilising to inflamed organs during acute inflammatory 

disease76,133,137. 

While extensive research has been done into cytokine production and immune cell 

activation in the kidney following AKI induction, not many studies have explored the role of 

extrarenal organs in AKI138. Nevertheless, from research conducted in other disease models, 

such as myocardial infarction and stroke, mobilisation of spleen monocytes is crucial in sterile 

inflammatory responses with active roles in both injury and repair phases84,133,139. The spleen 

is an organ that has not been investigated extensively in relation to AKI, and most research 

has been focused either on sepsis-associated AKI or CKD140,141. Current research points 

towards contrasting results in the role of the spleen in AKI. Bilateral renal IRI has been shown 

to lead to an increase in several pro-inflammatory cytokines in spleen and points towards the 

spleen playing a central role in AKI through the release of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-

10. Splenic IL-10 is released from macrophages, B cells and T cells in response to injury and is 

responsible for downregulating the levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-6 in serum, 

kidneys and liver138.   

1.10. The role of acute kidney injury in chronic kidney disease 

While recovery of renal function is possible following an episode of AKI, multiple 

studies have shown that patients are still at risk of developing CKD and ESRD later in 

life15,36,69,105,142–145. CK  is defined as “abnormalities of kidney function or structure present 

for more than 3 months”7,146 and is clinically diagnosed by proteinuria (>30 mg/day or >30 

mg/g creatinine), an estimated GFR of less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 or persistent 

haematuria146–148. Globally, CKD is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality with 

a prevalence between 8% - 16%, and is a known contributor to cardiovascular disease and 
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AKI58,149–152. CKD is characterised by a chronic inflammatory state with altered immune and 

oxidative stress responses, progressive cellular damage and fibrosis linked to permanent loss 

of function and ESRD144,150,153–155. 

Analogous to AKI, CKD does not have a distinct pathophysiology and can develop from 

a variety of processes that damage the kidney. Regardless of the initial insult, several distinct 

mechanisms stand out as crucial for the progression to and development of ESRD105,153,154. 

CKD is associated with an increase in tubular cells exhibiting G2/M cell-cycle arrest which 

upregulate the release of profibrotic cytokines, and stimulate the fibroblast proliferation and 

extracellular matrix deposition105,147. Furthermore, there is also an increase in cellular 

senescence which occurs early in the injury phase and has been linked to the promotion of 

mitotic arrest105,144. The kidney’s outer medulla is particularly susceptible to hypoxia due to a 

loss of microvasculature integrity and an increase in fibrosis. Renal pericytes are of particular 

importance in this context; these cells stabilise renal microvasculature during homeostasis 

whereas during injury they directly contribute to renal fibrosis as they migrate from their 

perivascular locations and change into a myofibroblastic phenotype responsible for collagen 

deposition104,105. 

There is increasing evidence that AKI and CKD are closely related and promote one 

another, although the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms have not been uncovered 

yet15,105,147. According to the KDIGO group, stage 1 (mild) AKI has been linked to an increase 

in mortality as some patients never recover full kidney function even in the presence of no 

proteinuria and normal sCr levels105,142,145,156. Whereas young and healthy adults suffering 

from stage 1 or stage 2 AKI can often recover full kidney function that is not the case for older 

patients who also suffer from other underlying conditions such as diabetes, myocardial 

infarction and hypertension157–159; these elderly patients often do not make a full recovery 

due to maladaptive renal repair processes that lead to a progressive loss of kidney function144.  

Current research shows that microvasculature rarefaction, tubular cell loss and cellular 

senescence, mechanisms associated with maladaptive repair processes in AKI are major risk 

factors in progression to CKD. While the precise link between AKI and CKD has not been 

elucidated, a growing body of literature has shown that survivors of AKI are at risk of 

developing proteinuria and progressive CKD when compared to non-AKI patients105. Bucaloiu 
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et al. (2012) have shown that patients who fully recover after an episode of AKI are twice as 

likely to develop CKD145. The outcomes are increasingly dire for patients that suffered from 

severe AKI requiring dialysis as this has been associated with a 28-fold increase in the risk of 

developing CKD and a high risk of ESRD155,160–162. In addition, CKD can also be a precursor to 

AKI as high levels of proteinuria and low GFR are major risk factors for AKI. Furthermore, CKD 

patients often experience a range of acute illnesses associated with an increase in hospital 

stays and procedures that further promote kidney injury and subsequent AKI155,162–164. 

As the prevalence of both AKI and CKD increases, it becomes increasingly vital to 

better comprehend the pathogenesis of kidney injury and all the clinically significant 

outcomes following an episode of AKI, identify the patients who are most at risk for severe 

complications, and develop novel treatment plans to improve their care. 

1.11. Renal replacement therapies 

Despite recent advances in medical treatment, currently, there is no cure for AKI, and 

the disease is managed with fluid therapy, dialysis and ultimately, transplantation16,19,20,25,165.  

Diagnosis and treatment of AKI within 72 hours of commencement is critical and can 

determine the long-term outcomes of the disease. Nevertheless, most patients are diagnosed 

after significant damage to the kidney has already occurred so there is a dire need for early 

diagnostic tools as well as the development of effective therapeutic regimens that could 

enhance kidney repair and prevent kidney fibrosis16,19,20,25,166. 

Renal replacement therapy (RRT) comprises of dialysis and transplantation, and it is 

estimated to be administered to about 5% of patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) where 

in-hospital mortality is typically above 50%167–169. RRT modalities are used to correct fluid 

imbalance and remove waste products from the body167–169. Dialysis can be divided into two 

categories: 1) haemodialysis which uses a dialysis machine to filter blood externally, and 2) 

peritoneal dialysis which uses the peritoneum as a filter to remove toxins from the body168,169. 

Renal transplantation is performed using either deceased or living donor organs but it also 

carries risks such as long-term morbidity due to immunosuppressive therapies which are used 

to reduce the probability of organ rejection169,170.  Nevertheless, there is a severe shortage of 

transplant-eligible kidneys: in 2018, there were approximately 5,500 people on the national 

renal transplant waiting list (NHS Blood and Transplant) with an estimated 3,000 kidney 
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transplants performed per year149,169. However, in 2020, transplant activity across the globe 

was affected by the COVID-19 pandemic where it saw a marked decrease in the number of 

performed transplants and an increase in the number of patients on the waiting list as all non-

emergency surgeries were cancelled171–173.  At the same time, in 2020 there was a change in 

organ donation law in England where adults are now automatically considered for organ 

donation unless they specifically ‘opt-out’174. There is also a focus on decreasing the number 

of discarded organs that have been deemed un-transplantable by maintaining and improving 

organ quality during the retrieval process175,176. 

As mentioned previously, RRT increases the risk for long-term dialysis, as well as CKD and 

ESRD155,160–162,167. As a result, some patients may choose to refuse RRT due to the strain it can 

bring on their bodies and may opt for conservative management of the disease which focuses 

on managing the symptoms of kidney disease (e.g., nausea, poor appetite, anaemia), 

maintaining quality of life and making preparations for end-of-life care168,169,177.  Therefore, 

there is a dire need for novel strategies to prevent AKI and subsequent CKD, therapies that 

are able to modulate and promote the endogenous repair capacity of the kidney, modulate 

the immune system towards an anti-inflammatory role, and reduce scarring and loss of 

functional kidney cells. 

1.12. Mesenchymal stromal cells as regenerative therapy in acute kidney injury 

1.12.1. Mesenchymal stromal cells - characterisation 

Over the last two decades, extensive research has been done within the fields of 

regenerative medicine and pre-clinical research using mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) as 

the main therapy for the treatment of various haematological disorders, inflammatory and 

autoimmune diseases178–180. MSCs are multi-potent cells capable of self-renewal and multi-

lineage differentiation (e.g., osteoblasts, chondroblasts, adipocytes, stromacytes, or neurons) 

both in vitro and in vivo animal implant models10,16,19,43,78,181–183. MSCs can be isolated from 

almost all tissues, both adult and foetal, including bone marrow (BM), adipose tissue, 

umbilical cord (UC), placenta or peripheral blood. Some sources, such as adipose tissue and 

UC, are more easily accessible and abundant whereas BM procurement, for example, involves 

a more invasive and painful procedure26,181–186. Several studies have compared MSCs isolated 

from different tissue-origin niches, and while there are similarities in phenotype, there are 
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also distinct differences in gene expression,  surface antigen expression, secretion of bioactive 

molecules, and their subsequent immunomodulatory and angiogenic 

properties116,180,183,184,187,188. In addition, the activity of MSCs can be influenced by long-term 

culture: in a study conducted by Baksh and colleagues (2007), MSCs isolated from UC were 

preferable to those isolated from BM as they showed both a higher proliferative capacity and 

a higher expression of CD146, a proangiogenic marker183,187,189. As a result, it is important to 

carefully consider the tissue source of MSC as well as the duration of culture when examining 

their clinical applications so as to achieve the desired effect. At the moment, there is no 

consensus on which tissue origin provides the best source of cells for clinical application, 

however, this will most likely be dependent on the disease model183. 

When grown in culture, MSCs form a heterogeneous population of fibroblast-like cells, 

capable of retaining their multi-potency for up to 40 cell divisions181,183,184. MSCs are positive 

for CD29, CD44, CD73, CD90, CD105, and negative for hematopoietic markers (i.e. CD31, 

CD34, CD45, CD54) and CD14 (marker for cells of myeloid origin)78,178,181–183,186,190. Whereas 

MSCs are not as highly plastic as embryonic stem cells, they present with a lower risk of 

tumour formation, and are more readily isolated and propagated182.  

Early studies to assess the biodistribution of cells suggested that MSCs exert their effects 

by engrafting in the injured organs (regardless of the route of administration) where they 

either stimulate cellular proliferation or differentiate into functional cells to repopulate the 

damaged organ191,192. However, most of these initial studies were performed by using 

fluorescent dyes as MSC cell label that can be easily taken up by phagocytic cells, such as 

macrophages, when MSCs die and be distributed throughout the body191–193. This was later 

confirmed in biodistribution studies using luciferase reporter genes which demonstrated that 

most MSCs accumulate and die in the lungs of animals when administered through IV 

injection, with very little systemic distribution to other organs, such as the kidneys, liver and 

spleen. Other routes of administration have been used, such as intramuscular, intraarticular 

and intradermal, however, these do not lead to systemic biodistribution either23,44,71,117,101,194–

202. In contrast, biodistribution studies using an intra-arterial route of administration show 

that MSCs can bypass the pulmonary vasculature and home to the injured organs, however, 
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usage of this route also runs the risk of MSCs getting trapped in the capillaries with thrombus 

formation, and ultimately death from vascular occlusion21,26,47,98,179,183,199–201. 

MSCs have become an attractive tool for cell-based regenerative therapies due to their 

low expressions of both MHC I and MHC II molecules, as well as the absence of CD40, CD80 

and CD86 – T cell co-stimulatory molecules; these qualities allow MSCs to evade the immune 

system and exert their potent immunosuppressive and immunomodulatory functions with 

effects on both innate and adaptive immune cells25,101,178,181–184,186,190. As MSCs do not home 

to injured organs, it is thought that their effects are due to the soluble molecules they release 

in their secretome, capable of regulating processes, such as angiogenesis, tissue repair, 

immune function, and fibrosis amongst others (Table 1.3)157,183,185,187,190,203. MSCs 

constitutively express a multitude of receptors and signalling substances: pro-angiogenic 

molecules, such as IL-8, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and vascular endothelial growth 

factors (VEGF), such as VEGF-A, VEGF-B and VEGF-C, cell fate / transcription factors such as 

SRY-box 2 (Sox2) and octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (Oct4), cellular adhesion 

molecules, such as vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) and intercellular adhesion 

molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and immune-stimulatory molecules such as monocyte chemoattractant 

protein-1 (MCP-1), IL-6, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), TGF-β and prostaglandin E2 

(PGE2)6,16,206–211,22,26,45,187,188,197,204,205. In addition, analysis of the secretome released by MSCs 

using mass spectroscopy showed distinct differences in protein composition depending on 

physiological condition of the tissue i.e. the environment which MSCs are introduced into 

leads to the release of regulatory substances that match the primary needs of the tissue209. 

In support of this hypothesis, several research studies have shown that MSC preconditioning 

leads to the release of immune-modulatory molecules while hypoxia preconditioning leads to 

the release of various growth factors119,181,183,190,212–214. 
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Immune cell type MSC effect MSC secretome 

Innate immune system 

Monocyte / Macrophage Stimulate macrophage 
polarisation towards an M1 or 
M2 phenotype 

IDO/NO, PGE2, 
cyclooxygenase 2 

DC Inhibit DC cell activity, 
proliferation, differentiation and 
maturation. 

PGE2 

NK cell Inhibit NK activity, proliferation 
and maturation 

IDO/NO, PGE2 

Adaptive immune system 

B cell Inhibit B cell activity, 
proliferation, differentiation and 
maturation. 

IDO/NO  

T cell Inhibit T cell activity, 
proliferation, differentiation and 
maturation. 
Stimulate the generation of TREG 

cells 

IDO/NO  

Table 1.3: The effect of MSCs on the innate and adaptive immune system through the 
release of molecules in their secretome.  

 

In vitro, MSCs interact with both monocytes and antigen-presenting cells (i.e., 

macrophages and DCs). MSCs can stimulate macrophages either towards an M1 pro-

inflammatory phenotype or towards an M2 anti-inflammatory phenotype depending on the 

initial activation status of the monocytes and/or macrophages through the action of 

cyclooxygenase 2 and IDO expression78,92,98,181,215,216. MSC-primed macrophages have also 

been shown to inhibit Th1, and stimulate the production of regulatory T (TREG ) cells204,216–218. 

MSCs have been shown to also inhibit the maturation of DCs through the action of PGE2 while 

their co-culture led to a decrease in TNF-α and an increase in IL-10204,219–221 .  MSC co-culture 

with lymphocytes (i.e., T and B cells) inhibits their proliferation and inhibits their activity  

through the activity of IDO (humans) or NO (rodents). MSCs can also induce T-cell death 

through the Fas/FasL apoptotic pathway and promote the upregulation of TREG cells: apoptotic 

cells are engulfed by circulating macrophages which leads to the release of TGF-β and the 

subsequent increase in TREG lymphocytes82,101,178,197,212,220–223. MSCs have also been shown to 

have direct effects on NK cells: MSCs inhibit the expression of NK activating receptors on the 

cell surface, leading to a decrease in their proliferation and cytotoxic activity as well as 

inhibited IFN-γ production through the action of IDO and PGE2203,211. 
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1.12.2. Efficacy of Mesenchymal Stromal Cells as regenerative therapy in kidney injury 

Pre-clinical models of AKI show that MSCs are able to ameliorate renal injury and improve 

renal function through a decrease in the levels of sCr and BUN21,23,26,47,149,191–193,224–228. At a 

cellular level, MSC therapy has been shown to preserve the structural integrity of the kidney 

in response to injury through a decrease in both tubular cell death and intratubular cast 

formation. MSC treatment was also able to promote the proliferation of kidney tubular cells 

while increasing cellular regeneration and survival. In addition, MSC therapy was able to 

stimulate angiogenesis and reduce damage to the vasculature following renal injury. It is 

important to note, however, that these studies have not shown consistency in the types of 

cells used, administered doses and experimental design21,23,26,47,149,191–193,224–228.  

MSCs, administered through IV injection, do not engraft in the damaged kidney but rather 

travel to the lungs where they die through apoptosis within 24 hours23,98,117,196,198,229. As these 

cells are still capable of ameliorating the effects of AKI, the question of how they are able to 

exert these effects arises. It has been shown that CD68+ macrophages surround the dying 

cells, and these macrophages release IL-10, a powerful anti-inflammatory cytokine23. 

Clearance of apoptotic cells by phagocytes plays central roles during development, tissue 

remodelling and homeostasis, and modulation of immune responses. Efferocytosis, 

conducted by professional (i.e., macrophages, immature DCs) and nonprofessional 

phagocytes (i.e., epithelial, smooth muscle, stromal cells), is both anti-immunogenic and anti-

inflammatory with effects on leucocytes, particularly antigen-presenting cells. Clearance of 

apoptotic cells by activated macrophages leads to resolution of inflammation, the secretion 

of leucocyte protease inhibitors, a decrease in pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-1β, IL-8, 

GM-CSF, IL-1, IL-12, TNF-α), and an increase in anti-inflammatory molecules (e.g., PGE2, IL-

10) through TGF-β production122,230,231. In addition, other studies have shown that MSCs do 

not need to interact with cells in order to exert their effects: MSC-conditioned media can 

increase cell survival and ameliorate the degree of injury in multiple AKI animal models, 

suggesting endocrine/paracrine factors might be involved45,106,229.  Whether these effects are 

due to the proteins MSCs are known to express or to their release of extracellular vesicles 

(ECVs) remains to be shown. Multiple studies conducted have demonstrated that the 

therapeutic effects of MSCs can be delivered through the actions of ECVs. Bruno et al. (2009) 

have shown that treatment with MSCs-released ECVs is able to improve disease outcome in 
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a glycerol-induced model of AKI, in SCID (severe combined immunodeficiency) mice (i.e., that 

lack mature B and T cells)232 whereas Cao et al. (2020) have shown that MSC-ECVs injection 

enhanced the mitochondrial function on tubular cells and promoted amelioration of kidney 

function in a unilateral IRI mouse model227. Furthermore, several studies have indicated that 

MSC-conditioned media can increase the survival of endothelial cells, promote an anti-

inflammatory M2 macrophage phenotype, promote tissue repair and recovery, and a 

subsequent reduction in fibrosis45,64,106,149,229.  
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Study Animal, age, sex, 
weight, group size 

Model Type of MSC, route of 
administration, time of 
administration 

Experimental 
endpoint 

Effect 

Behr et al. 
(2007)47 

Sheep, female, adult, n 
= 5 

60min bilateral R-
IRI 

autologous BM-MSC, 50 × 
106 (1.5 million MSCs per 
kilogram), IA injection, 60min 
following injury induction 

day 7 following  
injury induction 

no change in renal 
function 
no change in ischaemic 
renal lesions 
no change in cell 
proliferation 
no change in apoptosis 
no changes in TNF-α, 
VEGF-α, Bcl-2, caspase 

Bi et al. 
(2007)229 

C57/BL6 mice, female, 
10 - 12 weeks, 18 - 20 
g,  
n = 12 

cisplatin model BM-MSC from C57/BL6 male 
mice, 2 × 105, IP injection, 
24h after injury induction 

day 2, day 3 and 
day 6 following 
injury induction 

↓ tubular necrosis 
↑ survival 
↑ proliferative cells 

Bruno et al.  
(2009)232 

SCID mice, male, 7 - 8 
weeks, n = 8 

rhabdomyolyses 
model 

extracellular vesicles released 
by human BM-MSC, IV 
injection 3 day after injury 
induction 

day 4, day 5, day 8 
and day 15 
following injury 
induction 

↓ tubular damage (day 5) 
↓ tubular necrosis (day 5) 
↑ proliferative cells (day 4 
and day 5) 

Cao et al. 
(2010)21 

Sprague–Dawley rats, 
female, 200 ± 20 g, 
n = 6 

60min bilateral R-
IRI 

human UC-MSCs, 106, left 
carotid artery injection, 16h 
following reperfusion 

day 3 following  
injury induction 

4.8x ↓ sCr 
3.6x ↓ BUN 
↓ IL-1β 
↓ caspase-3 
↑ proliferative cells 
(+36%) 

Cao et al. 
(2020)227 

FVB mice, male, 6 - 8 
weeks, n = 5 

50min bilateral R-
IRI with 

extracellular vesicles released 
by human placenta-derived 
MSC, IV injection 

day 3, day 5 and 
day 7 following 
injury induction 

↓ sCr 
↓ BUN 
↓ KIM-1 (day 5) 
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contralateral 
nephrectomy 

↓ TNF-α,  CR (day 7) 
↓ caspase 8,  CR (day 7) 

Chen et al. 
(2011)192 

Sprague–Dawley rats, 
male, adult, 275-300 g, 
n = 8 

60min bilateral R-
IRI 

autologous ADMSCs, 106, 
intra-renal injection 
immediately after injury 
induction & IV injection, 6h 
and 24h after injury 
induction 

72h following 
injury induction 

↓ sCr 
↓ BUN 
↑ angiogenesis 
↓ oxidative stress 
↓ endothelial damage 

da Silva et 
al. (2015)228 

Wister rats, female, 
adult, 250 - 300 g, n = 7  

UUO model BM-MSC from male Wistar 
rats, 106, abdominal vein 
injection after total ligation 
of left ureter 

day 7 and day 14 
following injury 
induction 

↓ TNF-α,  CR (day 7) 
↓ collagen,  CR (day 7) 
↓ fibrosis,  CR (day 7) 
↑ tubular proliferation 
(day 14) 
↓ caspase 3 (day 14) 

Feng et al. 
(2010)26 

Fisher rats, male, age?,  
n = 7 - 9 

38min bilateral R-
IRI 

adult male rat ADRCs, 5 × 
106, IA injection, 20min 
following injury induction 

2h, 24h, 72h and 7 
days following 
injury induction 

↑ survival (90%) 
↓ sCr (+50%), day 4 
↓ tubular necrosis (72h) 
↓ intratubular cast 
formation (72h) 
↑ Ki-67+ proliferative cells 
(12h) 
25x ↓ C 68+ cells (72h) 
↓ CXCL2,  CR (2h and 
24h) 
↓ IL-6, PCR (2h and 24h) 

Hauser et 
al. (2010)106 

SCID BALB/c mice, 
male, 23 ± 6 g, n = 6 - 8 

rhabdomyolyses 
model 

human AFSCs and BM-MSCs, 
350,000, IV injection 

day 3, day 5, day 8 
and day 21 
following  injury 
induction 

↓sCr (+ day 5 following 
treatment) 
↓BUN (+48h following 
treatment) 
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↓ tubular necrosis 
↓intratubular cast 
formation 
↑ proliferative cells 
↑  EGF 

Imberti et 
al. (2007)191 

C57BL6/J, female, 2 
months, n = 6 

cisplatin model BM-MSC from C57BL6/J male 
mice, 2 × 105, IV injection, 
24h following injury 
induction 

 ↑ tubular regeneration 
↑ tubular proliferation 
↓ apoptosis 
↓ BUN 

Morigi et al. 
(2004)225 

C57BL6/J mice, female, 
2 months, n = 12 

cisplatin model BM-MSC from male C57BL6/J 
mice, 2 × 105, IV injection, 
24h after injury induction 

day 4, day 7, day 
11, and day 29 
following injury 
induction 

↓ BUN (day 4 and day 5) 
↓ tubular damage (day 4) 
↓ tubular cast formation 
(day 4) 
↓ focal cell loss (day 4) 
↑ Ki-67+ proliferative cells 
(day 11) 

Morigi et al. 
(2008)224 

NOD-SCID mice, 
female, 2 months, n = 9 

cisplatin model human BM-MSC, 5 × 105, IV 
injection, 24h after injury 
induction 

day 4 following 
injury induction 

↓ BUN (day 3 and day 4) 
↑ tubular proliferation 
↓ peritubular capillary 
damage  
↑ survival (34% by day 
14) 

Morigi et al. 
(2010)193 

NOD-SCID mice, 
female, 2 months, n = 
11 

cisplatin model human UC-MSC, 5 × 105, IV 
injection, 24h after injury 
induction 

day 4 following 
injury induction 

↓ BUN (day 3 and day 4) 
↓ tubular necrosis / 
apoptosis 
↓ peritubular capillary 
damage  
↑ survival (86%) 
↓ oxidative damage 
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↑ tubular proliferation 

Németh et 
al. (2009)117 

C57/BL6 mice, male, 42 
- 44 weeks, n = 14 

caecal ligation 
puncture 

C57/BL6, BALB/c or FVB/NJ 
BM-MSC, 1 million, IV 
injection,  
1h and 24h following injury 
induction 

24h following  
injury induction 

↓sCr 
↓BUN 
↓ organ damage with 24h 
MSC injection 
↑ glycogen storage in 
liver 
↓ apoptotic / necrotic 
cells in spleen 
↓ TNF-α, serum (24h) 
↓IL-6, serum (24h) 
↑IL-10, serum (3 – 12h) 

Ren et al. 
(2008)122 

BALB/c, sex ?, 8 weeks, 
n = 6 

LPS injury model human apoptotic PMN, 10 × 
106, IV injection, 1h, 3h, 6h 
and 24 h following injury 
induction 

3 weeks following  
injury induction 

↑ survival (80%) 
↓ organ damage (lung, 
liver, heart, kidney) 
↓ IL-12, TNF-α, and IFN-γ 
serum (1.5h after 
treatment) 

Rota et al. 
(2018)149 

athymic rats, male, 
200–250 g, n = 7  

adryamycin model human BM-MSCs, UC-MSCs, 
k SCs, 1.5 × 106, IV injection, 
time of administration ? 

28 days following  
injury induction 

↓ glomerular podocyte 
injury 
↓ endothelial cell injury 
↓ fibrosis 
↑ M2 macrophages 

Santeramo 
et al. 
(2017)23 

immunodeficient rats, 
male, 8 - 9 weeks, n = 6 

cisplatin model human CD133+, 106, IV 
injection, day 2 and day 7 
following injury induction 

2 weeks following 
injury induction 

↓ FITC‐sinistrin t ½, day 7 
↓ sCr, day 7 
↓ BUN, day 7 
↓ mean luminal area 
↓ fibrosis 
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Table 1.4: MSC used in pre-clinical studies of kidney injury. Abbreviations: ADRC – adipose-derived regenerative cell, AFSC – amniotic fluid 

stem cell, g – gram, HO – heme oxygenase,  IA – intra-arterial, IP – intra-peritoneal, IV – intra-venous, kPSC - kidney perivascular stromal cell, 

PMN - polymorphonuclear neutrophils, UUO – unilateral urethral obstruction 
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A search was conducted as part of this study in the www.ClinicalTrials.gov database for 

registered trials using MSC therapy. In January 2023, there were 538 clinical trials conducted 

around the world using MSC therapies for the treatment of various diseases, with 29 studies 

focusing on kidney disease. The search included studies in all the stages (‘not enrolling’, 

‘recruiting’, ‘terminated’ and ‘completed’) and the following terms were used: ‘MSC’, 

‘mesenchymal stromal cell’, ‘mesenchymal stem cell’, ‘kidney injury’, ‘kidney disease’, 

‘nephropathy’, ‘renal’, ‘CK ’, ‘chronic kidney disease’, ‘AKI’ and ‘acute kidney injury’. While 

MSC therapies have shown promising results in pre-clinical models, their translation to the 

clinic has not yielded conclusive results on the merit of these treatments. Phase I clinical trials 

assessing the safety of MSCs in various disease models have found these therapies to be safe 

when given to humans157,195,233–237. However, when assessing the effects of MSC therapy on 

disease outcomes, the results were not as positive. A phase II and a phase III clinical trials 

showed that intravenous infusions of allogeneic MSCs were effective in reducing fistulas in 

patients with Crohn’s disease235,236, whereas a phase II clinical trial using MSCs for the 

treatment of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) showed no significant differences 

in patients’ quality-of-life following therapy. Preliminary data from a phase I clinical trial 

testing the safety and efficacy of MSC therapy in patients that are at high risk of developing 

AKI after cardiac surgery suggests that both length of hospital stay and readmission rates were 

reduced by 40% with a 20% reduction in the number of patients that developed AKI in the 

treatment group when compared to the control157. However, a phase II clinical trial to 

determine the efficacy of MSC treatment in reducing the recovery time from AKI after cardiac 

surgery found no differences between the therapy and placebo groups237. 

 Therefore, understanding the mechanisms by which MSCs as cellular therapies confer 

protection, and promote repair and regeneration is a critical aspect of developing efficacious 

therapeutic interventions. 

1.13. Aims 

When shaping an experimental design, the choice of animal species and strain is highly 

important as it will influence how well the set scenario to test one’s hypothesis is simulated. 

In addition, multiple studies throughout the years have shown variability in research data due 

to differences in genetic backgrounds36,128,238–240.  The primary focus of this thesis was the 

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
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detailed characterisation of three different mouse strains: BALB/c, C57BL/6 alb and CD1 to 

detect whether there are any differences in how these three strains respond to nearly 

identical experimental conditions, and whether these differences are statistically and 

biologically significant. Both BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb are two inbred strains with mice in each 

strain nearly identical to each other whereas CD1 mice are an outbred strain generated to 

maintain maximal heterozygosity. Using techniques such as GFR measurements and 

cytofluorimetric analysis, we have aimed to: 

(1) assess the impact of R-IRI on renal function in three different mouse strains; 

(2) compare the impact of R-IRI on renal function between three different mouse 

strains. 

Expanding on this narrative, we have considered the myriad of data pointing towards 

MSCs regenerative capabilities in kidney disease, and we have endeavoured to:   

(1) assess the impact of regenerative medicine therapies on renal function in three 

different mouse strains following R-IRI;  

(2) compare the impact of regenerative medicine therapies on renal function in three 

different mouse strains following R-IRI. 

Finally, the multitude of literature available points towards MSCs exerting their 

regenerative functions through immune system modulation, and as such we have aimed to: 

(1) assess the effect of R-IRI on spleen and kidney macrophages, in three different 

mouse strains;  

(2) determine the effect of regenerative medicine therapies on spleen and kidney 

macrophages, in three different mouse strains following R-IRI; 

(3) determine the effect of regenerative medicine therapies on pro- and anti-

inflammatory cytokine levels in BALB/c mice. 

 Guiding these multifaceted experiments, the overarching hypotheses of this study 

were: 

(1) There are significant differences in how animals from different strains respond to 

bilateral R-IRI. 
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(2) MSC therapy ameliorates kidney injury, regardless of strain, through their effects 

on macrophages. 

(3) MSC therapy stimulates macrophages towards an M2 anti-inflammatory 

phenotype. 

(4) MSC therapy leads to an increase in anti-inflammatory cytokines and a decrease 

in pro-inflammatory cytokines. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Animals 

All in vivo experiments within this thesis were conducted at the University of Liverpool 

in accordance with UK Animal Scientific Procedure Act (ASPA), 1986 (Project Licences: PPL 

70/8741 and PP3076489), and were approved by the Home Office in agreement with EU 

directive 2010/63/EU. All animal procedures were performed by an individual holding a 

personal licence.  

Male mice were housed in pathogen-free individually ventilated cages, under 

standard conditions with a 12-hour light/dark cycle and ad libitum access to food and water; 

all animals were acclimated for 1 week prior to the start of experiments. 

Male BALB/c and CD1 mice were procured from Charles River Laboratories (Margate, 

UK). Albino C57BL/6 mice (B6NTyrc-/BrdCrCrl) mice had been purchased from Charles River 

(Italy) in November 2018 and subsequently used to establish an in-house colony at the 

University of Liverpool, Biomedical Sciences Unit (BSU). Ten to thirteen weeks old BALB/c and 

C57BL/6 alb mice were used for in vivo experiments, whereas CD1 mice were eight to nine 

weeks old. BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb weighed between 20 – 27g, while CD1 weighed between 

28 – 38g. The CD1 mice used in the experiments were younger and weighed significantly more 

than the other two strains at the start of the experiments because CD1 is an outbred strain 

that grows to bigger sizes than the other two strains used. In vivo experiments were 

conducted in three different animal strains to determine whether strain differences influence 

response to R-IRI and/or cell therapy. These experiments have only focused on male mice to 

generate more consistent data as female mice experience hormonal fluctuations which can 

introduce variability in the results. 

2.2. Experimental design 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of AKI model experimental design. 
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In brief, the experiments began at week 1 with animal arrival (Figure 2.1). The animals 

were given 1 week to acclimatise to their new environment, and at the beginning of week 2 

in vivo experiments start. First, the animals were anaesthetised with oxygenated isoflurane, 

shaved, and depilated on the area where the transcutaneous devices were placed. 24-48 

hours following depilation, baseline GFR measurements that assess renal function were 

taken. In week 3, the animals underwent R-IRI surgery to induce an acute kidney injury, and 

were given cellular therapies immediately following surgery. Renal function was assessed at 

day 1 and day 3 post-operatively. Following GFR measurements on day 3, the animals were 

culled with collection of plasma and organs. 

Animals were culled before the day 3 experimental end-point (and excluded from the 

analysis) if they showed no clearance of FITC-Sinistrin on day 1 as this was indicative of no 

renal function (GFR = 0); previous experiments have shown that these animals do not survive 

until the experimental end-point and most often were in extreme distress due to the effects 

of renal failure. Furthermore, animals were also excluded from analysis if they suffered 

significant blood loss during surgery or if the rectal temperature probe was dislodged during 

surgery. 

2.3. Surgical model of acute kidney injury 

Eight to thirteen weeks old mice were anaesthetised with 3% oxygenated isoflurane 

in an anaesthetic box. Following induction of anaesthesia, animals were transferred to a nose 

cone (2% ± 0.2% oxygenated isoflurane) and administered sub-cutaneous baytrill, 

buprenorphine and 0.5mL 0.9% saline by an animal technician. The animals were then shaved, 

and iodine and alcohol were used to sterilise the shaved area. The animals were transferred 

to a heat pad (Far Infrared Warming Pads, Physiosuite, Kent Scientific) in prone position; 

temperature of the heat pad was set to 37oC, and a rectal probe was used to maintain a 

constant body temperature. Surgery commenced after 30 minutes from the induction of 

anaesthesia. Kidneys were reached through dorsal incisions in the skin and muscle (Figure 

2.2),  and gently pushed out of the body cavity; fat was removed from around the pedicles. 

Acute kidney injury was induced through bilateral clamping of renal pedicles with an 

atraumatic microaneurysm clamp (Schwartz, Interfocus, Linten) which was applied using 

microaneurysm forceps. Successful clamping was indicated by a uniform change in the organ’s 
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colour, from pink/red to dark red/purple. Kidneys were clamped for 27.5min and the clamps 

were removed to allow for organ reperfusion; this was indicated by the change of the kidneys’ 

colour back to red. We have employed a 30min pre-clamping time followed by a 27.5min 

clamping time due to previous optimisation experiments performed in the B. Wilm lab that 

showed refinement of these times decreases the variability associated with the bilateral R-IRI 

model and leads to a degree of injury severe enough without breaching the severity limits 

covered within the animal licence241.  

Following clamp removal, the kidneys were gently pushed back into the body cavity 

using a damp cotton bud. 6.0 Vicryl sutures (CliniSorb, CliniSut sutures) were used to close 

the muscle layer of the incision with a continuous suture, followed by skin closure with a 

horizontal mattress suture. Animals were placed for 30min in a ventilated heated chamber 

(32°C) for recovery before being transferred to clean cages. Animals in the sham group 

underwent all the same steps in the surgical model, except for the clamping of the renal 

pedicles.  

 

Animals were closely monitored throughout the procedure by both the researcher and 

an animal technician, and surgery was performed in a staggered manner on 3 mice at once. 

All mice were anaesthetised individually using separate nose cones attached to an anaesthetic 

‘splitter’. Rectal temperature was maintained between 36.5°C and 37.5°C throughout the 

procedure, using a rectal probe and a heating pad with a feedback-regulated system1. 

Figure 2.2: Schematic of IRI surgery model. 
Representative image of a mouse, laid in prone 
position for the IRI surgery. The red rectangle 
represents the area which was shaved for surgery 
while the two x’s represent the incision points; the 
right x is higher than the one on the left as the right 
kidney is slightly located higher than the left kidney 
due to the presence of the liver on the right. 
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2.4. Cell Preparation & Administration 

Human umbilical cord-derived MSCs (hUC-MSCs) were provided by NHS Blood and 

Transplant (NHS-BT) at passage 2. On receipt, the cells were expanded to passage 5, aliquoted 

and cryo-preserved in liquid nitrogen. One week prior to surgery, cells were taken out of cryo-

storage and seeded in 10cm culture dishes. The cells were cultured in MEM-α medium 

(GibcoTM, UK, Cat. Number 32561029) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS; 

Sigma, Germany, Cat. Number F2442). The cells were incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2 

humidified atmosphere, and the medium was changed every 2-3 days until the cells reached 

90% confluence. On the day of the surgery, the cells were prepared for IV administration. The 

media was aspirated and discarded; the dishes were washed twice with 3mL of sterile 

 ulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Sigma, Germany), and then were incubated with 

1mL PBS and 500mL TrypLE select enzyme (Gibco, UK, Cat. Number 12563011), for 3 minutes 

at 37°C, 5% CO2. Following incubation, 2mL of warm medium was added to the dishes, and 

the suspension was collected in a 15mL canonical tube and centrifuged for 3 minutes at 

1500rpm or 400g. The supernatant was discarded, and the cells were resuspended in ice-cold 

sterile PBS. An automated cell counter was used to count the cells, and the cells were 

suspended at a volume of 2,500 cell/µL. The cells were aliquoted in separate microcentrifuge 

tubes for each individual animal and were kept on ice until the time of administration.  

 
Figure 2.3: hUC-MSC morphology at passage 7. Representative Bright Field images of hUC-
MSCs showing an elongated spindle-shaped morphology, typical of a fibroblast cell. Scale bar 
is 100 µM. 
 

 

 

https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/32561029
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 We have chosen to use hUC-MSCs received from NHS-BT due to multiple reasons: 

(1) A Doctoral student in the B. Wilm lab had characterised these cells and 

demonstrated the adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation of these cells326. 

(2) Preliminary work from a Doctoral student in the B. Wilm showed that these cells 

are capable of ameliorating kidney injury267. 

It is important to note that at the time of these experiments, a Doctoral student in the 

B. Wilm lab was comparing the effect of BM-MSCs, UC-MSCs and adipose-derived MSC in 

ameliorating kidney injury following bilateral R-IRI; this research has not yet been published. 

 

2.5. Therapy administration 

 hUC-MSCs were harvested and aliquoted during the surgical session by other 

members of the B. Wilm lab; the cells were administered within 3 hours of harvesting so as 

to avoid cellular apoptosis. Prior to administration, the cells were taken off ice until they 

reached hand-warm temperature; this was done to avoid damage to the tail tissue during IV 

injection. The cells were administered immediately after the surgery (i.e., after the researcher 

had finished suturing the wounds) while the mice were still under anaesthesia. Animals were 

administered either 100µL PBS or 250,000 cells (in 100µL PBS) via IV injection into the tail 

vein.  

 Animals were grouped into cages and randomly allocated to treatment groups within 

each cage to minimise bias. 

2.6. Injury assessment using a transcutaneous device 

The glomerular filtration rate (GFR) measures kidney function and was assessed at 

baseline (prior to R-IRI induction), and on days 1 and 3 after R-IRI by administering FITC-

Sinistrin into the tail vein; FITC-Sinistrin is a substance exclusively filtered through the 

glomerulus. The GFR was measured using a transcutaneous device (Medibeacon™, 

Mannheim) that measures the fluorescence signal given by FITC-Sinistrin clearance over a 90-

minute period242. This device allowed for the measurement of GFR without any of the 

constraints of sCr or BUN assays241,242. The FITC-Sinistrin half-life (t½) clearance time was 

analysed through a 3-compartment linear fit model, using the Studio ( 2, Medibeacon™, 
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Mannheim) software (Figure 2.5)243. The GFR was calculated from the FITC-Sinistrin t½, using 

the following equation, as per manufacturer’s instructions244: 

𝐺𝐹𝑅 [
𝜇𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
 𝑝𝑒𝑟 100𝑔 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡] =  

14616.8(𝜇𝐿/100𝑔 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)

𝑡1/2(𝐹𝐼𝑇𝐶 − 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛[𝑚𝑖𝑛])
 

Animals that showed no FITC-Sinistrin clearance at day 1 post-surgery (Figure 2.5C) 

had a flat curve (indicating a lack of excretion of the FITC-Sinistrin compound) and the 

software was unable to calculate a t1/2. However, the FITC-Sinistrin t1/2 formula for measuring 

GFR allows for the addition of animals that show no excretion (GFR = 0) to be included in the 

analysis. 

At least 24 hours prior to the GFR measurements, the animals were anaesthetised 

with oxygenated isoflurane, shaved and depilated with Veet cream (Veet, UK) for 1 minute; 

the depilated area was approximately 3x3cm and covered the right dorsal side. For the 

measurement of FITC-Sinistrin clearance, animals were once again anaesthetised with 

oxygenated isoflurane and the transcutaneous device was applied on their back, on the 

depilated area, above the right kidney (Figure 2.4). A benchmark reading was taken for 5 

minutes followed by intravenous (IV) injection of FITC-Sinistrin into the tail vein.  During the 

90-minute period when clearance of FITC-Sinistrin was measured, animals were housed 

individually, without any access to water. 
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Healthy animals were given a standard dose of 75µg/g body weight of FITC-Sinistrin, 

in line with manufacturer’s instructions (approximately 100µL). For animals that had 

undergone surgery, the FITC-Sinistrin dose was lowered to 70% of the initial dose to avoid 

quenching which would make it difficult to measure the peak of the curve and would lead to 

inaccurate measurements. 

We have relied on assessing GFRs using solely the transcutaneous devices due to three 

main reasons: 

1. It has allowed for repeated assessments of renal function without culling of the 

animal. 

2. sCr and BUN are both markers found in serum and are routinely used in the clinic 

to assess kidney injury. However, as one of the main aims of this thesis was to 

assess the impact of cellular therapies on the immune system, we had decided to 

forego these two assessments and measure cytokines in the plasma. Due to the 

nature of the experiments and the volume of blood needed to conduct them, we 

were unable to measure sCr and BUN in addition to cytokines. 

3. Previous worked from a Doctoral student in the B. Wilm showed that the 

transcutaneous device provides an accurate measurement of kidney injury when 

compared to sCr and BUN level in serum267. 

Figure 2.4: Schematic of GFR measurement 
procedure. Representative image of a mouse, laid in 
supine position for the GFR measurement procedure. 
The red rectangle represents the area which was 
depilated while the x represents the area where the 
GFR measurement device was placed. 
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Figure 2.5: Transcutaneous assessment of FITC-Sinistrin clearance. (A – C) Examples of 
typical FITC-Sinistrin kinetic curves. (A) Baseline measurement of renal function on healthy 
animals, pre-surgery, indicating FITC-Sinistrin complete clearance within the 90-minute 
measurement period (t1/2 = 11.39 minutes; GFR = 1254.52 µL/min/100g body weight (b.w.)); 
(B) Day 1 post R-IRI surgery measurement of renal function, indicating that the FITC-Sinistrin 
was not completely filtered by the kidney within the 90-minute measurement period (t1/2 = 
59.29 minutes; GFR = 245.72 µL/min/100g b.w.); (C) Day 1 post R-IRI surgery measurement of 
renal function, indicating no clearance of the FITC-Sinistrin within the 90-minute 
measurement period and complete renal failure (t1/2 = unable to measure; GFR = 0 
µL/min/100g b.w.). Black data points represent the raw data, while the blue line represent 
the 3-compartment linear fit model. 

2.7. Organ collection and dissociation 

The animals were culled on day 3 post-surgery by cardiac puncture under terminal 

isoflurane anaesthesia, followed by immediate cervical dislocation and organ collection of 

kidneys and spleens. Organs were washed with ice-cold PBS, cleaned of any residual fat and 

cut into small pieces. Individual organs were placed in C-tubes (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany, Cat. 

Number 130-093-237) containing 1.8mL  ulbecco′s Modified Eagle′s Medium ( MEM; Sigma-

Aldrich, Germany, Cat. Number D5671), 20µL CaCl2 (1M; Sigma-Aldrich, Germany, Cat. 

Number 10043-52-4), 20µL Dnase I from bovine pancreas (10mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich, 

Germany, Cat. Number 11284932001), and 200µL Liberase DL enzyme (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Germany, Cat. Number 5466202001) stock solution; the Liberase DL stock solution was 

prepared by mixing 50mg Liberase powder with 15.5mL DMEM, and was stored at -20°C. 

The organs were dissociated using the GentleMACS (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) tissue 

dissociator. The C-tubes were placed on the GentleMACS and were minced using the Multi-

E_01 program. This was followed by a 30-minute incubation period at 37°C with continuous 

rotation, and another run on the GentleMACS, Multi-E_02 program. Following dissociation, 

10mL of ice-cold PEB buffer was added to the C-tubes in order to stop the enzymatic reaction; 

the PEB buffer was prepared on the day with 10g bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich, 

Germany, Cat. Number 9048-46-8), 480mL PBS and 8mL ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

(EDTA; Sigma-Aldrich, Germany, Cat. Number 60-00-4) at a concentration of 5mM. 1ml of the 

dissociated product was pipetted, transferred to a microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged at 

400g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was carefully pipetted, aliquoted into microcentrifuge 

tubes and stored at −80°C in order to analyse for cytokine levels in kidney lysates.  
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 Individual cell suspensions of the dissociated organs were each transferred to a 50mL 

Falcon tube using a 70µm cell strainer (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany, Cat. Number 130-098-462), 

and another 10mL of PEB buffer were added to the mixture. The cell suspension was 

centrifuged at 1400rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, and the cells were 

resuspended in 2mL ACK Lysing Buffer (GibcoTM, UK, Cat. Number A1049201) for red blood 

cells (RBC) lysis; kidney cell suspensions were incubated for 2 minutes while those of spleens 

were incubated for 5 minutes. Following the incubation period, the tubes were filled with PEB 

buffer to stop the reaction and centrifuged at 1400rpm for 10 minutes.  

2.8. Cytofluorimetric analysis of macrophages 

Following RBC lysis, the supernatant was carefully aspirated, and the pellet was 

resuspended in flow cytometry staining buffer (Invitrogen, UK; cat. number 00-4222-26). 90µL 

of the resuspended cells were aliquoted to individual microcentrifuge tubes (2x106 cells per 

test tube) with 10µL of mouse FcR Blocking Reagent (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany, Cat. Number 

130-092-575) and 1µL Viobility 405/452 Fixable Dye (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany, Cat. Number 

130-109-812); the mixture was pulsed gently and incubated for 15 minutes at room 

temperature, in the dark. Following incubation, 1mL staining buffer was added and the tubes 

were centrifuged at 400g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was carefully aspirated, the pellet 

was resuspended in 100µL staining buffer, and purified antibodies were added to the tubes. 

The following antibodies were purchased from Invitrogen and were used to stain for 

macrophages (Table 2.1): F4/80 APC-eFluor 780 (Cat. Number 47-4801-82), CD86 PE-

Cyanine7 (Cat. Number 25-0862-82), and CD163 APC (Cat. Number 17-1631-82). The isotype 

controls were Rat IgG2a kappa Isotype Control (eBR2a), APC-eFluor 780 (Invitrogen, Cat. 

Number 47-4321-82), Rat IgG2a kappa Isotype Control (eBR2a), PE-Cyanine7 (Invitrogen, Cat. 

Number 25-4321-82), and Rat IgG2a kappa Isotype Control (eBR2a), APC (Invitrogen, Cat. 

Number 17-4321-81). After 30 minutes incubation in the fridge, 2mL of staining buffer were 

added to the tubes and the solution was centrifuged at 400g for 10 minutes. The supernatant 

was gently aspirated, and the pellet was resuspended in 2mL of staining buffer and 

centrifuged once more at 400g for 10 minutes. Following this final round of centrifugation, 

the supernatant was discarded, and the cells were resuspended in 100µL IC Fixation Buffer 

(Invitrogen, UK, Cat. Number 00-8222-49). Samples were covered in aluminium foil and stored 
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in the fridge overnight. The samples were fixed prior to cytofluorimetric analysis as it was not 

possible to perform the analysis immediately due to the extended number of experiments 

carried out at the experimental end-point day (i.e., day 3 GFR measurements, cardiac 

puncture for blood collection, organ collection and dissociation followed by cellular staining 

of sample which took, in total, approximately 14 hours). The following day after cellular 

staining, the samples were resuspended in 1mL staining buffer with 20µL Dnase I to avoid 

cell-to-cell adhesion. Flow cytometry analysis was performed using a BD FACSCanto II with 

80,000 acquired live events per sample. Data was acquired using the BD Cell Quest Software 

(BD Biosciences).  

Antibody Clone Isotype Fluorochrome Dilution 

F4/80 BM8 Rat IgG2a, kappa APC-eFluor 780 0.5 μg/test 

CD86 GL-1 Rat IgG2a, kappa PE-Cyanine7 0.25 μg/test 

CD163 TNKUPJ Rat IgG2a, kappa APC 0.25 μg/test 

F4/80 Isotype control eBR2a Rat IgG2a kappa 
Isotype Control  

APC-eFluor 780 0.5 μg/test 

CD86 Isotype control eBR2a Rat IgG2a kappa 
Isotype Control 

PE-Cyanine7 0.25 μg/test 

CD163 Isotype control eBR2a Rat IgG2a kappa 
Isotype Control 

APC 0.25 μg/test 

Viobility Fixable Dye - - 405/452 1:100 

Table 2.1: Antibodies used for cytofluorimetric analysis of macrophages.  

2.9. Gating strategy used to sort F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells 

In order to create an effective flow cytometry sorting strategy, the spleen of healthy 

mice was used as a positive control for the gating strategy used to sort M1-like (F4/80+CD86+)  

and M2-like (F4/80+CD163+) cells, as this organ is rich in macrophages. Compensation, to 

correct fluorescence spillover and remove background noise, was performed for all three 

different mouse strains used in the experiments. 

While CD206 is the more common marker used to identify M2-like macrophages, we 

had to rely on the use of CD163 instead as we were unable to purchase CD206 in the APC 

fluorochrome (at the time of experiments, CD206 was not available for purchase at any of the 

suppliers in the APC fluorochrome). Due to the use of FITC-Sinistrin in our experiments to 

assess renal function following bilateral R-IRI, we were unable to utilise the FITC and PE 

channels of the flow cytometer: due to the severe level of injury and the inability of the 
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kidneys to filter and excrete the FITC-Sinistrin compound in the urine, this had accumulated 

in the injured tubules and interfered with the assessment of our results (see Supplementary 

Figure 1). 
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Figure 2.6: Gating strategy used to sort F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen 
lysates. 
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A dot plot showing Forward Scatter-Area (FSC-A) and Side Scatter –Area (SSC-A) was 

used to discriminate healthy and damaged or dying cells (Figure 2.6A). Next, a dot plot of 

Forward Scatter-Height (FSC-H) and Forward Scatter-Width (FSC-W) was used to discriminate 

singlets from doublets and clumps, which might represent a false positive signal (Figure 2.6B). 

This was followed by a dot plot of SSC-A and the signal from the excitation of cells with the 

452nm laser (Pacific Blue) was used to discriminate between live and dead cells (Figure 2.6C). 

Next, a dot plot of SSC-A and the signal from the excitation of cells with the 635nm laser (APC-

Cyanine7) was used to distinguish F4/80+ cells in the live population (Figure 2.6D). To 

determine the population of M1-like macrophages from the F4/80+ population, a dot plot of 

SSC-A and the signal from the excitation of cells with the 532nm laser (PE-Cyanine7) was used 

(Figure 2.6E). To determine the population of M2-like macrophages from the F4/80+ 

population, a dot plot of SSC-A and the signal from the excitation of cells with the 647nm laser 

(APC) was used (Figure 2.6G). Finally, in order determine macrophage found in an 

intermediate state (F4/80+CD86+CD163+), a dot plot of and the signal from the excitation of 

cells with the 532nm laser (PE-Cyanine7) and the signal from the excitation of cells with the 

647nm laser (APC) was used (Figure 2.6I). 

2.10. Cytokine analysis 

Whole blood was collected through cardiac puncture into microfuge heparinised 

tubes (Vetlab Supplies, UK). Cells were removed from plasma by centrifugation for 10 minutes 

at 1,000g at 4°C. The supernatant or the plasma was removed, aliquoted into microcentrifuge 

tubes and stored at −80°C until they were analysed. Cytokine levels in plasma and kidney 

lysates were determined using the Mouse Premixed Multi-Analyte Kit (R&D Systems – a Bio-

Techne® brand, Cat. Number LXSAMSM), a flexible magnetic bead-based assay, and measured 

on Bioplex 200 (Bio-Rad Bio-plex analyser) as per manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were 

analysed in triplicate for presence of the following analytes: MCP-1, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-13, M-CSF, 

IFN-γ, IL-4, IL-10, IL-17E/IL-25, and TNF-α. Due to limited funds we were only able to perform 

a preliminary analysis of cytokine levels in a single strain – BALB/c. 
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Analyte Role 

MCP-1 Pro-inflammatory chemokine – manages leukocyte recruitment to the site 
of inflammation19,20,57,63,94,116,187,245–247  

IL-1β Pro-inflammatory cytokine produced by monocytes, macrophages and 
kidney cells during injury25,52,61,63,86,248  

IL-6 Cytokine with both pro- and anti-inflammatory roles63,78,91,249,250  

IL-13 Anti-inflammatory cytokine associated with M2 macrophage 
polarisation52,86,90,93,107,251,252  

M-CSF Pro-inflammatory cytokine capable of activating monocytes and 
macrophages 17,63,85,93,97,253–255  

IFN-γ Pro-inflammatory cytokine associated with M1 macrophage activation61,215  

IL-4 Anti-inflammatory cytokine associated with M2 macrophage 
polarisation53,55,61,116,204  

IL-10 Anti-inflammatory cytokine capable of inhibiting leukocyte migration and 
pro-inflammatory cytokines release117,256  

IL-17E/IL-25 Anti-inflammatory cytokine capable of promoting Th2 responses257 

TNF-α Pro-inflammatory cytokine produced by monocytes, macrophages and 
kidney cells during injury15,122,256   

Table 2.2: Multiplex Cytokine Analysis of mouse plasma for common pro- and anti-
inflammatory cytokines. 

2.11. Statistical analysis 

Data was assessed for variance and normality. Two-way ANO A with either Sidak’s 

multiple comparisons correction test (for comparisons between two groups) or Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons correction test (for comparisons between three groups) were used to 

analyse FITC-Sinistrin t½, GFR and body weight data.  earson’s correlation was used to 

investigate the relationship between renal function and body weight. The coefficient of 

variation (%CV) was calculated from absolute GFR values to assess the variability in renal 

function following bilateral R-IRI or sham-operated procedure. All data are shown as mean 

(95% confidence interval) ± SEM.  

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8 for Windows (GraphPad, 

LLC). All data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. 

Statistical significance is represented by values < 0.05. 

A power calculation was previously performed in our lab to determine the number of 

animals per group needed for a clinically relevant amelioration of renal function on day 3 to 

75% of the baseline GFR. This resulted in a n= 6 animals per groups, with α = 0.05,  1 - β = 0.8 
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and allocation ratio = 1267. However, for the series of experiments in this thesis we had 

decided to increase the number of animals allocated to each group due to:  

(1) The increased variability in animal responses from different strains following 

bilateral R-IRI (see section 3.5.7) 

(2) The increased inter-strain variability  following bilateral R-IRI. 

(3) The variability in seen in the data also led to us needing a larger sample size to 

determine whether the effects seen were statistically significant. 

(4) The attrition seen in the experiments due to surgery complications or animals 

exceeding the severity limits. 

(5) The desire to reduce the margin of error around the estimates. 
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3. Assessing the efficacy of regenerative medicine therapies in ameliorating 

renal function in different mouse strains following bilateral renal ischaemia-

reperfusion injury 

3.1. Introduction 

 In the last two decades, extensive pre-clinical research has been performed assessing 

the efficacy and suitability of  MSCs as therapy for the treatment of various inflammatory and 

autoimmune diseases178–180. 

In vivo models of kidney disease have shown that MSC therapy has renoprotective effects 

on the kidney and can ameliorate renal function in response to injury through a decrease in 

the levels of serum creatinine and blood urea nitrogen21,25,225–229,258–260,26,106,149,191–193,207,224. 

At a cellular level, MSC therapy has been shown to preserve the structural integrity of the 

kidney in response to injury by reducing both tubular apoptosis and necrosis, and intratubular 

cast formation. MSC treatment was also able to promote the proliferation of kidney tubular 

cells while increasing cellular regeneration and survival. In addition, MSC therapy was able to 

stimulate angiogenesis and reduce damage to the vasculature following renal injury. Studies 

to assess MSC-based mechanisms of action suggest that these cells exert their renoprotective 

effects through the release of molecules such as anti-inflammatory, anti-fibrotic and anti-

apoptotic mediators capable of altering the local environment. MSCs can constitutively 

express biological factors such as IL-6, MCP-1 and PGE2 which have anti-inflammatory 

capabilities and are able to downregulate the activity of immune cells92,204,211,216,219,223. MSCs 

can also release pro-angiogenic molecules such as IL-8, HGF and VEGF that stimulate 

endothelial cells’ proliferation and survival, matrix remodelling and monocyte 

chemotaxis45,187,204–207. 

Pre-clinical research into kidney disease can be conducted using a range of animal models, 

from ischaemia-reperfusion models to sepsis and toxin-induced AKI models, and most of the 

current knowledge of AKI originates from these animals as renal biopsy is not common 

practice in the acute phase of the disease6,105,109,110.  While the bilateral renal IRI model is 

routinely used because it allows for the reproduction of human AKI pathophysiology, it also 

comes with its disadvantages around the variability of said model110,111,261–263. When it comes 

to the choice of animal,  a range of animal models have been used to study AKI in pre-clinical 
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research, from smaller species, such as mice and rodents to larger ones, such as pigs 

depending on the research question posed6,109,110,115,129,130. Mice are frequently used in early 

pre-clinical research due to their small size, reduced propagation cost, and ease of breeding 

and genetic manipulation6,109,115. Nevertheless, multiple studies throughout the year have 

shown that age, strain and sex can have a significant impact on the response to kidney 

damage notwithstanding standardised experimental conditions6,15,36,109,128,238–240. 

3.2. Aims 

The series of experiments in this chapter have focused on closely characterising mice 

from three different genetic backgrounds: BALB/c, C57BL/6 alb (inbred) and CD1 (outbred) 

strains by measuring their GFR and weight following bilateral renal IRI surgery or sham-

operated procedure. BALB/c mice are characterised by a Th2 response whereas C57BL/6 alb 

are characterised by a Th1 response; these two strains are routinely used in pre-clinical 

research on conditions where the immune system plays a major role whereas CD1 mice are 

not as frequently described25,95,121–126,96,97,106,116–120.   

The in vivo experiments presented within this chapter had four main aims:  

(1) assess the impact of R-IRI on renal function in three different mouse strains,  

(2) compare the impact of R-IRI on renal function between three different mouse 

strains,  

(3) assess the impact of regenerative medicine therapies on renal function in three 

different mouse strains following R-IRI, and  

(4) compare the impact of regenerative medicine therapies on renal function in three 

different mouse strains following R-IRI. 

3.3. Experimental Design 

AKI was induced in healthy animals from three different mouse strains (BALB/c, 

C57BL/6 alb and CD1) through bilateral clamping of the renal pedicles which supply the kidney 

with blood (go to 2.3. Surgical model of acute kidney injury).  

Kidney injury following bilateral R-IRI was assessed using a transcutaneous device 

measuring the FITC-Sinistrin clearance time as it allowed for accurate longitudinal analysis of 
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kidney function without culling of the animals. Renal function was measured at baseline and 

at days 1 and 3 following bilateral R-IRI. Absolute values of FITC-Sinistrin clearance and GFR, 

as well as proportional (%) change in GFR were compared to baseline measurements. 

Percentage change in GFR in response to R-IRI were correlated with the ‘RIFLE’ criteria for AKI 

which classifies kidney injury into 3 grades of severity – Risk, Injury and Loss/Failure28–30,143,264.  

To assess the impact of hUC-MSC therapy on macrophage levels in the kidneys and 

spleen, mice were injected with 250,000 MSCs through the tail vein (in 100µL volume) 

immediately after surgery whereas control mice received 100µL PBS. 

3.4. Statistical Analysis 

Data was assessed for normality. Two-way ANOVA with Geisser-Greenhouse 

correction was performed as sphericity was not assumed i.e., did not assume that data were 

sampled from populations where the standard deviation were identical in all groups at all 

time points. Sidak’s multiple comparisons correction test (for comparisons between two 

groups) and Tukey’s multiple comparisons correction test (for comparisons between three 

groups), with individual variances computed for each comparison were used to analyse FITC-

Sinistrin t½, GFR and body weight data.  earson’s correlation was used to investigate the 

relationship between renal function and body weight. The coefficient of variation (%CV) was 

calculated from absolute GFR values to assess the variability in renal function following 

bilateral R-IRI or sham-operated procedure. All data is shown as mean (95% confidence 

interval) ± SEM.  

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8 for Windows (GraphPad, 

LLC). All data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. 

Statistical significance is represented by values < 0.05. 

3.5. Results 

One hundred BALB/c mice were used for the experiments: seventeen mice underwent 

sham-operated procedure and seventy-one mice underwent bilateral R-IRI surgery, with 

twenty-six mice receiving no therapy, twenty-four receiving 2.5x105 hUC-MSC therapy and 

twenty-one receiving PBS. Ninety-five C57BL/6 alb mice were used for the experiments: 

seventeen mice underwent sham-operated procedure and seventy-eight mice underwent 
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bilateral R-IRI surgery, with twenty-nine mice receiving no therapy, twenty-five receiving 

2.5x105 hUC-MSC therapy and twenty-five receiving PBS. Sixty-eight CD1 mice were used for 

the experiments: fifteen mice underwent sham-operated procedure and fifty-three mice 

underwent bilateral R-IRI surgery, with fifteen mice receiving no therapy, nineteen receiving 

2.5x105 hUC-MSC therapy and thirteen receiving PBS; the CD1 group had less animals in the 

experiment due to time constraints and limited funding (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.16). Due to 

surgery complications or to exceeding the severity limit, 13.25% BALB/c mice, 3.84% C57BL6/ 

alb mice and 11.3% CD1 mice were culled before the day-3 experimental endpoint and 

excluded from the final results. 

 To test for normality, the baseline FITC-Sinistrin clearance time was plotted as a QQ 

plot which showed a normal distribution (Figure 3.1).  

 
Figure 3.1: Normality plot. Normality or QQ plots of baseline FITC-Sinistrin clearance time 
from (A) BALB/c mice, (B) C57BL/6 alb mice and (C) CD1 mice.  

3.5.1. The impact of R-IRI on BALB/c mice 

AKI was induced in 26 healthy BALB/c mice, and injury level post-R-IRI was compared 

against 17 sham-operated (control) mice; 3 animals did not survive the study and were 

excluded from the analysis (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3).  

Following bilateral R-IRI, BALB/c mice experienced a sharp decline in renal function on 

day 1 post-surgery, below 50% when compared to pre-surgery baseline measurements 

(Figure 3.2). On day 3 post-surgery, injured mice recovered a significant proportion of the 

renal function lost, while control animals showed a drastic increase in renal function following 

sham-operated procedure. Injured mice showed a statistically significant reduction in renal 
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function when compared to control animals, with a 0.01% chance of randomly observing an 

effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size (p value < 0.0001). It is important to 

note that injury levels after R-IRI showed a high degree of variability with proportional GFR 

change on day 1 widely scattered (4% - 50%) between loss and injury categories of the RIFLE 

classification system (Figure 3.2C).  

 
Figure 3.2: Changes in renal function in BALB/c mice following bilateral R-IRI. Renal function 
was assessed at baseline and on days 1 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated 
animals (with no R-IRI) by (A) FITC-Sinistrin half-life. (B) FITC-Sinistrin half-life was used, along 
with body weight, to calculate absolute changes in GFR after R-IRI. (C) Proportional change in 
GFR following R-IRI with ‘RIFLE’ criteria representation. ( ) A QI ‘RIFLE’ criteria. n=29 injured 
mice and n=17 sham-operated animals; n = 3 animal were excluded from the final results due 
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to either surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent 
individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. Significant differences between 
injured and sham-operated animals. ***p=0.0006 and ****p<0.0001. 

 

When comparing changes in body weight in BALB/c mice following R-IRI, there was a 

steady decline in the injured group when compared to sham-operated animals (Figure 3.3). 

At the study end-point (day 3), injured mice had lost between 10% to 20% body weight when 

compared to their initial baseline (pre-surgery) measurement, while control animals had a 

mean weight loss of approximately 4% (p < 0.0001). There was no correlation between 

changes in renal function and changes in body weight following R-IRI. 

 
Figure 3.3: Changes in body weight in BALB/c mice following bilateral R-IRI. (A) Body weight 
was measured at baseline and on days 1, 2 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated 
animals (with no R-IRI). (B) Proportional change in body weight following R-IRI. n=29 injured 
mice and n=17 sham-operated animals; n = 3 animal were excluded from the final results due 
to either surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent 
individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. Significant differences between 
injured and sham-operated animals with: **p<0.005 and ****p<0.0001. 

 
 

3.5.2. The impact of regenerative medicine therapies on BALB/c mice following 

R-IRI 

Twenty-nine male BALB/c mice received 250,000 hUC-MSC through IV injection 

immediately after bilateral R-IRI, whereas twenty-four BALB/c mice received 100µL PBS; 8 
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animals did not survive the study and were excluded from the analysis (Figure 3.4 and Figure 

3.5).  

There were no differences in renal function between treatment and PBS groups 

following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 3.4). The effect of hUC-MSC treatment on proportional GFR 

change was considered not significant with an 86% chance of randomly observing an effect 

this large (or larger) in an experiment this size. At day 3 post-surgery, animals in both groups 

showed a recovery of renal function when compared to day 1, with mice in the hUC-MSC 

group displaying a higher degree of variability. Mice treated with PBS showed a slightly higher 

mean in proportional GFR change when compared to the hUC-MSC group (1% difference 

between means). Differences in proportional recovery of renal function following treatment 

were also analysed (Figure 3.4D): The PBS groups had a slightly higher mean of recovery than 

the hUC-MSC group (8% difference between means), however, there were no statistically 

significant changes between the two groups. 
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Figure 3.4: Changes in renal function in BALB/c mice in response to hUC-MSC therapy 
following bilateral R-IRI. Renal function of animals receiving hUC-MSC therapy was assessed 
by (A) FITC-Sinistrin half-life at baseline and on days 1 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to 
animals that had received PBS.  (B) FITC-Sinistrin half-life was used, along with body weight, 
to calculate absolute changes in GFR after R-IRI. (C) Proportional change in GFR following R-
IRI with ‘RIFLE’ criteria representation. (D) GFR recovery rate following R-IRI. n=29 hUC-MSC 
group and n=24 PBS group; n = 8 animals were excluded from the final results due to either 
surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent individual 
animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM (A-C). Wide lines represent the mean and short 
lines represent SEM (D).  
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When comparing changes in body weight following R-IRI between PBS and hUC-MSC 

treatments, there were no differences between the two groups (Figure 3.5). Mice showed a 

steady decrease in body weight post-surgery with an approximately 10% mean loss for both 

groups. As with changes in renal function, there was a high degree of variability in body weight 

following R-IRI, however, these were more pronounced on day 3 when compared to day 1. 

 

 
Figure 3.5: Changes in body weight in BALB/c mice in response to hUC-MSC therapy 
following bilateral R-IRI. (A) Body weight of animals receiving hUC-MSC therapy was 
measured at baseline and on days 1, 2 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to animals that had 
received PBS. (B) Proportional change in body weight following R-IRI. n=29 hUC-MSC group 
and n=24 PBS group; n = 8 animal were excluded from the final results due to either surgery 
complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent individual animals and 
error bars represent mean ± SEM.  

3.5.3. The impact of R-IRI on C57BL/6 alb mice 

AKI was induced in 29 healthy C57BL/6 alb, and injury level post-R-IRI was compared 

against 17 sham-operated (control) mice; 2 animals did not survive the study and were 

excluded from the final analysis (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7).  

Following bilateral R-IRI, C57BL/6 alb mice experienced a sharp decline in renal 

function on day 1 post-surgery, generally below 50% when compared to pre-surgery baseline 

measurements (Figure 3.6). On day 3 post-surgery, injured mice recovered a significant 

proportion of the renal function lost, while control animals showed a drastic increase in renal 

function following sham-operated procedure. Injured mice showed a statistically significant 
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reduction in renal function when compared to control animals, with a 0.01% chance randomly 

observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size (p value < 0.0001). 

However, the injury levels after R-IRI showed a high degree of variability with proportional 

GFR change on day 1 widely scattered between loss and risk categories of the RIFLE 

classification system (Figure 3.6C).  

 

 
Figure 3.6: Changes in renal function in C57BL/6 albino mice following bilateral R-IRI. Renal 
function was assessed by (A) FITC-Sinistrin half-life at baseline and on days 1 and 3 after R-
IRI, and compared to sham-operated animals (with no R-IRI).  (B) FITC-Sinistrin half-life was 
used, along with body weight, to calculate absolute changes in GFR after R-IRI. (C) 
Proportional change in GFR following R-IRI with ‘RIFLE’ criteria representation. (D) ADQI 
‘RIFLE’ criteria. n=31 injured mice and n=17 sham-operated animals; n = 2 animals were 
excluded from the final results due to either surgery complications or exceeding severity 
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limits. All data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. 
Significant differences between injured and sham-operated animals with: **p=0.0089 and 
****p<0.0001. 

 
 

When comparing changes in body weight in C57BL/6 alb mice following R-IRI, there 

was a steady decline in the injured group when compared to sham-operated animals (Figure 

3.7). At the study end-point (day 3), injured mice had lost between 7% to 15% body weight 

when compared to their initial baseline (pre-surgery) measurement, while control animals 

had a mean weight loss of approximately 3% (p < 0.0001).  There was no correlation between 

changes in renal function and changes in body weight following R-IRI. 

 
Figure 3.7: Changes in body weight in C57BL/6 albino mice following bilateral R-IRI. (A) Body 
weight was measured at baseline and on days 1, 2 and 3 after R-IRI , and compared to sham-
operated animals (with no R-IRI). (B) Proportional change in body weight following R-IRI. n=31 
injured mice and n=18 sham-operated animals; n = 2animasl were excluded from the final 
results due to either surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points 
represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. Significant differences 
between injured and sham-operated animals with: *p=0.0264, **p<0.0045, ***p=0.0005 and 
****p<0.0001. 

 

3.5.4. The impact of regenerative medicine therapies on C57BL/6 alb mice 

following R-IRI 

Twenty-five male C57BL/6 alb mice received 250,000 hUC-MSC through IV injection 

immediately after bilateral R-IRI, and twenty-five C57BL/6 alb mice received 100µL PBS; 1 
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animal did not survive the study and was excluded from the analysis (Figure 3.8 and Figure 

3.9).  

There were no statistically significant differences in renal function between treatment 

and PBS groups following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 3.8). The effect of hUC-MSC treatment on 

proportional GFR change was considered not significant with an 31% chance of randomly 

observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment this size. At day 3 post-surgery, 

animals in both groups showed a recovery of renal function when compared to day 1. Mice 

treated with PBS showed a slightly higher mean when compared to the hUC-MSC group 

(3.96% difference between means). Analysis of the differences in proportional recovery of 

renal function following treatment revealed  that while the PBS groups had a slightly higher 

mean of recovery than the hUC-MSC group (2.39% difference between means), there were 

no statistically significant changes between the two groups(Figure 3.8D). 
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Figure 3.8: Changes in renal function in C57BL/6 albino mice in response to UC-MSC therapy 
following bilateral R-IRI. Renal function of animals receiving hUC-MSC therapy was assessed 
at baseline and on days 1 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to animals that had received PBS 
by (A) FITC-Sinistrin half-life.  (B) FITC-Sinistrin half-life was used, along with body weight, to 
calculate absolute changes in GFR after R-IRI. (C) Proportional change in GFR following R-IRI 
with ‘RIFLE’ criteria representation. (D) GFR recovery rate following R-IRI. n=25 hUC-MSC 
group and n=25 PBS group; n = 1 animal were excluded from the final results due to either 
surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent individual 
animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM (A-C). Wide lines represent the mean and short 
lines represent SEM (D).  
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When comparing changes in body weight following R-IRI between PBS and hUC-MSC 

treatments, there were no differences between the two groups (Figure 3.9). Mice showed a 

steady decrease in body weight post-surgery with an approximately 5% mean loss by day 3 

for both groups. As with changes in renal function, there is a high degree of variability in body 

weight following R-IRI, however, these were more pronounced on day 3 when compared to 

day 1, and more variable in the hUC-MSC group than in the PBS one. 

 

 
Figure 3.9: Changes in body weight in C57BL/6 albino in response to hUC-MSC therapy 
following bilateral R-IRI. (A) Body weight of animals receiving hUC-MSC therapy was 
measured at baseline and on days 1, 2 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to animals that had 
received PBS. (B) Proportional change in body weight following R-IRI. n=25 hUC-MSC group 
and n=25 PBS group; n = 1 animal were excluded from the final results due to either surgery 
complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent individual animals and 
error bars represent mean ± SEM.  

3.5.5. The impact of R-IRI on CD1 mice 

AKI was induced in 15 healthy CD1 mice, and injury level post-R-IRI was compared 

against 15 sham-operated (control) mice; 2 animals did not survive the study and were 

excluded from the analysis (Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11).  

Following bilateral R-IRI, CD1 mice experienced a sharp decline in renal function on 

day 1 post-surgery, generally below 50% when compared to pre-surgery baseline 

measurements (Figure 3.10). On day 3 post-surgery, injured mice recovered a significant 

proportion of the lost renal function, while control animals showed a near recovery to 
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baseline levels following sham-operated procedure (mean %GFR = 94%). Injured mice showed 

a statistically significant reduction in renal function when compared to control animals, with 

a 0.01% chance randomly observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this 

size (p value < 0.0001). However, injury levels after R-IRI showed a high degree of variability 

with proportional GFR change on day 1 widely scattered between loss and injury categories 

of the RIFLE classification system (Figure 3.10C).  

 
Figure 3.10: Changes in renal function in CD1 mice following bilateral R-IRI. Renal function 
was assessed at baseline and on days 1 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated 
animals (with no R-IRI) by (A) FITC-Sinistrin half-life.  (B) FITC-Sinistrin half-life was used, along 
with body weight, to calculate absolute changes in GFR after R-IRI. (C) Proportional change in 
GFR following R-IRI with ‘RIFLE’ criteria representation. (D) A QI ‘RIFLE’ criteria. n=17 injured 
mice and n=15 sham-operated animals; n = 2 animals were excluded from the final results 
due to either surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent 
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individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. Significant differences between 
injured and sham-operated animals with: *p=0.018 and ****p<0.0001. 
 

 

When comparing changes in body weight in CD1 mice following R-IRI, there were 

extremely significant differences between injured and sham groups with a less than 0.066% 

chance of randomly observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size. 

Bilateral R-IRI led to a significant decline in body weight on days 1 and 2 (with statistically 

significant differences at day 2 between the two groups), however, by day 3 injured mice 

started regaining weight (Figure 3.11). At the study end-point (day 3), there were still 

statistically significant differences in body weight between injured and sham-operated groups 

(**p= 0.0066). There was no correlation between changes in renal function and changes in 

body weight following R-IRI. 

 
 

Figure 3.11: Changes in body weight in CD1 mice following bilateral R-IRI. (A) Body weight 
was measured at baseline and on days 1, 2 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated 
animals (with no R-IRI). (B) Proportional change in body weight following R-IRI. n=17 injured 
mice and n=15 sham-operated animals; n = 2 animals were excluded from the final results 
due to either surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent 
individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. Significant differences between 
injured and sham-operated animals with: *p=0.0314 and **p=0.0093. 
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3.5.6. The impact of regenerative medicine therapies on CD1 mice following R-

IRI 

Twenty-one male CD1 received 250,000 hUC-MSC through IV injection immediately 

after bilateral R-IRI, whereas fifteen CD1 received 100µL PBS; 4 animals did not survive the 

study and were excluded from the analysis (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13).  

There were no statistically significant differences in renal function between treatment 

and PBS groups following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 3.12). The effect of hUC-MSC treatment on 

proportional GFR change was considered not significant with an 95% chance of randomly 

observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment this size, with mice in the hUC-MSC 

group displaying a higher degree of variability. At day 3 post-surgery, animals in both groups 

showed a recovery of renal function when compared to day 1 with no differences between 

the two groups. Differences in proportional recovery of renal function following treatment 

were also analysed (Figure 3.12D): while the hUC-MSC group had a slightly higher mean of 

recovery than the PBS group (2.41% difference between means), there were no statistically 

significant changes between the two groups. 
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Figure 3.12: Changes in renal function in CD1 mice in response to hUC-MSC therapy 
following bilateral R-IRI. Renal function of animals receiving hUC-MSC therapy was assessed 
at baseline and on days 1 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to animals that had received PBS 
by (A) FITC-Sinistrin half-life.  (B) FITC-Sinistrin half-life was used, along with body weight, to 
calculate absolute changes in GFR after R-IRI. (C) Proportional change in GFR following R-IRI 
with ‘RIFLE’ criteria representation. (D) GFR recovery rate following R-IRI. n=21 hUC-MSC 
group and n=15 PBS group; n = 4 animals were excluded from the final results due to either 
surgery complications or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent individual 
animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM (A-C). Wide lines represent the mean and short 
lines represent SEM (D).  
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When comparing changes in body weight following R-IRI between PBS and hUC-MSC, 

there were no differences between the two groups (Figure 3.13). Mice showed a steady 

decrease in body weight post-surgery. On day 1 and day 2 post-surgery, mice in the hUC-MSC 

group lost proportionally more weight than those in the PBS group. On day 3, animals in both 

groups started regaining weight mice, however, mice that had received hUC-MSC treatment 

showed a slightly higher increase. As with changes in renal function, there was a high degree 

of variability in body weight following R-IRI regardless of treatment group.  

 

 
Figure 3.13: Changes in body weight in CD1 mice in response to hUC-MSC therapy following 
bilateral R-IRI. (A) Body weight of animals receiving hUC-MSC therapy was measured at 
baseline and on days 1, 2 and 3 after R-IRI, and compared to animals that had received PBS. 
(B) Proportional change in body weight following R-IRI. n=21 hUC-MSC group and n=21 PBS 
group; n = 4 animals were excluded from the final results due to either surgery complications 
or exceeding severity limits. All data points represent individual animals and error bars 
represent mean ± SEM.  

3.5.7. Comparing the impact of R-IRI on different mouse strains 

Comparing changes in renal function following sham procedure in three different 

mouse strains showed that animals displayed both differences in baseline renal function (not 

statistically significant) and also responded differently to the procedure (Figure 3.14 A and C). 

Statistical analysis showed that the strain of the mice had an extremely significant effect on 

renal function following sham procedure, with a 0.01% chance of randomly observing an 

effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size. Furthermore, proportional changes 
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in GFR indicated that both C57BL/6 alb and CD1 strains were more affected by the procedure, 

with a higher reduction in renal function when compared to the BALB/c strain. BALB/c mice 

showed a significantly less reduction in GFR following sham-operated procedure, with CD1 

mice the most affected by the surgery; these effects were more pronounced on day 3 post-

surgery. These results demonstrate that the sham surgery alone affected the animals to 

different degrees, based on their strain. 

Comparing changes in renal function following bilateral renal IRI in the three different 

strains indicated that the animals also responded differently to kidney injury (Figure 3.14B 

and D). On day 1 post-surgery, C57BL/6 alb mice had the sharpest decline in renal function 

(mean GFR = 308 µL/min/100g and mean %GFR = 25%), followed by BALB/c mice (mean GFR 

= 392 µL/min/100g and mean %GFR = 29%) and CD1 mice (mean GFR = 395 µL/min/100g and 

mean %GFR = 33%); however, these differences were not statistically significant. By day 3 

post-surgery, BALB/c mice showed the highest recovery after R-IRI procedure (mean GFR = 

934 µL/min/100g and mean %GFR = 73%), followed by C57BL/6 alb mice (mean GFR = 709 

µL/min/100g and mean %GFR = 61%) and CD1 mice (mean GFR = 582.7 µL/min/100g and 

mean %GFR = 49.8%) which recovered the least from the surgery. 
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Figure 3.14: Comparing changes in renal function in different mouse strains. (A) GFR results 
of mice from three different strains that underwent sham procedure at baseline and days 1 
and 3 after surgery. (B) GFR results of mice from three different strains following R-IRI 
procedure at baseline and days 1 and 3 after surgery. (C) Proportional change in GFR following 
sham procedure. (D) Proportional change in GFR following R-IRI with ‘RIFLE’ criteria 
representation. Significant differences between the three strains in response to surgery (both 
sham procedure and R-IRI). *p<0.05, **p<0.005, ***p<0.0005 and ****p<0.0001. All data 
points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  

 

 

As CD1 mice had significantly higher body weight at the start of the in vivo 

experiments, comparisons in body weight changes following bilateral R-IRI and sham 

procedure were done using proportional changes in weight (Figure 3.15). On day 1 post sham 

procedure (Figure 3.15A), all three strains lost approximately 2% of their baseline body 

weight. On day 2 post sham procedure, BALB/c and CD1 mice showed the highest reduction 

in body weight (approximately 4% loss) in comparison to C57BL/6 alb (approximately 2% loss). 

However, by day 3 post sham procedure, CD1 mice have lost the least amount of weight 
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(approximately 2% loss), followed by BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice (approximately 4% loss). 

Nevertheless, these differences in body weight loss following sham procedure were not 

statistically significant. 

Comparisons between BALB/c, C57BL/6 alb and CD1 mice in body weight changes in 

response to bilateral R-IRI showed that strain had an extremely significant effect on body 

weight following renal IRI, with a 0.022% chance of randomly observing an effect this large 

(or larger) in an experiment of this size. Throughout the experiment, CD1 mice lost the least 

amount of body weight in response to bilateral R-IRI (Figure 3.15B), and by the study end-

point, CD1 mice weighed significantly more than either BALB/c or C57BL/6 alb mice. BALB/c 

mice showed the strongest response to R-IRI, losing the most body weight (approximately 

12.3% loss). These significant differences in body weight between strains in response to R-IRI 

were also displayed in the overall health of animals. By the end of the experiment, BALB/c 

mice were the most affected by the surgery, while C57BL/6 alb and CD1 mice showed the 

least physical distress. 

 
Figure 3.15: Comparing changes in body weight in different mouse strains. (A) Body weight 
of mice from three different strains that underwent sham procedure at baseline and days 1,2 
and 3 after surgery. (B) Body weight of mice from three different strains following R-IRI 
procedure at baseline and days 1, 2 and 3 after surgery. (C) Proportional change in body 
weight following sham procedure. (D) Proportional change in body weight following R-IRI. All 
data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  
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3.5.8. Comparing the impact of regenerative medicine therapies on different 

mouse strains following R-IRI 

 Changes in renal function in response to bilateral R-IRI and PBS treatment between 

different strains were also analysed (Figure 3.16 A and C). PBS treatment led to a similar 

response to that of just the R-IRI procedure, without any injection proving the suitability of 

PBS as an internal control (Figure 3.14D): on day 3 post-surgery, BALB/c mice showed the 

highest rate of renal function recovery, while CD1 mice were the most affected by the 

procedure. Furthermore, strain effect on proportional changes in GFR (Figure 3.16C) following 

R-IRI and PBS treatment was considered very significant, with a 0.85% chance of randomly 

observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size.   

 Comparing changes in renal function in response to bilateral renal IRI and hUC-MSC 

treatment (Figure 3.16 B and D) showed similar but less pronounced differences between the 

three strains: by day 3 of the study end-point, CD1 mice had significantly lower renal function, 

while BALB/c are the least injured by the procedure (Figure 3.16D). Furthermore, strain effect 

on proportional changes in GFR (Figure 3.16D) following R-IRI and PBS treatment was 

considered very significant, with a 0.91% chance of randomly observing an effect this large 

(or larger) in an experiment of this size.   
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Figure 3.16: Comparing changes in renal function between BALB/c, C57BL/6 albino and CD1 
strains following bilateral R-IRI and hUC-MSC/PBS treatment. (A) GFR results of mice from 
three different strains following R-IRI procedure and PBS treatment at baseline and days 1 
and 3 after surgery. (B) GFR results of mice from three different strains following R-IRI 
procedure and hUC-MSC treatment at baseline and days 1 and 3 after surgery. (C) 
Proportional change in GFR following R-IRI in the PBS group. (D) Proportional change in GFR 
following R-IRI in the hUC-MSC group, with ‘RIFLE’ criteria representation. Significant 
differences between the three strains in response to surgery. *p<0.05, **p<0.005, 
***p<0.0005 and ****p<0.0001. All data points represent individual animals and error bars 
represent mean ± SEM. 

 

 Comparisons in body weight changes between BALB/c, C57BL/6 alb and CD1 mice in 

response to bilateral R-IRI (Figure 3.17B) showed that strain has significant effects on body 

weight following renal IRI, however, this effect was more pronounced within the PBS groups 

(0.017% chance of randomly observing an effect this large in an experiment of this size) than 

in the hUC-MSC group (0.12% chance of randomly observing an effect this large in an 

experiment of this size). At the experiment end-point, BALB/c mice in both PBS and hUC-MSC 
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group were the most affected, losing approximately 10% of their body weight; CD1 mice were 

the least affected, losing approximately 4% body weight, followed by C57BL/6 alb with a mean 

body weight loss of 7%. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.17: Comparing changes in body weight between BALB/c, C57BL/6 albino and CD1 
strains following bilateral R-IRI and hUC-MSC/PBS treatment. (A) Body weight of mice from 
three different strains after R-IRI and PBS treatment at baseline and days 1, 2 and 3 after 
surgery. (B) Body weight of mice from three different strains following R-IRI, and hUC-MSC 
treatment at baseline and days 1, 2 and 3 after surgery. (C) Proportional change in body 
weight following R-IRI in the PBS group. (D) Proportional change in body weight following R-
IRI n the hUC-MSC group. Significant differences between the three strains in response to 
surgery. *p<0.05 **p<0.005, ***p<0.0005 and ****p<0.0001. All data points represent 
individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  
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Strain Procedure Treatment Time  %CV 

BALB/c Sham N/A Day 1 19.60% 

Day 3 18.03% 

IRI N/A Day 1 50.50% 

Day 3 37.74% 

IRI hUC-MSC Day 1 73.76% 

Day 3 43.19% 

IRI PBS Day 1 55.32% 

Day 3 22.17% 

C57BL/6 alb Sham N/A Day 1 22.46% 

Day 3 25.55% 

IRI N/A Day 1 63.65% 

Day 3 36.35% 

IRI hUC-MSC Day 1 64.66% 

Day 3 36.13% 

IRI PBS Day 1 67.60% 

Day 3 39.79% 

CD1 Sham N/A Day 1 24.74% 

Day 3 32.44% 

IRI N/A Day 1 46.34% 

Day 3 40.65% 

IRI hUC-MSC Day 1 41.23% 

Day 3 42.83% 

IRI PBS Day 1 41.53% 

Day 3 34.53% 

Table 3.1: Coefficient of variation from absolute GFR values. %CV was calculated from 
absolute GFR values following bilateral R-IRI or sham-operated procedure to compare the 
variability in renal function between strains. 

 

3.6. Discussion 

3.6.1. The bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury model is highly variable 

The bilateral R-IRI model was used for this study as the majority of clinical AKI cases 

result from ischaemia-reperfusion injury and involve both kidneys16,21,25,47,49,61,265. However, 

the variability of the pre-clinical bilateral renal IRI model is a well-documented 

fact16,21,25,47,49,61,265, and evidence of it can also be seen clearly in the experiments conducted 

within this thesis, regardless of the mouse strain studied. Previous experiments done within 

the group have shown that standardising the pre-surgical anaesthetic time to 30 minutes 

drastically reduces GFR variability following R-IRI266,267. Fluctuations in the body temperature 

of animals have also been linked to the IRI model’s variability. As a result, animals were placed 

on a heat pad during the surgery and body temperature was maintained constant using a 
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rectal probe with a feedback-regulated system. Furthermore, previous optimisation 

experiments conducted in our group also showed that a clamp time of 27.5 minutes induced 

an injury level severe enough with a lower mortality rate whereas longer clamp time (i.e., 30 

minutes) led to a too severe injury and animals were unable to reach the experimental end-

point (i.e., survive for three days after injury induction without breaching the humane 

endpoints set)267. However, even with a pre-anaesthetic time, clamp time and body 

temperature standardised, the bilateral R-IRI model is highly variable, regardless of animal 

strain. Based on the A QI ‘RIFLE’ classification, 47.14% of the total number of animals that 

underwent bilateral R-IRI in these experiments (no treatment) were classified within the ‘Loss’ 

category whereas 32.8% of animals were classified within the ‘Injury’ category. 

3.6.2. Strain-dependent response to bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury 

In order to determine whether response to bilateral R-IRI is strain-dependent, surgery 

was performed on three different mouse strains: BALB/c, C57BL/6 alb and CD1, that are 

characterised by different genetic backgrounds and immunological profiles. 

Comparing baseline renal function data in three different mouse strains showed clear 

differences between strains, however, these differences were not statistically significant. 

Furthermore, these differences were consistent throughout the experiments and more 

pronounced once the animals underwent sham-operated procedure. Comparing percentage 

change in renal function in three different mouse strains following sham-procedure showed 

a similar pattern with the inbred mice (i.e., BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb) presenting an increase 

in GFR while the outbred animals (i.e., CD1) showed a decrease in GFR (Figure 3.14 A and B). 

These differences in renal function following sham-operated procedure highlight the impact 

a surgery, in the absence of injury, could have on the body, and it has important implications 

for future translational studies as it shows a strain-dependent response to such operations.  

Kidney function was found to decline considerably following bilateral R-IRI (day 1) and 

partially recover in all three strains (day 3) revealing the kidneys significant capability to 

restore function after an episode of AKI (Figure 3.14 B and D). When comparing strain 

response to bilateral renal IRI, we observed a comparable pattern to the one seen following 

sham-operated procedure: by day 3, BALB/c mice were the least affected by the R-IRI 

procedure, displaying the least reduction in renal function when compared to C57BL/6 alb 
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and CD1 mice; these differences were consistent throughout the experiments (Figure 3.14 B 

and D). Previous experiments performed within the Wilm group pointed towards the opposite 

effect, with BALB/c mice more susceptible to injury when compared to C57BL/6 alb mice267. 

However, it is important to note that while in the current experiments BALB/c mice showed 

higher renal function following R-IRI surgery, they also displayed the highest degree of 

distress and reduction in mobility when compared to the other two strains. Furthermore, this 

was coupled with a higher loss/exclusion of BALB/c mice from experiments: n = 5 animals 

excluded from the R-IRI (no treatment) group, n = 4 animals excluded from the hUC-MSC, and 

n = 2 animals excluded from the PBS group. Interestingly, while C57BL/6 alb showed a lower 

reduction in renal function following bilateral R-IRI than BALB/c, they were also the most 

resilient and least affected physically by the procedure: n = 2 animals excluded from the R-IRI 

(no treatment) group, and n = 1 animals excluded from MSC group. Finally, the CD1 mice also 

presented with a high loss/exclusion of animals from experiments: n = 2 animals excluded 

from the R-IRI (no treatment) group, n = 2 animals excluded from the hUC-MSC, and n = 2 

animals excluded from the PBS group. Exclusion of animals from the final results would have 

skewed the data towards a less injured model on the ‘RIFLE’ chart and points towards the 

limitations of the bilateral R-IRI model i.e., it is difficult to cause significant kidney damage 

without breaching the severity limits and preventing early animal death.  

These differences once again emphasize the importance of strain on translational 

research: careful considerations need to be taken in understanding genotype-phenotype 

relationships and how these can affect experimental outcomes to improve our experimental 

designs and create better disease models. 

3.6.3. Intravenous injection of hUC-MSC does not improve renal function after 

bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury 

In pursuance of determining the efficacy of hUC-MSC therapies in ameliorating kidney 

injury in a mouse model of AKI, animals were administered the cells immediately after 

bilateral R-IRI surgery. The therapies were tested in three different mouse strains (i.e., 

BALB/c, C57BL/6 alb and CD1) that are characterised by distinct immunological profiles. 

Nonetheless, we were unable to demonstrate the efficacy of hUC-MSC cells in ameliorating 

kidney injury following bilateral renal IRI in any of the mouse strains by the study 3-day end-
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point, and we were ineffective in detecting an impact of the different immunological profiles 

on the therapy-effect of hUC-MSC. 

There were no differences in renal function between the control group (PBS) and 

cellular therapy groups on either day 1 or day 3 following bilateral R-IRI, regardless of strain. 

Similarly, there were no differences in weight changes following bilateral R-IRI between 

treatment and control groups, regardless of strain. While not statistically significant, both 

BALB/c (Figure 3.4D) and C57BL/6 alb mice (Figure 3.8D) in the hUC-MSC group show a slightly 

slower rate of recovery of renal function (approximately 3% mean difference) when 

compared to the control group. In contrast, CD1 mice in the hUC-MSC group show a slightly 

higher rate of recovery of renal function (approximately 3.6% mean difference) when 

compared to the control group (Figure 3.12D). However, it would be difficult to interpret 

whether these differences are clinically significant due to the short length of experiments (i.e., 

3 days).  

Previous research points towards the renoprotective effects of MSC therapy, capable 

of ameliorating kidney function and reducing tubular damage after injury21,25,225–229,258–

260,26,106,149,191–193,207,224. These studies investigated the effects of MSC in rodent kidney injury 

models, using either mice (C57BL/6 and BALB/c)25,106,259,260,149,191,193,224,225,227,229,258 or 

rats21,26,192,207,226,228, and assessed kidney function using BUN and/or SCr levels; it is important 

to note that all these studies have used young animals, similar to the one used in the current 

experiments although the sex of the animals was variable. While the current experiments in 

this thesis used a transcutaneous device to assess kidney function instead of biochemical 

parameters, multiple studies have validated the use of this technique which allows for the 

measurement of GFR without any of the constraints of sCr or BUN assays241,242. Furthermore, 

previous work from a Doctoral student in the B. Wilm not only also showed that the 

transcutaneous device provides an accurate measurement of kidney injury when compared 

to sCr and BUN levels in serum, and was also unable the prove the amelioration of renal 

function using these two biomarkers267. These studies also used a variety of injury models, 

such as toxin-induced using adriamycin, cisplatin or glycerol, unilateral and bilateral ischaemia 

models, and unilateral urethral obstruction (UUO) models, and efficacy of cellular therapies 

was demonstrated in all of them. Furthermore, these investigations used a variety of MSC 

(e.g., UC-MSC, BM-MSC, cord blood MSC and adipose tissue MSC),  administered through 
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various routes, such as intra-arterial, intra-venous or intra-peritoneal, and at different doses 

(1 x 105 – 2 x 106 cells/animal). Taking into consideration the variability in experimental design 

and type of animal used in the experiments, it raises the question of why we were unable to 

demonstrate efficacy in our experiments. One reason for the lack of efficacy in the current 

studies could be due to the exposure of MSCs to various cells and molecules following in vivo 

administration which could change their phenotype and subsequently impact their 

effectiveness. Additionally, the precise mode of action of these therapies is still largely 

unknown and which potential attributes of MSCs are necessary for their efficacy. For example, 

the HLA-G (human leukocyte antigen-G - a major histocompatibility complex class I antigen) 

molecule has been found to play a crucial role in the therapeutic effects of MSCs178,268, 

however, its expression can vary between different MSC sources and batches116,188. As a 

result, further research is necessary into the molecules which are capable of ameliorating 

injury and promoting recovery so as to maximise the therapeutic potential of these cells. 

While MSC therapies have shown promising results in pre-clinical models of kidney 

disease (both in vitro and in vivo), their translation to the clinic has not yielded conclusive 

results on the merit of these treatments. Phase I clinical trials assessing the safety of MSCs in 

various disease models have found these therapies to be safe when given to humans157,195,233–

237. However, when assessing the effects of MSC therapy on disease outcomes, the results 

were not as positive. A phase II and a phase III clinical trials showed that intravenous infusions 

of allogeneic MSCs were effective in reducing fistulas in patients with Crohn’s disease235,236, 

whereas a phase II clinical trial using MSCs for the treatment of COPD showed no significant 

differences in patients’ quality-of-life following therapy. Preliminary data from a phase I 

clinical trial testing the safety and efficacy of MSC therapy in patients that are at high risk of 

developing AKI after cardiac surgery suggests that both length of hospital stay and 

readmission rates were reduced by 40% with a 20% reduction in the number of patients that 

developed AKI in the treatment group when compared to the control157. However, a phase II 

clinical trial to determine the efficacy of MSC treatment in reducing the recovery time from 

AKI after cardiac surgery found no differences between the therapy and placebo groups237. 

Taking all of this previous research into consideration, it is crucial that further investigation is 

conducted into the mode of action of MSCs so as to better replicate the results seen in pre-

clinical studies and to translate these into the clinic. 
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4. Assessing the efficacy of regenerative medicine therapies in ameliorating 

acute kidney injury through macrophage modulation 

4.1. Introduction 

Regenerative medicine therapies using MSCs have been researched extensively both in 

pre-clinical and clinical studies to target a host of autoimmune and inflammatory conditions 

such as graft versus host disease (G H ), Crohn’s disease, kidney disease, diabetes, 

cardiovascular or neurodegenerative diseases121,178–180,203,235,236,269,270. 

In vitro and in vivo models have shown that these multi-potent, hypo-immunogenic cells 

are capable of ameliorating various auto-immune and inflammatory diseases through 

paracrine and endocrine signalling pathways, although these mechanisms are not completely 

understood. Extensive research points towards the MSCs exerting their effects through the 

secretion of bioactive molecules such as cytokines, growth factors and chemokines that alter 

the local environment, modulate inflammation, and stimulate angiogenesis and tissue 

repair157,185,187,190,203. MSCs constitutively express a multitude of receptors and signalling 

substances: cellular adhesion molecules such as VCAM-1 and ICAM-1, cell fate / transcription 

factors such as Sox2 and Oct4, pro-angiogenic molecules such as IL-8, HGF VEGF, and immune-

stimulatory molecules such as MCP-1, IL-6, IDO, TGF-β and PGE26,16,207–210,22,26,45,187,188,204–206. 

In addition, mass spectroscopy analysis of the secretome released by bone marrow-derived 

MSCs showed distinct differences in protein composition depending on physiological state, 

i.e. the environment which MSCs are introduced into leads to the release of regulatory 

substances that match the primary needs of the tissue209. To better illustrate this point, 

several research studies have shown that MSC pro-inflammatory preconditioning leads to the 

release of immune-modulatory molecules while hypoxia preconditioning leads to the release 

of various growth factors119,181,183,190,212–214. 

AKI, a common complication in hospitalised patients, can have multiple causes, from 

pre-renal to post-renal, and is characterised by a multifactorial and complex 

pathophysiology4,5,50. Regardless of its aetiology, inflammation plays a crucial role in AKI with 

several components of both innate and adaptive immunity implicated in disease 

progression10,19,43. A special role in this process is played by macrophages, and this thesis is 

focused on their contribution to AKI and their response to cellular therapies. Animal models 
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of AKI have shown that macrophages are one of the main cells involved in kidney disease 

where they play a dual role, in both the early injury phase and the resolution of 

inflammation16,17,52,102,251. Macrophages are classified into two main groups: M1 

characterised by a Th1 profiles and M2 macrophages characterised by a Th2 profile19,64. 

Whereas M1 macrophages play a major role in the early stage of kidney injury19,52,102, M2 

macrophages are involved in the late injury phase characterised by tubular cell repair and 

proliferation64,251.  

In vivo models of kidney disease have shown that MSC treatment can improve renal 

function in response to injury, and lead to a decrease in both serum creatinine and blood urea 

nitrogen, both markers of kidney injury21,26,227,228,271,42,149,191–193,224–226. In particular, MSC 

therapy exerts its renoprotective effects by preserving the structural integrity of the kidney 

through a decrease in tubular cell death, podocyte and glomerular cell loss, and leukocyte 

infiltration21,149,193. In addition, MSC treatment has been shown to promote tissue 

regeneration and repair by inducing the proliferation of endogenous renal cells and increasing 

angiogenesis149,192,193. Treatment is thought to induce a Th2 anti-inflammatory environment 

with a decrease in ROS expression, anti-apoptotic molecules, and inflammatory biomarkers, 

such IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, ICAM and NF-κβ. Furthermore, MSC therapy stimulates the 

polarisation of macrophages into an M2 phenotype with an increase in the levels of eNOS, IL-

4 and IL-1042,150,192,193. 

4.2. Aims 

This research has focused on examining three different mouse strains, two inbred 

(BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb) and one outbred (CD1) which differ in their susceptibility to 

inflammatory diseases and infection. We have chosen to investigate different mouse strains 

due to multiple studies indicating variability in data attributed to differences in genetic 

backgrounds36,238–240. Both C57BL/6 and BALB/c strains have been commonly used in pre-

clinical models of AKI; these two strains are characterised by a Th1 profile and a Th2 profile, 

respectively: C57BL/6 T-cells easily produce IFN-γ and stimulate macrophage towards an M1 

pro-inflammatory phenotype, whereas BALB/c T-cells produce IL-4 and stimulate macrophage 

towards an M2 anti-inflammatory phenotype. C57BL/6 and BALB/c strains are ideal for 

research into conditions were the immune system plays an active role, however, not much 
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research has been conducted using the CD1 strain25,89,120–126,95–97,106,116–119. However, as CD1 

are an outbred strain, its inclusion in translational research should be encouraged as the inter-

individual genetic variation of CD1 mice would better mimic the response seen in the human 

populations. 

We have attempted to examine the role of genetic background on macrophage levels 

in the kidney and spleen using the acute kidney injury model described in Chapter 2, with a 

standardised clamping time. The spleen was chosen because it is the largest secondary 

lymphoid organ, with both local and systemic effects of immune cell responses, and a 

reservoir of monocytes and macrophages. Furthermore, spleen monocytes have the ability to 

migrate to inflamed tissues during an episode of acute inflammation76,84,133,137. 

In vivo experiments presented within this chapter had three main aims:  

(1) to assess the effect of R-IRI on spleen and kidney macrophages, in three different 

mouse strains;  

(2) to determine the effect of regenerative medicine therapies on spleen and kidney 

macrophages, in three different mouse strains following R-IRI; 

(3) to determine the effect of regenerative medicine therapies on pro- and anti-

inflammatory cytokine levels in BALB/c mice. 

4.3. Experimental Design 

 AKI was induced in healthy animals from three different mouse strains 

(BALB/c, C57BL/6 alb and CD1) through bilateral clamping of the renal pedicles which supply 

the kidney with blood (see section 2.3 for more information).  

To assess the effect of hUC-MSC therapy on macrophage levels in the kidneys and 

spleen, mice were injected with 250,000 MSCs (in 100µL volume) through the tail vein 

immediately after surgery. Control mice were given 100µL PBS by IV injection. Organs and 

blood were collected on day 3 following surgery, dissociated on the same day, and analysed 

through cytofluorimetric analysis the following day. Macrophages were identified using the 

following markers (Table 4.1): F4/80+ as a pan-macrophage marker used to identify tissue 

macrophages, F4/80+CD86+ to identify M1-like macrophages, F4/80+CD163+ to identify M2-
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like macrophages, and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ to identify those cells that contain markers of 

both M1 and M2 macrophages137,251,272–276. Due to the extended nature of the flow cytometry 

analysis (approximately 6 hours run-time for 10 animals), it was not possible to analyse more 

than 80,000 live events per experiment.  

Cell type Marker 

Macrophage  F4/80+ 

M1 macrophage F4/80+CD86+ 

M2 macrophage F4/80+CD163+ 

Intermediate macrophage state F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

Table 4.1: Cell surface markers used for the detection of macrophages in cytofluorimetric 
analysis. 

 

Preliminary assessment of various pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines was 

performed using kidney cell suspensions and plasma collected through cardiac puncture from 

BALB/c mice following bilateral R-IRI; samples were assessed in triplicate for the following 

analytes: monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), IL-1β, IL-6, IL-13, M-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-4, 

IL-10, IL-17E/IL-25, and TNF-α. 

Analyte Role 
MCP-1 Pro-inflammatory chemokine – manages leukocyte recruitment to the site 

of inflammation19,20,57,63,94,116,187,245–247  

IL-1β Pro-inflammatory cytokine by monocytes, macrophages and kidney cells 
during injury25,52,61,63,86,248  

IL-6 Cytokine with both pro- and anti-inflammatory roles63,78,91,249,250  

IL-13 Anti-inflammatory cytokine associated with M2 macrophage 
polarisation52,86,90,93,107,251,252  

M-CSF Pro-inflammatory cytokine capable of activating monocytes and 
macrophages 17,63,85,93,97,253–255  

IFN-γ Pro-inflammatory cytokine associated with M1 macrophage activation61,215  

IL-4 Anti-inflammatory cytokine associated with M2 macrophage 
polarisation53,55,61,116,204  

IL-10 Anti-inflammatory cytokine capable of inhibiting leukocyte migration and 
pro-inflammatory cytokines release117,256  

IL-17E/IL-25 Anti-inflammatory cytokine capable of promoting Th2 responses257 

TNF-α Pro-inflammatory cytokine produced by monocytes, macrophages and 
kidney cells during injury15,122,256   

Table 4.2: Multiplex Cytokine Analysis of mouse plasma for common pro- and anti-
inflammatory cytokines. 
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4.4. Statistical analysis 

Two-way ANOVA with Geisser-Greenhouse correction was performed as sphericity 

was not assumed, i.e. I did not assume that data were sampled from populations where the 

standard deviation were identical in all of the groups at all the time points. Sidak’s multiple 

comparisons correction test (for comparisons between two groups) and Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons correction test (for comparisons between three groups), with individual 

variances computed for each comparison were used to analyse the percentage of positive 

events identified. The correlation analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney U test for 

non-parametric data with two variables, i.e. cytokine assay data. All data is shown as mean 

(95% confidence interval) ± SEM.  

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8 for Windows (GraphPad, 

LLC). All data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM. 

Statistical significance is represented by values p< 0.05. 

4.5. Results 

4.5.1. The effect of R-IRI on macrophage populations in the kidneys and spleen 

of BALB/c mice 

In order to determine the effect of R-IRI on macrophage populations in the kidneys 

and spleen of BALB/c mice, AKI was induced in 7 healthy BALB/c mice, and at day 3 post-R-IRI 

macrophage levels in the kidneys and spleen were compared against those in 6 sham-

operated (control) mice (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

My data showed that renal IRI led to a slight decrease in the percentage of live F4/80+ 

and F4/80+CD86+ cells in the kidneys of BALB/c mice when compared to control animals, 

though these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.1A). There were no 

differences in the percentage of F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in the kidneys of 

control and injured BALB/c mice (Figure 4.1A). When comparing macrophage levels within 

the F4/80+ kidney population, there was with statistical significance a higher percentage of 

F4/80+CD86+ cells in injured mice when compared to control mice (*p=0.0284) (Figure 4.1C). 

A large percentage of F4/80+ kidney cells were negative for both CD86 and CD163 markers 

(78% - 88%), however, this population was smaller in injured BALB/c mice (Figure 4.1D). 
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While there was no difference in the levels of F4/80+CD86+ cells in kidney cell 

suspensions between sham-operated and injured BALB/c animals, there was a significant 

decrease in the levels of F4/80+CD163+ expression intensity in injured mice when compared 

to control animals (Figure 4.1B). My data demonstrated that renal IRI had a significant effect 

on median fluorescence intensity, with a 2.6% chance of randomly observing an effect this 

large (or larger) in an experiment of this size.   

Renal IRI resulted in no differences in the percentage of positive live F4/80+ cells in the 

spleens of BALB/c mice when compared to sham-operated animals (Figure 4.2A). There were 

also no differences in the levels of F4/80+CD86+ or F4/80+CD163+ expression intensity 

between injured and control BALB/c mice spleens (Figure 4.2B). Furthermore, there were no 

differences when comparing macrophage levels within the F4/80+ spleen population (Figure 

4.2 C and D). Similar to the kidneys, the spleen has a population of F4/80+ cells that are 

negative for both CD86- and CD163-, however, this population is much smaller than in the 

kidney (13% - 15%) (Figure 4.2C).  
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Figure 4.1: Changes in macrophage levels in BALB/c mice kidney cell suspensions following 
R-IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+cells 
in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice; 
data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) Quantification of 
signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c 
mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice. (C) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, 
F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after 
R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells 
within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and 
compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
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F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. n=7 injured group and n=6 sham group. 
Significant differences between injured and sham-operated animals. *p=0.0284 and 
**p=0.0048. All data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± 
SEM.  

 
Figure 4.2: Changes in macrophage levels in BALB/c mice spleen cell suspensions following 
R-IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

cells in spleen cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated 
mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) 
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Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice. (C) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of 
F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from 
BALB/c mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage 
of positive cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. n=7 injured 
group and n=6 sham group. All data points represent individual animals and error bars 
represent mean ± SEM.  

 

4.5.2. The effect of regenerative medicine therapies on BALB/c mice following R-IRI 

Next, I determined whether hUC-MSC as regenerative medicine therapies influenced 

the macrophage levels in the kidneys and spleens in BALB/c mice after R-IRI. Sixteen male 

BALB/c mice received 250,000 hUC-MSC through IV injection immediately after bilateral R-

IRI, whereas thirteen BALB/c mice received 100µL PBS (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4). 

Injured BALB/c mice that received hUC-MSC injections showed significantly lower 

percentage of live F4/80+ cells in their kidneys when compared to the PBS group (*p=0.0393); 

there were no differences in the percentage of live F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 

F4/80+CD86+CD163+ in the kidneys of injured mice between treatment and PBS groups (Figure 

4.3A). However, when comparing macrophage levels between injured animals that received 

PBS and those that had no injections (no hUC-MSC nor PBS, see section 4.5.1 for more 

information), there was a lower percentage of live F4/80+ in the kidneys of BALB/c mice that 

received PBS, although this difference was not statistically significant (Figure 4.3B); this 

difference could be attributed to the high variability seen in the data as well as to the lower 

number of animals in the R-IRI no injection group. There were no differences in macrophage 

levels within the F4/80+ kidney population (Figure 4.3 C and D) between treatment and PBS 

groups following bilateral R-IRI. Furthermore, there were no differences in the levels of either 

F4/80+CD86+ or F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression between treatment and PBS groups 

following R-IRI (Figure 4.3E). 

In conclusion, intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage 

responses in the kidneys of injured BALB/c mice. 
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Figure 4.3: Changes in macrophage levels in BALB/c mice kidney cell suspensions following 
R-IRI and hUC-MSC treatment. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and hUC-
MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage 
of positive cells within the Live population. (B) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, 
F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after 
R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received either PBS or no 
treatment; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (C) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell 
suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals 
that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ 
population. (D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells 
in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared 
to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. (E) Quantification of signal intensity of 
F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI 
and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that received PBS. n=16 hUC-MCS group, 
n=13 PBS group and n=7 injured group (no treatment). Significant differences between 
treatment groups in the F4/80+ population. *p=0.0393 and ***p=0.0009. All data points 
represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  

 

There were no statistically significant differences in the percentage of positive live 

F4/80+ cells in the spleens of BALB/c mice between treatment groups following bilateral R-IRI 

(Figure 4.4A). However, when comparing macrophage levels between injured animals that 

received treatment (both hUC-MSC and PBS) and no injections (no hUC-MSC or PBS, see 

section 4.5.1 for more information), there was a significantly higher percentage of live F4/80+ 

in the spleens of BALB/c mice that had no injections (Figure 4.4B); this difference could be 

attributed to the high variability seen in the data as well as to the lower number of animals in 

the R-IRI no injection group. When comparing differences in macrophage levels within the 

F4/80+ population in the spleen, hUC-MSC treatment led to a slightly lower percentage of 

F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells following bilateral R-IRI, however, these 

differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.4 C and D). There were also no 

differences in the levels of F4/80+CD86+ or F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression between 

treatment and PBS groups in injured BALB/c mice spleens (Figure 4.4E). 

In conclusion, intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage 

responses in the spleens of injured BALB/c mice, and these differences were not statistically 

significant. 
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Figure 4.4: Changes in macrophage levels in BALB/c mice spleen cell suspensions following 
R-IRI and hUC-MSC treatment. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and hUC-
MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage 
of positive cells within the Live population. (B) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, 
F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after 
R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received either PBS or no 
treatment; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (C) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals 
that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ 
population. (D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells 
in spleen cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared 
to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. (E) Quantification of signal intensity of 
F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI 
and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that received PBS. n=16 hUC-MCS group, 
n=13 PBS group and n=7 injured group (no treatment). Significant differences between 
treatment groups in the F4/80+ population. ***p<0.0004. All data points represent individual 
animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  

 

4.5.3. The effect of R-IRI on C57BL/6 alb mice 

AKI was induced in 8 healthy C57BL/6 alb mice, and injury level post-R-IRI was 

compared against 7 sham-operated (control) mice (Figures 4.5 and Figure 4.6). 

Renal IRI led to a very significant increase in the percentage of live F4/80+ cells in the 

kidneys of C57BL/6 alb mice when compared to control animals (***p=0.0001), with a 0.6% 

chance of randomly observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size 

(Figure 4.5A). Bilateral R-IRI also led to a higher percentage of F4/80+CD86+ cells in the kidneys 

of C57BL/6 alb mice when compared to control mice, though the differences were not 

statistically significant (Figure 4.5A). There were no differences in the percentage of 

F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in the kidneys of control and injured C57BL/6 alb 

mice (Figure 4.5A). While there was no difference in the level of F4/80+CD86+ antibody 

expression between sham-operated and injured C57BL/6 alb animals, there was a lower 

median fluorescence intensity in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression in injured mice when 

compared to control animals, although this difference was not statistically significant (Figure 

4.5B). When comparing macrophage levels within the F4/80+ population in the kidney, there 

was a statistically significant higher percentage of F4/80+CD86+ cells in injured mice when 
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compared to control mice (**p=0.0066) (Figure 4.5C). A large percentage of F4/80+ kidney 

cells were negative for both CD86 and CD163 markers (84% - 88%), however, this population 

was smaller in injured C57BL/6 alb mice (Figure 4.5D). 

Renal IRI resulted in a significantly lower percentage of positive live F4/80+ cells in the 

spleens of C57BL/6 alb mice when compared to sham-operated animals (*p=0.0114) (Figure 

4.6A). Bilateral R-IRI also led to a slightly lower percentage of F4/80+CD86+ cells in the spleens 

of C57BL/6 alb mice when compared to control mice, though these differences were not 

statistically significant (Figure 4.6A). There were no differences in the percentage of live 

F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 4.6A). There 

were also no differences in the levels of F4/80+CD86+ or F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression 

between injured and control C57BL/6 alb mice spleens (Figure 4.6B). When comparing 

macrophage levels within the F4/80+ spleen population, bilateral R-IRI led to a higher 

percentage of F4/80+CD86+ cells but a lower percentage of F4/80+CD163+ and 

F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells; however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 

4.6 C and D). Similar to the kidneys, the spleens had a population of F4/80+ cells that were 

negative for both CD86- and CD163-, however, this population was smaller in the spleen and 

it decreased in response to injury (58% - 62%) (Figure 4.6C).  
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Figure 4.5: Changes in macrophage levels in C57BL/6 albino mice kidney cell suspensions 
following R-IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and 
compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
Live population. (B) Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells 
in kidney cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated 
mice. (C) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in 
kidney cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated 
mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. (D) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell 
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suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented 
as ratios. n=8 injured group and n=7 sham group. Significant differences between injured and 
sham-operated animals. **p=0.0066 and ***p=0.0001. All data points represent individual 
animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  
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Figure 4.6: Changes in macrophage levels in C57BL/6 albino spleen cell suspensions 
following R-IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and 
compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
Live population. (B) Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells 
in spleen cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated 
mice. (C) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in 
spleen cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated 
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mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. (D) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from BALB/c mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented 
as ratios. n=8 injured group and n=7 sham group. Significant differences between injured and 
sham-operated animals. *p=0.0114. All data points represent individual animals and error 
bars represent mean ± SEM.  

 

4.5.4. The effect of regenerative medicine therapies on C57BL/6 alb mice 

following R-IRI 

Eleven male C57BL/6 alb mice received 250,000 hUC-MSC through IV injection 

immediately after bilateral R-IRI, whereas eleven C57BL/6 alb mice received 100µL PBS 

(Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8). 

There were no differences in the percentage of live F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, 

F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in the kidneys of injured mice between treatment 

and PBS groups (Figure 4.7A). However, when comparing macrophage levels between injured 

animals that received treatment (both hUC-MSC and PBS) and no injections (no hUC-MSC nor 

PBS, see section 4.5.3. for more information), there was a significantly lower percentage of 

live F4/80+ in the kidneys of C57BL/6 alb mice that had an injection (Figure 4.7B); this 

difference could be attributed to the high variability seen in the data as well as to the lower 

number of animals in the R-IRI no injection group. There were no differences when comparing 

macrophage levels within the F4/80+ population in the kidney (Figure 4.7 C and D) between 

treatment groups in response to R-IRI. There were also no differences in the levels of 

F4/80+CD86+ or F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression between treatment groups following R-IRI 

(Figure 4.7E). 

In conclusion, intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage 

responses in the kidneys of injured C57BL/6 alb mice. 
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Figure 4.7: Changes in macrophage levels in C57BL/6 albino mice kidneys cell suspensions 
following R-IRI and hUC-MSC treatment. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, 
F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice 
after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received PBS; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) The percentage of 
F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions 
from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had 
received either PBS or no treatment; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
Live population. (C) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

cells in kidney cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and 
compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells 
within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and 
hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the 
percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. (E) 
Quantification of signal intensity of F F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in kidney cell 
suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to 
animals that received PBS.  n=11 UC-MCS group, n=11 PBS group and n=8 injured group (no 
treatment). Significant differences between treatment groups in the F4/80+ population. 
***p=0.0004 and ****p<0.0001. All data points represent individual animals and error bars 
represent mean ± SEM.  

 

Treatment with hUC-MSC led to a significantly lower percentage of live F4/80+ cells in 

the spleens of injured C57BL/6 alb (*p= 0.0267), with a 3.7% chance of randomly observing 

an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size (Figure 4.8A). When comparing 

macrophage levels between injured animals that received an injection and no injections (no 

hUC-MSC nor PBS, see section 4.5.3. for more information), there were no differences 

between the PBS and no injection groups (Figure 4.8B). When comparing differences in 

macrophage levels within the F4/80+ population in the spleen, hUC-MSC treatment led to a 

lower percentage of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells, and a slightly higher 

percentage of F4/80+CD163+ cells following bilateral R-IRI, however, these differences were 

not statistically significant (Figure 4.8 C and D). While there were no differences in the levels 

of F4/80+CD86+ antibody expression in the spleens of injured C57BL/6 alb mice, hUC-MSC 

treatment led to a reduced F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression when compared to PBS 

treatment (Figure 4.8E). 

In conclusion, intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage 

responses in the spleens of injured C57BL/6 alb mice. 
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Figure 4.8: Changes in macrophage levels in C57BL/6 albino mice spleen cell suspensions 
following R-IRI and hUC-MSC treatment. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, 
F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from BALB/c mice after 
R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing 
the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) The percentage of F4/80+, 
F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from 
C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had 
received either PBS or no treatment; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
Live population. (C) The percentage F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

cells in spleen cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and 
compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells 
within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and 
hUC-MSC therapy and compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the 
percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. (E) 
Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+and F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from C57BL/6 alb mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy and compared to 
animals that received PBS. n=11 UC-MCS group, n=11 PBS group and n=8 injured group (no 
treatment). Significant differences between treatment groups in the F4/80+ population. 
*p<0.02. All data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  

4.5.5. The effect of R-IRI on CD1 mice 

AKI was induced in 7 healthy CD1 mice, and injury level post-R-IRI was compared 

against 7 sham-operated (control) mice (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). 

Renal IRI led to an significantly higher percentage of live F4/80+ (****p<0.0001), 

F4/80+CD86+ (***p=0.0003) and F4/80+CD163+ (****p<0.0001) cells in the kidneys of CD1 

mice when compared to control animals, with a 0.01% chance of randomly observing an effect 

this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size (Figure 4.9A). Bilateral R-IRI also led to a 

higher percentage of F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in the kidneys of CD1 mice when compared to 

control mice, though the difference was not statistically significant (Figure 4.9A). Bilateral R-

IRI led to a statistically significant lower median fluorescence intensity of F4/80+CD86+ 

antibody expression (*p=0.0344) and to a statistically significant higher median fluorescence 

intensity of F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression (*p= 0.0087) in injured mice when compared 

to control mice (Figure 4.9B). When comparing macrophage levels within the F4/80+ 

population in the kidney, there was a statistically significant higher percentage of 

F4/80+CD86+ (**p<0.0001), F4/80+CD163+ (**p<0.0001) and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

(**p=0.0096) cells in injured mice when compared to control mice (Figure 4.9 C and D). These 

differences in macrophage levels in response to R-IRI within the percentage of F4/80+ in the 
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kidneys were considered extremely significant, with a 0.01% chance of randomly observing 

an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size (Figure 4.9C). However, a large 

percentage of F4/80+ kidney cells in sham-operated animals were negative for both CD86- and 

CD163- markers (approximately 38%) (Figure 4.9D). 

Renal IRI resulted in a significantly lower percentage of positive live F4/80+ cells in the 

spleens of CD1 mice when compared to control mice (*p=0.0411), however, the data showed 

a high degree of variability in the control group (Figure 4.10A). Bilateral R-IRI also led to a 

slightly lower percentage of F4/80+CD163+ cells in the spleens of CD1 mice when compared 

to control mice, though the differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.10A). There 

were no differences in the percentage of live F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells 

following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 4.10A). Bilateral R-IRI led to a higher median fluorescence 

intensity of F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression in the spleens of injured mice when compared 

to control mice, however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.10B). 

When comparing macrophage levels within the F4/80+ spleen population, bilateral R-IRI led 

to an increase in the percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells, 

however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.10 C and D). Similar to 

the kidneys, the spleen had a population of F4/80+ cells that were negative for both CD86- 

and CD163- (15% - 22%), however, this population is smaller in CD1 sham mice (Figure 4.10C).  
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Figure 4.9: Changes in macrophage levels in CD1 mice kidney cell suspension following R-
IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells 
in kidney cell suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice; 
data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) Quantification of 
signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+  cells in kidney cell suspensions from 
CD1mice after R-IRI and compared to sham-operated mice. (C) The percentage of 
F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from 
CD1 mice after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage of 
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positive cells within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ 
and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from CD1mice after R-IRI, and 
compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the 
F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. n=7 injured group and n=7 sham group. 
Significant differences between injured and sham-operated animals. *p=0.0344, **p<0.0097, 
***p=0.0003 and ****p<0.0001. All data points represent individual animals and error bars 
represent mean ± SEM.  
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Figure 4.10: Changes in macrophage levels in CD1 albino spleen cell suspensions following 
R-IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

cells in spleen cell suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated 
mice; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) 
Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated mice. (C) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated mice; data showing 
the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of 
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F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from 
CD1 mice after R-IRI, and compared to sham-operated mice; data showing the percentage of 
positive cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. n=7 injured group 
and n=7 sham group. Significant differences between injured and sham-operated animals. 
*p=0.0411. All data points represent individual animals and error bars represent mean ± SEM.  

 

4.5.6. The effect of regenerative medicine therapies on CD1 mice following R-

IRI 

Fifteen male CD1 mice received 250,000 hUC-MSC through IV injection immediately 

after bilateral R-IRI, whereas thirteen CD1 mice received 100µL PBS (Figure 4.11 and Figure 

4.12). 

There were no differences in the percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ 

and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in the kidneys of injured mice between hUC-MSC and PBS 

treatment groups (Figure 4.11A). However, when comparing macrophage levels between 

injured animals that received an injection (both hUC-MSC and PBS) and no injections (no hUC-

MSC nor PBS, see section 4.5.5 for more information), there was a lower percentage of live 

F4/80+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in the kidneys mice that had received an injection, however, 

these differences were not significant (Figure 4.11B); this difference could be attributed to 

the high variability seen in the data. When comparing differences in macrophage levels within 

the F4/80+ population in the kidney, there are no differences in the percentage of 

F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells between treatment groups 

following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 4.11 C and D). There were no differences in the levels of 

F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression between treatment groups following R-IRI, however, hUC-

MSC treatment led to a higher the median fluorescence intensity of F4/80+CD86+ antibody 

expression (Figure 4.11E). 

In conclusion, intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage 

responses in the kidneys of injured CD1 mice, and these differences were not statistically 

significant.  
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Figure 4.11: Changes in macrophage levels in CD1 mice kidney cell suspensions following R-
IRI and hUC-MSC treatment. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC 
therapy, and compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of 
positive cells within the Live population. (B) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, 
F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from CD1mice after R-
IRI and hUC-MSC therapy, and compared to animals that had received either PBS or no 
treatment; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (C) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell 
suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy, and compared to animals that 
had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. 
(D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell 
suspensions from CD1mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy, and compared to animals that 
had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population 
which are represented as ratios. (E) Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and 
F4/80+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from CD1mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy, 
and compared to animals that received PBS. n=15 UC-MCS group, n=13 PBS group and n=7 
injured group (no treatment). All data points represent individual animals and error bars 
represent mean ± SEM.  

 

Treatment with human UC-MSC led to a very significant lower percentage of live 

F4/80+ cells in the spleens injured CD1 mice (*p=0.0497), with a 0.59% chance of randomly 

observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size (Figure 4.12A). An 

injection of hUC-MSC also led to a decrease in the percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ 

and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in the spleens of injured mice, however, these differences were 

not statistically significant when compared to the PBS group. When comparing macrophage 

levels between injured animals that received PBS treatment and no injection (no hUC-MSC 

nor PBS, see section 4.5.5. for more information), there was an increase in the percentage of 

live F4/80+ in the spleens of CD1 mice within the PBS group, however, the difference was not 

statistically significant (Figure 4.12B) ); this difference could be attributed to the high 

variability seen in the data. When comparing differences in macrophage levels within the 

F4/80+ population in the spleen, hUC-MSC treatment led to a statistically significant higher 

percentage of F4/80+CD86+ (*p=0.0153) and F4/80+CD163+ (*p=0.0238*) cells, with a 0.03% 

chance of randomly observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size. 

Treatment with human UC-MSC also led to a higher percentage of F4/80+CD163+ cells 

following bilateral R-IRI, however, this change was not statistically significant (Figure 4.12 C 

and D). While there were no differences in the levels of F4/80+CD86+ antibody expression in 
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the spleens of injured CD1 mice, hUC-MSC treatment led to an increase in F4/80+CD163+ 

antibody expression when compared to PBS treatment (Figure 4.12E). 

In conclusion, intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage 

responses in the spleens of injured CD1 mice.  
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Figure 4.12: Changes in macrophage levels in CD1 mice spleen cell suspensions following R-
IRI and hUC-MSC treatment. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and 
F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC 
therapy, and compared to animals that had received PBS; data showing the percentage of 
positive cells within the Live population. (B) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, 
F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from CD1 mice after R-
IRI and hUC-MSC therapy, and compared to animals that had received either PBS or no 
treatment; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (C) The 
percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy, and compared to animals that 
had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. 
(D) The percentage of F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC therapy, and compared to animals that 
had received PBS; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population 
which are represented as ratios. (E) Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+and 
F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from CD1 mice after R-IRI and hUC-MSC 
therapy, and compared to animals that received PBS.  n=15 UC-MCS group, n=13 PBS group 
and n=7 injured group (no treatment). Significant differences between treatment groups in 
the F4/80+ population. *p<0.05. All data points represent individual animals and error bars 
represent mean ± SEM.  

 

4.5.7. Comparing the effect of R-IRI on different mouse strains 

Comparing changes in macrophage levels in kidney cell suspensions following sham 

procedure in three different mouse strains indicated that the animals responded differently 

to the procedure (Figure 4.13). Statistical analysis showed that the variable ‘strain’ had an 

extremely significant effect on macrophage levels following sham-operated procedure, with 

a 0.01% chance of randomly observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this 

size. CD1 mice had significantly higher levels of F4/80+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in their injured 

kidneys when compared to both BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice (****p<0.0001)  (Figure 4.13A). 

Furthermore, CD1 mice also had a larger population of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

cells, however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.13A). There were 

also significant differences between C57BL/6 alb and BALB/c mice: C57BL/6 alb mice showed 

a significantly lower percentage of F4/80+ cells (***p=0.0009) (Figure 4.13A).  

Comparisons in median fluorescence intensity and antibody expression between the 

three strains also showed extremely significant differences (Figure 4.13B). CD1 mice had 

significantly higher levels in F4/80+CD86+ antibody expression when compared to C57BL/6 alb 

mice (*p=0.0366), however, there were no differences between CD1 mice and BALB/c mice. 
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On the other hand, CD1 mice showed significantly lower levels in F4/80+CD163+ antibody 

expression when compared to both BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice (****p<0.0001). There 

were also significant differences in median fluorescence intensity between BALB/c and 

C57BL/6 alb mice: C57BL/6 alb mice displayed significantly higher levels in F4/80+CD163+ 

antibody expression (**p=0.0033).  

When comparing differences in macrophage levels within the F4/80+ population in the 

kidney after sham-operated procedure, there were no differences in the percentage of 

F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells between the three strains. However, CD1 mice 

displayed significantly higher levels in the percentage of F4/80+CD163+ cells when compared 

to the other two strains (****p<0.0001) (Figure 4.13 C and D).  
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Figure 4.13: Comparing changes in macrophage levels in kidney cell suspensions of BALB/c, 
C57BL/6 albino and CD1 mice following sham procedure. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, 
F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from 
animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three different mouse strains; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) Quantification of 
signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions from 
animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three different mouse strains. (C) The 
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percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell 
suspensions from animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three different 
mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. 
(D) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in 
kidney cell suspensions from animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three 
different mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ 
population which are represented as ratios. Significant differences between strains in 
response to sham-operated procedure. *p=0.0366, **p=0.0033, ***p=0.0009 and 
****p<0.0001. 

 

Adding on the previous analysis showed above (Figure 4.13) where we have 

demonstrated a strain-dependent response to the sham-operated procedure, we proceeded 

to assess the impact of bilateral R-IRI on macrophage levels in kidneys (Figure 4.14). 

Comparing changes in macrophage levels in kidney cell suspensions following bilateral 

R-IRI in three different mouse strains indicates that the animals respond differently to the 

procedure (Figure 4.14). Statistical analysis shows that the variable ‘strain’ has an extremely 

significant effect on macrophage levels following bilateral R-IRI, with a 0.01% chance of 

randomly observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size. CD1 mice 

showed a significantly higher percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells 

(****p<0.0001) when compared to both BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice (Figure 4.14A). 

Furthermore, CD1 mice also showed a higher percentage in F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells, 

however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.14A). There were no 

differences in macrophage levels between C57BL/6 alb and BALB/c mice in response to renal 

IRI (Figure 4.14A).  

Comparisons in median fluorescence intensity and antibody expression between the 

three strains also showed extremely significant differences. CD1 mice showed significantly 

lower levels in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression when compared to both BALB/c 

(**p=0.0034) and C57BL/6 alb mice (****p<0.0001) (Figure 4.14B). There were also 

significant differences in median fluorescence intensity between BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb 

mice: C57BL/6 alb mice displayed significantly higher levels in F4/80+CD163+ antibody 

expression (**p=0.0062) (Figure 4.14B). On the other hand, CD1 mice showed higher levels in 

CD86+F4/80+ antibody expression when compared to both C57BL/6 alb and BALB/c mice, 

however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.14B). C57BL/6 alb mice 
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showed lower levels in CD86+F4/80+ antibody expression in response to R-IRI when 

compared to BALB/c mice, however, these differences were not statistically significant.  

When comparing differences in macrophage levels within the F4/80+ population in 

the kidney following bilateral R-IRI, there were significantly higher levels of F4/80+CD86+, 

F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in CD1 mice when compared to the other two 

strains (**p=0.0013; ***p=0.0002; ****p<0.0001) (Figure 4.14 C and D). 

When comparing changes in macrophage levels in the kidneys between the three 

strains, we detected a similar pattern between C57BL/6 alb (Figure 4.5A) and CD1 (Figure 

4.9A) mice in response to bilateral renal IRI; both strains showed a higher percentage in the 

levels of F4/80+ and F4/80+CD86+ cells whereas BALB/c mice showed the opposite pattern, 

i.e., a decrease in the F4/80+ and F4/80+CD86+ cells (Figure 4.1A). Both BALB/c (Figure 4.1B) 

and C57BL/6 alb (Figure 4.5B) showed an increase in the levels of in F4/80+CD163+ antibody 

expression in kidney cell lysates while CD1 mice (Figure 4.9B) presented contrasting result in 

response to renal IRI. However, when comparing changes in macrophage levels within the 

F4/80+ population in the kidney, all three strains showed a similar pattern of response 

characterised by an increase in the levels of F4/80+CD86+ cells following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 

4.1C, Figure 4.5C and Figure 4.9C). In addition, in all three strains, R-IRI led to a decrease in 

the percentage of F4/80+ that are negative for both CD86- and CD163- in the kidneys of injured 

mice (Figure 4.1D, Figure 4.5D and Figure 4.9D). 
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Figure 4.14: Comparing changes in macrophage levels in kidney cell suspensions of BALB/c, 
C57BL/6 albino and CD1 mice following bilateral R-IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, 
F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions after 
bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive cells 
within the Live population. (B) Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and 
F4/80+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions after bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse 
strains. (C) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

cells in kidney cell suspensions after bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse strains; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of 
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F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in kidney cell suspensions 
after bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive 
cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. Significant differences 
between strains in response to bilateral R-IRI. **p<0.06, ***p=0.0002 and ****p<0.0001. 

 

Comparing changes in macrophage levels in spleen cell suspensions following sham 

procedure in three different mouse strains indicates that the animals respond differently to 

the procedure (Figure 4.15). Statistical analysis shows that strain has a very significant effect 

on macrophage levels following sham-operated procedure, with a 0.21% chance of randomly 

observing an effect this large (or larger) in an experiment of this size. CD1 mice showed a 

significant increase in percentage of F4/80+ cells when compared to both BALB/c 

(**p=0.0032) and C57BL/6 alb mice (**p=0.0035) (Figure 4.15A). Furthermore, CD1 mice also 

showed an increase in F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells, however, 

these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.15A). There were also differences 

between C57BL/6 alb and BALB/c mice: C57BL/6 alb mice showed a decrease in the 

percentage of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells, and an increase in the percentage 

F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells, however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 

4.15A). Comparisons in median fluorescence intensity and antibody expression also showed 

differences between the three strains (Figure 4.15B). CD1 mice showed a significant decrease 

in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression when compared to both BALB/c (***p=0.0002) and 

C57BL/6 alb mice (***p=0.0001). In contrast, BALB/c mice showed an increase in F4/80+CD86+ 

antibody expression when compared to both CD1 and C57BL/6 alb mice, however, these 

differences were not statistically significant. There were also significant differences in median 

fluorescence intensity between BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice: C57BL/6 alb mice displayed a 

significant increase in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression (**p=0.0033) (Figure 4.15B). When 

comparing differences in macrophage levels within the F4/80+ population in the spleen after 

sham-operated procedure, BALB/c mice showed an increase in the percentage of 

F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells when compared to both C57BL/6 alb and CD1 

mice, however these differences were not statistically significant. In contrast, C56BL/6 alb 

mice showed the lowest percentage in F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

positive cells. (Figure 4.15 C and D). In addition, CD1 mice showed a significant increase in 
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F4/80+CD163+ cells when compared BALB/c (*p=0.0247) and C57BL/6 alb mice 

(****p<0.0001) (Figure 4.15 C and D). 

 
Figure 4.15: Comparing changes in macrophage levels in spleen cell suspensions of BALB/c, 
C57BL/6 albino and CD1 mice following sham procedure. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, 
F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from 
animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three different mouse strains; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the Live population. (B) Quantification of 
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signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions from 
animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three different mouse strains. (C) The 
percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell 
suspensions from animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three different 
mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. 
(D) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in 
spleen cell suspensions from animals that underwent sham-operated procedure, in three 
different mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ 
population which are represented as ratios. Significant differences between strains in 
response to sham-operated procedure. *p<0.017, **p=0.0086 and ****p<0.0001. 

 

Adding on the previous analysis showed above (Figure 4.15) where we have 

demonstrated a strain-dependent response to the sham-operated procedure, we proceeded 

to assess the impact of bilateral R-IRI on macrophage levels in spleen (Figure 4.16). 

Comparing changes in macrophage levels in spleen cell suspensions following bilateral 

R-IRI in three different mouse strains indicates that the animals respond differently to the 

procedure (Figure 4.16). Statistical analysis shows that strain has an extremely significant 

effect on macrophage levels following bilateral R-IRI, with a 0.01% chance of randomly 

observing an effect this large (or large) in an experiment of this size. CD1 mice showed a 

significant increase in percentage of F4/80+ (**p=0.0016) and F4/80+CD163+ (*p=0.0172) cells 

when compared to C57BL/6 alb mice (Figure 4.16A). Furthermore, CD1 mice also showed an 

increase in percentage of F4/80+ and F4/80+CD163+ cells when compared to BALB/c mice, 

however, these differences were not statistically significant. In addition, CD1 mice showed an 

increase in the percentage of F4/80+CD86+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells when compared to 

the other two strains, however, these differences were not statistically significant (Figure 

4.15A) There were also difference in macrophage levels between BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice: 

BALB/c mice showed an increase in F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+and F4/80+CD163+ cells, however, 

these differences were not statistically significant. In contrast, C57BL/6 alb showed an 

increase in the percentage of F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells when compared to BALB/c mice 

(Figure 4.16A). Comparisons in median fluorescence intensity and antibody expression also 

showed differences between the three strains (Figure 4.16B). CD1 mice showed a significant 

decrease in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression when compared to both BALB/c and C57BL/6 

alb mice (****p<0.0001). There were no differences in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression 
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following renal IRI between BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice. In contrast, C57BL/6 alb mice 

showed a slight decrease in F4/80+CD86+ antibody expression when compared to both CD1 

and BALB/c mice, however, these differences were not statistically significant. There were no 

differences in F4/80+CD86+ antibody expression following bilateral R-IRI between BALB/c and 

CD1 mice (Figure 4.16B). When comparing differences in macrophage levels within the F4/80+ 

population in the spleen after bilateral R-IRI (Figure 4.16 C and D), CD1 mice showed 

significant in the percentage of F4/80+CD163+ when compared to both C57BL/6 alb and 

BALB/c mice (****p<0.0001). BALB/c showed the highest percentage in CD86+F4/80+ within 

the F4/80+ population in the spleen when compared to CD1 and C57BL/6 alb mice, however, 

these differences were not statistically significant; there were no differences between CD1 

and C57BL/6 alb mice in the percentage F4/80+CD86+ cells, in response to renal IRI. In 

contrast, C56BL/6 alb mice showed the lowest percentage in F4/80+CD86+CD163+ positive 

cells (Figure 4.16 C and D). 

When comparing changes in macrophage levels in the spleen between the three 

strains, we detected a similar pattern between C57BL/6 alb (Figure 4.5A) and CD1 (Figure 

4.9A) mice in response to bilateral renal IRI; both strains showed a higher percentage in the 

levels of F4/80+ and F4/80+CD86+ cells whereas BALB/c mice showed the opposite pattern, 

i.e., a decrease in the F4/80+ and F4/80+CD86+ cells (Figure 4.1A). Both BALB/c (Figure 4.1B) 

and C57BL/6 alb (Figure 4.5B) showed an increase in the levels of in F4/80+CD163+ antibody 

expression in kidney cell lysates while CD1 mice (Figure 4.9B) presented contrasting results in 

response to renal IRI. However, when comparing changes in macrophage levels within the 

F4/80+ population in the kidney, all three strains showed a similar pattern of response 

characterised by an increase in the levels of F4/80+CD86+ cells following bilateral R-IRI (Figure 

4.1C, Figure 4.5C and Figure 4.9C). In addition, in all three strains, R-IRI led to a decrease in 

the percentage of F4/80+ that are negative for both CD86- and CD163- in the kidneys of injured 

mice (Figure 4.1D, Figure 4.5D and Figure 4.9D). 
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Figure 4.16: Comparing changes in macrophage levels in spleen cell suspensions of BALB/c, 
C57BL/6 albino and CD1 mice following bilateral R-IRI. (A) The percentage of F4/80+, 
F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions after 
bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive cells 
within the Live population. (B) Quantification of signal intensity of F4/80+CD86+ and 
F4/80+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions after bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse 
strains. (C) The percentage of F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ 

cells in spleen cell suspensions after bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse strains; data 
showing the percentage of positive cells within the F4/80+ population. (D) The percentage of 
F4/80+, F4/80+CD86+, F4/80+CD163+ and F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells in spleen cell suspensions 
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after bilateral R-IRI, in three different mouse strains; data showing the percentage of positive 
cells within the F4/80+ population which are represented as ratios. Significant differences 
between strains in response to bilateral R-IRI. *p=0.0172, **p=0.0016 and ****p<0.0001. 

4.5.8. Preliminary analysis on the effect of hUC-MSC therapy on cytokine levels 

following bilateral R-IRI in BALB/c mice 

Levels of MCP-1, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-13, M-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-4, IL-10, IL-17E/IL-25, and TNF-α 

were below the limit of detection or extrapolated below LLOQ in BALB/c plasma for both hUC-

MSC and PBS groups (Table 4.3). 

Our preliminary data on the effects of hUC-MSC treatment on cytokine levels showed 

lower levels of IL-1β, IL-4 and IL-17E/IL-25 in the kidneys of injured BALB/c mice when 

compared to the PBS group, however, these results were not statistically significant (Figure 

4.17). hUC-MSC treatment led to higher levels of MCP-1 and M-CSF in the kidneys of injured 

BALB/c mice when compared to the PBS group, with significant changes in the later 

(*p=0.0159). Levels of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-13, INF-γ and IL-10 were below the limit of detection or 

extrapolated below LLOQ in BALB/c kidney cell suspensions for both hUC-MSC and PBS groups 

(Table 4.4). 

Cytokine Level hUC-MSC treatment PBS treatment 

MCP-1 LLOQ ✓ ✓ 
IL-13 OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IL-6 OOR< ✓ ✓ 
M-CSF OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IFN-γ OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IL-1β OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IL-4 OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IL-10 OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IL-17E/IL-25 LLOQ ✓ ✓ 
TNF-α LLOQ ✓ ✓ 

Table 4.3: Measurement of MCP-1, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-13, M-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-4, IL-10, IL-17E/IL-25, 
and TNF-α  n p       f  nj     B  B        f      n   U -MSC treatment or PBS injection. 
The upper and lower levels of quantification were: MCP-1 64,327.683 - 84.985 pg/mL, IL-1β 
56,098.702 – 70.588 pg/mL, IL-6 6,155.229 – 24.893 pg/mL, IL-13 12,416.024 – 49.036 pg/mL, 
M-CSF 520.838 – 2.125 pg/mL, IFN-γ 3,223.254 – 12.481 pg/mL, IL-4 14,965.769 – 14.873 
pg/mL, IL-10 3,362.301 – 13.667 pg/mL, IL-17E/IL-25 33,626.873 – 43.575 pg/mL, and TNF-α 
591.633 – 0.775 pg/mL. n=5 UC-MCS group, n=4 PBS group. LLOQ = results were extrapolated 
below the lower limit of quantification. OOR< = cytokine levels were out of range below LLOQ.  
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Figure 4.17: Measurement of MCP-1, IL-1β, M-CSF, IL-4, and IL-17E/IL-25 in kidney cell 
suspensions of injured BALB/c mice following hUC-MSC treatment or PBS injection. The 
upper and lower levels of quantification were: MCP-1 64,327.683 - 84.985 pg/mL, IL-1β 
56,098.702 – 70.588 pg/mL, M-CSF 520.838 – 2.125 pg/mL, IL-4 14,965.769 – 14.873 pg/mL, 
and IL-17E/IL-25 33,626.873 – 43.575 pg/mL. n=5 UC-MCS group, n=4 PBS group. *p=0.0159  

 

Cytokine Level hUC-MSC treatment PBS treatment 

IL-13 OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IL-6 OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IFN-γ OOR< ✓ ✓ 
IL-10 OOR< ✓ ✓ 
TNF-α LLOQ ✓ ✓ 

Table 4.4: Measurement of IL-13, IL-6, IFN-γ    -10 and TNF-α  n k  n y cell suspensions of 
injured BALB/c mice following hUC-MSC treatment or PBS injection. The upper and lower 
levels of quantification were: IL-13 12,416.024 – 49.036 pg/mL, IL-6 6,155.229 – 24.893 
pg/mL, IFN-γ 3,223.254 – 12.481 pg/mL, IL-10 3,362.301 – 13.667 pg/mL, and TNF-α 591.633 
– 0.775 pg/mL. n=5 UC-MCS group, n=4 PBS group. LLOQ = results were extrapolated below 
the lower limit of quantification. OOR< = cytokine levels were below LLOQ. *p=0.0159  
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4.6. Discussion 

4.6.1. Bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion leads to an increase in macrophage 

levels in the kidneys of injured mice, however, this response is strain-

dependent 

In the current experiments conducted within this thesis, we have for the first time 

assessed F4/80+ macrophage changes in the kidney at day 3 following bilateral renal IRI, and 

attempted to categorise these macrophages into M1- and M2-like cells. Furthermore, we 

have attempted to distinguish whether these differences are strain specific by analysing 

macrophage responses in three different genetic mouse strains.  

First and foremost, it is important to note that we were able to detect significant 

differences between the three strains when comparing macrophage levels in the kidneys 

following sham-operated procedure (Figure 4.13). These differences in macrophage levels 

following sham-operated procedure highlight the impact a surgery, in the absence of injury, 

could have on the body, and it has paramount implications for future translational studies as 

it shows a strain-dependent response to such operations. Nevertheless, further experiments 

should also be conducted to measure macrophage levels in control animals (i.e., animals that 

did not undergo any procedures) and compare whether these strain differences seen in the 

sham-operated animals are innate to the strain itself and would persist or whether it is a 

strain-dependent response to the surgery itself. 

In the current experiments, renal injury induced by bilateral IRI led to a significant 

increase in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the kidneys of C57BL/6 alb and CD1 mice, 

however, we were unable to detect similar changes in the BALB/c strain where data showed 

the opposite trend between sham and injured kidneys. While neither C57BL/6 alb nor BALB/c 

mice showed any differences in M1- and M2-like levels following surgery (Figures 4.1A and 

Figure 4.5A), CD1 mice showed a significant increase in the levels of both pro- and anti-

inflammatory macrophages at day 3 post injury (Figure 4.9A). We were also able to detect a 

significant increase in the levels of M1-like cells (within the F4/80+ population) following R-IRI 

surgery in all three strains, although there were significant differences in strain response to 

injury, with CD1 mice showing the highest increase in the percentage of M1-like macrophages 

(Figures 4.1C, Figure 4.5C and Figure 4.9C). This data is mostly consistent with the literature 
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where renal IRI leads to an increase in the numbers of M1 macrophages during the injury 

phase and an increase in M2 macrophage levels during the repair phase16,17,92–

94,105,19,20,49,52,57,61,63,64. Li et al. (2008) used a bilateral R-IRI model with a 32min clamp time 

and identified that the number of F4/80+ macrophages peaks at 24h following injury induction 

and continues to be elevated until day 7; this group used a combination of FACS sorting and 

immunohistochemistry to identify macrophages in young male C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice but 

no distinction was made between the two strains277. Depletion studies during the injury phase 

of AKI have shown that F4/80+ macrophages have a central role in the progression of disease 

whereas depletion during the repair phase has been associated with prolonged injury and an 

increase in inflammatory markers52,64,79,83,278. In another study by Lee et al. (2011), it was 

found that F4/80+ macrophages iNOS expression (M1 marker) peaks at 24h after injury and 

declines by day 7 whereas Arg1 (M2 marker) starts being expressed at day 3 and its expression 

peaks at day 7; this group employed a unilateral 30min clamp model followed by immediate 

nephrectomy, and used both immunohistochemistry and FACS sorting to identify 

macrophages in young male C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice although no distinction was made 

between the two strains52. In contrast, Lu et al. (2012) employed a 24min bilateral R-IRI model 

and found no significant change in F4/80+ cells between sham and injured groups at 24 hours 

after injury induction; this group used flow cytometry to identify macrophages in male wild-

type C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice, however, no distinction was made between the two strains279. 

The differences in the data identified between the current experiments conducted within this 

thesis and research at other labs could be explained by a number of reasons, such as: 1) 

differences in the  injury model and clamping time, 2) the lack of differentiation between 

strains in some experiments, 3) differences in the markers used to distinguish between M1 

and M2 macrophages coupled with the fact that macrophages are a highly plastic population 

of cells capable of existing in various intermediate states19,52,91,57,61,64,86–90, and 4) differences 

in the experimental end-points i.e., when macrophage levels were measured. 

By day 3 following injury, previous research has shown that the injury phase has 

mostly ended and the organ enters a regeneration and repair period17,52,55,57,64,65,280. However, 

current data extracted from BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb experiments showed no differences in 

the levels of M2-like cells and only a slight increase in the levels of M1-like cells (although not 

statistically significant) between sham and injured animals. These discrepancies could be due 
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to the nature of the experimental design. As mentioned previously, it was only possible to 

read 80,000 Live events per experiment due to the extended length of time needed to prepare 

and run the samples (approximately 11.5 hours from organ collection until all the samples 

had been run through the flow cytometer). However, best practices state that to get more 

accurate data, one should read at least 10,000 positive events (i.e., 10,000 F4/80 positive 

events). Furthermore, one should also be mindful of only using three markers to distinguish 

between different populations of macrophages. While F4/80+ is considered a murine pan-

macrophage marker, it can also be found on monocytes and dendritic cells (DCs), although at 

lower levels. As a result, an accurate analysis should first exclude these two populations using 

markers such as CD24+ for DCs and CD115+ for monocytes281–284.  

When trying to distinguish between M1- and M2-like cells within the F4/80+ 

population in the kidney, a high percentage of these cells were negative for both CD86 (M1) 

and CD163 (M2) markers. However, there was a decrease in the percentage of F4/80+CD86-

CD163- cells following R-IRI surgery, irrespective of strain, suggesting that this undefined 

population in the sham kidneys could maybe be characterised as macrophages in a naïve, M0, 

non-activated state which is neither pro-inflammatory nor anti-inflammatory87. Moreover, 

most macrophages activated during inflammation are derived from blood monocytes which, 

as mentioned previously, can also express the F4/80 murine pan-macrophage marker 

although on lower levels when compared to tissue macrophages. This could indicate that a 

percentage of the F4/80+CD86-CD163- population could be comprised of inflammatory 

monocytes which have travelled to the site of injury where they would differentiate into 

macrophages84,85,285,286. In addition, we have also been able to identify a macrophage 

population that is positive for both CD86+ (M1) and CD163+ (M2) markers – i.e., 

F4/80+CD86+CD163+. The presence of this population while negligible in both BALB/c and 

C57BL/6 alb, was quite high in CD1 mice and showed a significant increase in response to 

injury. Macrophages are a highly plastic and heterogenous population whose functions and 

roles are influenced by their environment, and it is possible for them to exhibit both pro- and 

anti-inflammatory signatures while they transition from one phenotype to 

another61,64,77,86,90,91,95,287. Furthermore, using only two markers to distinguish between M1- 

and M2-like cells is quite an oversimplification especially when M2 macrophages can be 

categorised into three different classes of macrophages (i.e. M2a, M2b and M2c), with the 
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M2b class capable of producing high levels of inflammatory cytokines61,78. Further tests would 

need to be conducted in order to accurately distinguish between M1 and M2 macrophages 

such as investigating how they metabolise arginine: M1 macrophages produce inducible nitric 

oxide synthase (iNOS) whereas M2 macrophages produce ornithine86,93,97,272,288–290. 

Taking into consideration some of the differences we have identified between the 

three different strains, both at baseline (i.e., following sham-operated procedure) and 

subsequent to bilateral renal IRI induction, the choice of genetic background in animal models 

is paramount when creating an experimental design. BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice are the 

standard choice as both strains are inbred which allows for more repeatable and uniform 

results. However, current experiments still point towards major differences in response not 

only between strain but also towards within-strain variation. Furthermore, by using multiple 

mouse strains for translational studies, one is better equipped to study and understand how 

macrophage responses to IRI can be translated into the clinic where human inter-individual 

variability still remains an extensive challenge239. 

It is also important to note that the CD1 mice presented with significantly higher levels 

of M2-like macrophages when compared to BALB/c and C57/BL6 alb mice, regardless of the 

experimental conditions. Due to time constraints, we were unable to perform extensive 

optimisation experiments for our choice of antibodies in the CD1 strain. As such, we propose 

that further experiments should be conducted to optimise the CD163+ marker in this strain 

before proceeding with further investigations into the effect of hUC-MSC therapies in animal 

models of kidney injury. 

4.6.2. Bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion leads to minimal changes in 

macrophage levels in the spleens of injured mice 

Bilateral R-IRI led to minimal changes in macrophage levels in the spleens of injured 

mice at day 3 following surgery (Figure 4.2, Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.10). Current literature on 

the role of the spleen during AKI shows discrepancy between research conducted at different 

laboratories, suggesting that the spleen could have both beneficial and deleterious effects on 

animal models of kidney disease depending on: 1) the injury level, and 2) the timing of the 

splenectomy in the experimental design140,291–293. While this may be the case, these studies 

have only investigated cytokine levels in the spleen up to 24 hours after injury induction. In 
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the current experimental design, we have for the first time assessed F4/80+ macrophage 

changes at day 3 following bilateral renal IRI, and attempted to categorise these macrophages 

into M1- and M2-like cells. We have shown that by day 3 following AKI induction, there was 

a significant decrease in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the spleens of C57BL/6 alb (Figure 

4.6) and CD1 mice (Figure 4.10), however, we were unable to detect similar changes in the 

BALB/c strain where data showed no differences between sham and injured spleens (Figure 

4.2). There was also an increase in the percentage of M2-like cells within the F4/80+ 

population in the spleen of CD1 injured mice (Figure 4.10C), nevertheless, these differences 

were not statistically significant when compared to sham-operated animals. 

Interestingly, we detected an increase in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression in CD1 

mice following bilateral renal IRI (Figure 4.10B), whereas both BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice 

showed the opposite trend i.e., a decrease in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression (Figure 4.2B 

and Figure 4.6B). Nonetheless, CD1 mice displayed significantly lower F4/80+CD163+ antibody 

expression when compared to the other two strain, regardless of whether they were injured 

or not (Figure 4.15B and Figure 4.16B). 

Similar to the kidney, the spleen also presented with a population of cells positive for 

all three markers used (i.e., F4/80+CD86+CD163+). Unlike in the kidney, the 

F4/80+CD86+CD163+ population was much higher in the spleen for both BALB/c and CD1 mice, 

with C57BL/6 alb mice showing approximately 4-times less triple positive cells when 

compared to BALB/c mice (not statistically significant) regardless of the procedure. As the 

population of F4/80+CD86+CD163+ cells was higher in the spleen than in the kidneys 

irrespective of strain, we were able to detect a lower percentages of F4/80+CD86-CD163- cells 

in the spleen of mice when compared to the kidneys. The spleen is an organ that is rich in 

macrophages, with 4 different subpopulations having been detected so far135,136,294. As 

mentioned previously, macrophages are characterised by a high degree of plasticity and 

heterogeneity and distinguishing between different macrophage subpopulations using only 

three markers is highly problematic, especially when the spleen, in particular, presents with 

tissue macrophages negative for the F4/80 marker but positive for markers such as CD68+, 

CD11b+ and CD11c+, which can also be found on DCs61,64,77,86,90,91,95,287,295. Nonetheless, this is 

the first side-by-side comparison in three different mouse strains looking to identify changes 
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in macrophage levels in the spleen in response to bilateral renal IRI, and the data presented 

here indicates a role of the spleen in kidney disease and emphasises the role of genetic 

background in animal models of disease. 

4.6.3. Intravenous injection of hUC-MSC has minimal effects on macrophage 

levels in the kidney following bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury 

 Intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage responses in 

the kidneys of injured mice, regardless of strain. We were only able to detect a significant 

decrease in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the BALB/c mice that underwent bilateral R-IRI 

surgery and received therapy (Figure 4.3A) which is consistent with the current literature25,60. 

Interestingly, when comparing macrophage levels between injured animals that received PBS 

treatment and no therapy (no hUC-MSC nor PBS), there was a decrease in the percentage of 

live F4/80+ in the PBS, regardless of strain (Figure 4.3B, Figure 4.5B and Figure 4.9B). This 

difference could be explained by high degree of variability of data and the low number of 

animals used for the injured/no treatment group. Nevertheless, hUC-MSC treatment had no 

effect on the levels of M1- or M2-like cells in all three strains; there was also no effect 

detected on the levels of F4/80+ cells in either C57BL/6 alb or CD1 strains. Nevertheless, the 

effects of hUC-MSC injection on macrophage levels in the kidneys following bilateral renal IRI 

in the experiments conducted within this thesis where consistent between the three strains 

investigated.  

These results were unexpected as current literature points towards MSCs having the 

ability to increase the levels of M2-like macrophages in injured kidneys25,78,82,92,98,149,181,259. Li 

et al. (2013) have shown a decrease in the levels of F4/80+ cells and an increase in the 

numbers of CD206+ cells (M2 marker) infiltrating the damaged kidney following hUC-MSC 

treatment; the group induced bilateral renal IRI in C57BL/6 mice using a 30 minute clamp 

time25. Geng et al. (2014) showed that autologous BM-MSC treatment can lead to an increase 

in the numbers of CD206+ cells in injured kidneys; the group induced AKI in C57BL/6 using a 

glycerol injection259. However, it is also important to note that the aforementioned studies 

measured macrophage levels at day 5 following surgery and used a higher dose of MSC as 

treatment (106 – 2 x 106 cells per animal) which could provide an explanation to the 

discrepancy seen in our current results. In contrast, other studies have also shown that hUC-

MSC treatments leads to no differences in the numbers of leukocytes in injured kidneys when 
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compared to control animals246,296. Jang et al. (2014) induced bilateral R-IRI in C57BL/6 mice, 

and treated them with two IP injections of hUC-MSC (106 cells/animal) 24 hours before injury 

and during reperfusion. However, they were unable to detect any differences in the numbers 

of CD45+ leukocytes in injured kidneys, and only minimal changes in cytokine levels at day 1 

and day 2 following injury induction246. Park et al. (2017) induced AKI in C57BL/6 mice using 

a cisplatin model; the groups were unable to detect any differences in macrophage levels 

between hUC-MSC and control groups at day 3 following injury induction296.  

Taking into consideration the substantial differences identified between current literature 

and our data, it is necessary to better understand the mechanisms by which these cellular 

therapies exert their effects to ameliorate injury and promote tissue repair and regeneration 

so as to develop efficacious therapeutic interventions.  

4.6.4. Intravenous injection of hUC-MSC has minimal effect on macrophage 

levels in the spleen following bilateral renal ischaemia-reperfusion injury 

Intravenous injection of hUC-MSC led to minimal effects on macrophage responses in 

the spleens of injured mice, regardless of strain. We were only able to detect a significant 

decrease in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the C57BL/6 alb and CD1 mice that underwent 

bilateral R-IRI surgery and received therapy (Figure 4.4A and Figure 4.10A). Interestingly, 

when comparing macrophage levels between injured animals that received PBS treatment 

and no therapy (no hUC-MSC or PBS), there is a decrease in the percentage of live F4/80+ in 

the no therapy group in the C57BL/6 alb (Figure 4.4B) and CD1 (Figure 4.10B) strain while the 

BALB/c mice showed the opposite trend (Figure 4.4B). This difference could be explained by 

high degree of variability of data and the low number of animals used for the injured/no 

treatment group.  

While hUC-MSC treatment leads to minimal effects in the spleen of BALB/c and 

C57BL/6 alb mice, we were able to measure a stronger effect in the CD1 strain. Cellular 

therapy led to a decrease in the levels of F4/80+ cells in injured spleens (Figure 4.10A). 

Furthermore, a closer look at the F4/80+ population in the spleens also indicated a significant 

increase in the levels of both M1- and M2-like cells in the CD1 treatment group. As mentioned 

previously, the spleen is a primary lymphoid organ and a reservoir for monocytes and 
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macrophages, housing four distinct macrophage populations84,134–136. Multiple studies have 

shown that the spleen plays a central role in AKI where MSCs accumulate after 24h and are 

capable of ameliorating injury through the induction of regulatory T cells and a decrease in 

IFN-γ producing T cells117,120,194,200,297,298. In a different study, Akiyama et al. (2012) have 

shown that Treg generation is mediated by T-cell MSC-induced apoptosis and macrophages 

in the spleen: MSC injection leads to T-cell death, and an increase in macrophage and TGF-β 

levels in the spleen which triggers Treg induction101. 

4.6.5. Preliminary data points towards intravenous injection of hUC-MSC having 

minimal effects on cytokine levels following bilateral renal ischaemia-

reperfusion injury 

Inflammation plays a major role in kidney injury and current research has shown that 

leukocyte infiltration in the kidney is mediated by an increase in cytokine and chemokine 

levels10,15,19,43,55,59,60,144.  

We were able to detect a significant increase in the levels of M-CSF in kidney cell 

suspensions of the hUC-MSC treatment group when compared to the PBS group where M-

CSF levels were bellow LLOQ (Figure 4.17C). M-CSF is a key regulator of macrophage 

proliferation, differentiation and survival, and is constitutively expressed by MSCs in their 

secretome17,63,85,93,97,253–255,299. In vitro studies have demonstrated a significant role of this 

molecule in the expansion and polarisation of M2 macrophages and, while we were unable 

to detect any changes in M2-like macrophages at day 3 between treatment and PBS groups 

in BALB/c mice, a longitudinal study assessing macrophage levels throughout a longer 

experimental design would be necessary before establishing whether these cellular therapies 

are successful or not25,300–302. 

We also detected an increase in the levels of MCP-1 in kidney cell suspensions from 

BALB/c mice that received hUC-MSC therapy when compared to PBS group, although the 

differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.17A). MCP-1, a monocyte and 

macrophage chemoattractant molecule that stimulates IL-4 release from T-cells, is another 

cytokine that is constitutively expressed by MSCs in culture supernatants187,303,304. 

Furthermore, MCP-1 can also be used as a biomarker for AKI induction, as its urinary levels 
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increase shortly after the onset of injury305. MCP-1 plays a major role in recruiting monocytes 

to the damaged tissue, and in conjunction with M-CSF which can stimulate their 

differentiation into M2 macrophages play a primary role in inflammation. MCP-1 expression 

can also be induced after exposure to inflammatory stimuli such as M-CSF18,19,61,217,306,307. 

 hUC-MSC treatment also led to a decrease in the levels of the pro-inflammatory 

cytokine IL-1β in injured kidneys when compared to the PBS group, however, these 

differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4.17B). These results are consistent with 

multiple studies investigating the effect of cellular therapies on modulating inflammatory 

markers during kidney injury21,25,42,258,308. Unexpectedly, we also observed a decrease in the 

levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-4 and IL-17E/IL-25 in the hUC-MSC (Figure 4.17D 

and Figure 4.17E), and were unable to measure any TNF-α, IL-6, IL-13, IFN-γ and IL-10 in kidney 

cell suspensions as levels were bellow LLOQ (Table 4.4). Whereas the cited studies and the 

experiments performed in this thesis measured protein levels in the organs of interest, the 

seen discrepancies could be due to the timeline of the experimental design: most studies have 

focused on measuring cytokine levels either at day 1 or day 5 following injury induction. 

Furthermore, the current analysis only included a small number of animals, focusing on the 

BALB/c strain while the aforementioned studies were performed on C57BL/6 mice. 

Finally, we are unable to measure any cytokines in plasma in response to injury, regardless 

of whether the animals received therapy or not (Table 4.3). Previous research analysing 

cytokine levels in the blood in response to kidney injury, indicated a decrease in inflammatory 

cytokines, such as IL-1β, IL-12, IL-6 and TNF-α in response to cellular therapy; however, these 

studies analysed inflammatory molecules levels at 24h after injury whereas the current 

experiments assessed cytokine levels at 72h124,258,302. 

 Further investigation is necessary in order to ascertain the impact of MSC therapies 

on cytokine levels in the kidney, as the current experiments only investigated differences in 

BALB/c mice and used a limited number of animals. However, our ability to measure an 

increase in M-CSF and MCP-1 levels in the hUC-MSC group when compared to control group 

at day 3, suggests that these therapies could be capable of stimulating macrophages towards 

an anti-inflammatory phenotype which is consistent with the current literature. As a result, 

additional experiments with extended end-points (i.e., day 5 and day 7) should be conducted 
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to examine the impact of cellular therapies on macrophage levels in kidneys and spleens 

following bilateral renal IRI. 
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Chapter 5 

Final discussion and conclusions 
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5. Discussion 

The in vivo experiments presented within this thesis had four main aims:  

(1) assess the impact of R-IRI on renal function in three different mouse strains; 

(2) compare the impact of R-IRI on renal function between three different mouse 

strains; 

(3) assess the impact of regenerative medicine therapies on renal function in three 

different mouse strains following R-IRI;  

(4) compare the impact of regenerative medicine therapies on renal function in three 

different mouse strains following R-IRI; 

(5) assess the effect of R-IRI on spleen and kidney macrophages, in three different 

mouse strains;  

(6) determine the effect of regenerative medicine therapies on spleen and kidney 

macrophages, in three different mouse strains following R-IRI; 

(7) determine the effect of regenerative medicine therapies on pro- and anti-

inflammatory cytokine levels in BALB/c mice. 

5.1. Bilateral renal IRI leads to strain-dependent responses 

We have demonstrated throughout this thesis that bilateral renal IRI leads to strain-

dependent responses. We have employed a series of experiments that assessed renal 

function, weight and macrophage levels in kidneys and spleens to characterise and compare 

the effect of bilateral renal IRI has on three different mouse strains – BALB/c, C56BL/6 alb and 

CD1. We have chosen a bilateral renal IRI model as it is the most clinically relevant model of 

AKI although it is highly variable16,21,25,47,49,61,265, as we have demonstrated throughout this 

thesis; the need for standardisation is paramount so as to minimise this variability as much as 

possible, and our research group has performed extensive work in this area267,309. We have 

used a standardised 30 minute pre-surgical anaesthetic time and a clamp time of 27.5 

minutes, and ensured a constant body temperature throughout the surgical procedure so as 

to get a disease model that was severe enough to cause kidney injury without causing animal 
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death due to acute uraemia111,267. When choosing a strain to characterise, we selected BALB/c 

and C57BL/6 strains as they are two of the most commonly used mouse strains in pre-clinical 

research25,95-97,106,116–126. While both these strains are inbred, they are also characterised by 

different immunological profiles and, as such, they are ideal choice of animal model when 

investigating conditions such as AKI where the immune system plays a central role25,95-

97,106,116–126. Regardless of the initial cause, AKI is characterised by an inflammatory response 

which involves multiple components of the immune system, with macrophages playing a 

central role16,17,19,20,52,55,57,59,82,83. As previously mentioned, BALB/c and C57BL/6 strains are 

characterised by T cell profiles and readily activate M2 and M1 macrophages, respectively, 

when stimulated with antigen96,97,127,128. As a result, one of our aims was to investigate if there 

are any differences in response to renal IRI between these strains. Finally, we have also 

chosen to characterise the response of CD1 mice to bilateral renal IRI as they are an outbred 

strain defined by inter-individual genetic variation which provides us with invaluable data 

when translating this research into the clinic.  

 Bilateral renal IRI led to a significant decrease in renal function and weight, regardless 

of strain. However, while all three strains underwent surgery in comparable conditions, 

reduction in renal function following surgery was significantly strain-dependent: by day 3, CD1 

mice were the most affected by the procedure while BALB/c mice had the highest mean renal 

function; C57BL/6 alb mice displayed a higher reduction in renal function when compared to 

BALB/c mice, however, they were less injured than CD1 mice. In contrast, we saw a more 

significant reduction in body weight in BALB/c mice when compared to CD1 and C57BL/6 alb 

mice, with CD1 mice showing the least decrease in weight even though they had the highest 

loss of renal function. However, it is important to note that changes in body weight and the 

differences we have seen between strains can be attributed loss of muscle / fat weight and / 

or dehydration. 

To assess whether differences in immune responses could be responsible for the 

differences in physiological effects following bilateral R-IRI, we investigated macrophage 

levels in kidneys and spleens. In the current experiments, renal injury induced by IRI led to a 

an increase in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the kidneys of C57BL/6 alb and CD1 mice, 

consistent with the literature, however, we were unable to detect similar changes in the 

BALB/c strain where data showed the opposite trend between sham and injured kidneys i.e., 
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a slight decrease in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the kidney, although differences were 

not significant16,17,20,49,52,57,61,63,105. The differences seen in the BALB/c strain when comparing 

the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the kidney are unexpected, however, they could be 

explained by the inter-strain variability, low number of animals used (i.e., n < 7) as well as 

other limitations of the current experimental design (see section 5.3. for further information). 

Nevertheless, bilateral R-IRI led to an increase in the levels of M1-like cells (within the live and 

F4/80+ population) following R-IRI surgery in all three strains, although there were significant 

differences in strain response to injury, with CD1 mice showing the highest increase in the 

percentage of M1-like macrophages. As CD1 mice showed the highest reduction in renal 

function following surgery, the cellular changes seen in this strain could be correlated with 

the high degree of injury and low recovery of function seen within this strain. Surprisingly, we 

were only able to detect a significant increase in M2-like macrophage levels in CD1 mice but 

not in BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice. By day 3, all strains had recovered at least half of the 

renal function when compared to baseline pre-surgery levels with BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb 

mice showing the highest rate of recovery, however, we were unable to detect any 

differences in M2 anti-inflammatory macrophages in the inbred strains. Interestingly, while 

BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice are characterised by distinct T cell/macrophage profiles, they 

displayed a similar response in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression: bilateral renal IRI led to a 

significant decrease in median fluorescence intensity of F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression in 

injured mice when compared to sham mice whereas CD1 mice followed the opposite trend 

i.e., an increase in median fluorescence intensity of F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression in 

injured mice when compared to sham mice. 

We also assessed, for the first time, macrophage levels in the spleen at day 3 following 

bilateral renal IRI as this organ is a primary reservoir of macrophages, dendritic cells and 

monocytes, the latter capable of migrating to injured organs during sterile 

inflammation76,84,133,137. Bilateral R-IRI led to minimal changes in macrophage levels in the 

spleens of injured mice: we were only capable of detecting a significant decrease in the 

percentage of F4/80+ cells in the spleens of injured C57BL/6 alb and CD1 mice, but no changes 

in injured BALB/c mice. Similar to the kidney, BALB/c and C57BL/6 alb mice displayed a similar 

response in F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression: bilateral renal IRI led to a decrease in median 

fluorescence intensity of F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression in injured mice when compared 
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to sham mice whereas CD1 mice followed the opposite trend i.e., an increase in median 

fluorescence intensity of F4/80+CD163+ antibody expression in injured mice when compared 

to sham mice. 

It is worth noting that we observed a high degree of inter-strain variability when trying 

to determine the percentage of macrophages in the organs of interest, regardless of strain. 

One would assume that this variability could be indicative of the variability associated with 

the bilateral R-IRI model, however, as macrophage levels were variable in both sham and 

injured groups, it cannot be attributed to the injury model. This variability could be attributed 

to some of the limitations of the current experimental design (see section 5.3. for further 

information). 

5.2. hUC-MSC therapies show no efficacy in ameliorating kidney injury 

following bilateral renal IRI 

 One of the main aims of this thesis was to establish the efficacy of MSC therapies in 

ameliorating kidney injury in mouse models of AKI, and to investigate their mechanisms of 

action. Nonetheless, we were not capable of establishing the efficacy of hUC-MSC therapies, 

administered immediately after bilateral renal IRI, in improving renal function. The 

experiments described within this thesis directly contradict the extensive pre-clinical 

literature that has been published within the last two decades, which has demonstrated a 

direct role of MSC therapies in ameliorating renal function after an episode of 

AKI21,23,26,47,149,191–193,224–228. Nonetheless, we were capable of determining a slight therapy-

effect of hUC-MSC correlating with different immunological profiles when investigating the 

effect of cellular treatment on the immune system. Most notably: 1) hUC-MSC injection led 

to a significant decrease in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the kidneys of injured BALB/c 

when compared to PBS (control) group (Figure 4.3A), 2) hUC-MSC injection led to a significant 

decrease in the percentage of F4/80+ cells in the spleens of injured C57BL/6 alb (Figure 4.4A) 

and CD1 (Figure 4.10A) mice when compared to PBS group, 3) hUC-MSC injection led to an 

increase in the levels of M-CSF and MCP-1 cytokines the kidneys of injured BALB/c when 

compared to PBS group, and 4) hUC-MSC injection led to a decrease in the levels of IL-1β 

cytokine in the kidneys of injured BALB/c when compared to PBS group. While these effects 
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on the immune system are consistent with the current literature, they were not replicated 

across all three strains18,19,21,25,42,60,61,217,258,306-308. Nevertheless, a decrease in inflammatory 

macrophages and/or IL-1β in the kidney following renal IRI have been associated with 

improved outcomes following AKI21,25,149,302. Surprisingly, we were unable to detect an 

increase in M2-like anti-inflammatory macrophages in the kidneys following hUC-MSC 

injection, however, increases in M-CSF and MCP-1 cytokines at day 3 after injury induction 

suggest a positive impact of treatment as these two cytokines play a key role in recruiting 

monocytes to the site of injury and stimulating their differentiation into M2 

macrophages18,19,61,217,306,307.  

Taking into account the contrasting effects hUC-MSC therapies have been shown to 

have in these three strains, we would suggest that a longitudinal study to assess renal function 

and quantify macrophage and cytokine levels is required before determining whether these 

therapies could directly improve kidney function after AKI. One of the main difficulties when 

investigating the efficacy of MSCs is the lack of understanding of their mechanisms of action. 

Multiple studies point towards MSCs exerting their effects through the release of soluble 

molecules capable of modulating the various components of the immune system, stimulating 

angiogenesis and tissue repair (Table 1.3)25,101,190,203,157,178,181–187. However, several studies 

have also indicated that MSC donor variability and inter-laboratory culture differences are 

important aspects and can greatly influence their potency213,310,311. In addition, the MSCs’ 

secretome composition has been shown to depend on the physiological needs of the tissue 

while MSC pre-activation using hypoxia or other molecules has been demonstrated to 

enhance their efficacy119,181,183,190,209,212–214.  

Additionally, a comprehensive analysis would also need to explore different levels of 

injury by varying the ischaemia period, and testing animals’ responses to hUC-MSC therapies 

in these experimental conditions. These experiments would provide context into the 

underlying biological processes that contribute to injury and repair, and how cellular 

therapies respond in this microenvironment while also determining the optimal window for 

efficacy. Varying ischaemia levels would also be particularly relevant when translating these 

findings into the clinic where patients would present with a diverse spectrum of injury 
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severities. Lastly, injury level would also have an effect on the dose-response relationship and 

as such influence the cell dose required for therapeutic efficacy. 

 Furthermore, this data should be supplemented by immunohistochemical analysis to 

observe and compare the structural changes that occur within the kidney following bilateral 

renal IRI. A thorough examination of cellular morphology and tissue architecture following 

hUC-MSC treatment after kidney injury could capture changes otherwise missed through flow 

cytometry or GFR measurements. Furthermore, histology would supplement the FITC-

Sinistrin experiments conducted and allow us to visually assess the level of injury following 

bilateral R-IRI, by assessing the levels of cellular death and measuring fibrosis. Furthermore, 

histology would provide us with the ability identify and quantify macrophages, as well as 

display the spatial relationship between macrophages and various cellular components of the 

kidney. Preliminary work showed that F4/80+ cells were localised within the interstitium, 

surrounding the injured tubules (Supplementary Figure 3). It is important to note that the 

histology assessment we have performed has been greatly hindered by the presence and 

accumulation of FITC-Sinistrin in the damaged tubules as the injured kidneys are unable of 

filtering and secreting the substance (Supplementary Figure 1F and Supplementary Figure 

3D). As such, both flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry on frozen sections were greatly 

limited by the number of antibodies (and fluorochromes) that could be tested against. 

5.3. Limitations of current work 

 The work presented within this thesis is subject to interpretation, and the 

experimental design employed comes with some severe limitations.  

The pre-clinical bilateral renal IRI model is highly variable as it is extremely difficult to 

induce identical levels of injury in both kidneys, it depends on the skill of the surgeon 

performing the procedure, and surgical trauma can often occur which will inadvertently skew 

the results. This variability in the model is also associated with a lack of reproducibility and 

difficulties in comparing results between different studies. Furthermore, while the bilateral 

renal IRI model is more relevant in mimicking human renal pathophysiology, it is highly 

dependent on temperature and the duration of ischaemic period with slight variation in these 

two variables capable of resulting in significant changes in the severity of the 
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model16,21,25,47,49,61,262,265,312,313. The high variability in renal function following surgical 

procedure could also be explained, in part, to the use of isoflurane as an anaesthetic. 

Isoflurane conditioning has been shown to provide protection against various neural, cardio 

and renal procedures and introduce variability in the data. As a result, the duration of 

exposure, concentration and its effect on physiological parameters should be carefully 

considered when using isoflurane as an anaesthetic8,314–317. Moreover, one should also 

consider a ‘running mean’ approach to guide the number of animals needed within each 

experimental group. This would allow for the ability to dynamically adjust the animal sample 

size based on ongoing GFR measurement data and ensure that the study is adequately 

powered, and potentially minimise variability. The inter-strain variability observed within 

these experiments could also be attributed to microbiome differences. The gut microbiota 

presents a highly diverse ecosystem with a central role in modulating the mammalian immune 

system and other physiological processes, and microbiome differences between different 

animals have been shown to play a key role in inter-strain variability and their susceptibility 

to injury240,318–324.  

Finally, the inter-strain variability detected could also be associated with the current 

experimental design for macrophage detection and analysis. Due to the number of 

experiments performed at the end of the study (i.e., GFR measurements, cardiac puncture 

and plasma preparation, organ collection and dissociation, and cellular staining) coupled with 

the extensive time length needed to run the samples through the flow cytometer (i.e., 6 hours 

per 10 animals per experiment), it was not possible to read more than 80,000 Live events per 

experiment. Nonetheless, reading a minimum of 10,000 positive events (i.e., 10,000 F4/80 

positive events) is the gold standard in order to get more accurate and reliable results. 

Furthermore, our study used only three markers to distinguish between M1 and M2 

macrophages: F4/80+ as a murine pan-macrophage marker, F4/80+CD86+ as an M1 marker 

and F4/80+CD163+ as a M2 marker. Nevertheless, the F4/80 marker can also be found, though 

at lower levels, on monocytes and DCs. Therefore, one should first exclude these two 

populations using markers such as CD24+ for DCs and CD115+ for monocytes281–284. 

Macrophage plasticity and heterogeneity has been extensively documented in addition to 

their ability to exist in intermediate subsets, which we have also proven within the current 
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work with existence of a F4/80+CD86+CD163+ triple stained population19,52,91,57,61,64,86–90. As a 

result, further experiments should be performed to distinguish between M1 and M2 

macrophages by using a mixture of intra- and extracellular markers. Additionally, a ratio 

analysis of the flow cytometry data should also be explored rather than looking at overall 

numbers / percentages. Ratios are particularly useful for normalising data where variability is 

high thus providing a more accurate representation of relative changes within distinct 

macrophage populations. This would allow for comparison of macrophage subtypes from the 

same animal or from different animals and therefore a potentially better assessment of the 

efficacy of hUC-MSC therapies in modulating macrophage levels following bilateral renal IRI.  

Another limitation of the current experimental design is attributed to the age of the 

animals utilised in the experiments. Our study, and most pre-clinical studies in literature, are 

carried out on young, healthy mice which is not representative of the population for which 

these cellular therapies targeted for. Prevalence of AKI has been shown to increase with age 

with several epidemiological studies indicating an increase in the number of elderly patients 

on dialysis272. This has been attributed to the presence of comorbidities and physiological 

changes in the ageing kidney. The treatment of comorbidities such as hypertension or 

cardiovascular disease often involves medication regimens that are either nephrotoxic or 

disturb renal haemodynamics5,6,22,325. Furthermore, the ageing kidney is characterised by 

further alterations in renal haemodynamics and chronic low-grade inflammation as well as 

cellular senescence272. Studies performed on sham aged mice show a marked increase in 

macrophage and pro-inflammatory levels when compared to sham young mice. As a result, it 

is paramount that these differences are taken into consideration when designing pre-clinical 

studies as it will drastically affect their translation into the clinic.  

Next, it is important to look at the design of our experiments: in this thesis we have 

focused on male mice, used only one dose of un-primed hUC-MSC given immediately after 

surgery. First, it is important to explore the dose-response relationship as the effectiveness 

of therapy can vary with different doses and affect the impact it has on injury. As such, varying 

dosage levels would be necessary to establish whether this cellular therapy has ameliorating 

effects on kidney function following an episode of AKI. Secondly, focusing on a single route of 

administration can have limiting effects as different routes of administration would have 
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different effects on cellular biodistribution and thus efficacy. This is particularly important 

when translating these results to clinical settings where the most efficacious route of 

administration could vary based on the disease being investigated21,23,26,44,47,71,98,179,183,194–202. 

Thirdly, focusing on a single cell type might prevent us from identifying the most effective 

therapy going forward: MSC can be isolated from almost all tissues26,181–186.  As such, 

comparing the effect of MSCs obtained from different sources would allow for a better 

understanding of their therapeutic effects. Fourth, the studies in this thesis had a 3-day 

experimental endpoint which might not have been enough to capture the possible delayed 

responses of hUC-MSC. It is important to extend the duration of these experiments to observe 

the long-term effects of these therapies and to create a more comprehensive view of the 

complexities around the mode of action of these cells. Fifth, excluding females from a study 

means that one would have a limited understanding of sex differences in disease mechanisms 

and their responses to treatment while also contributing to gender bias in research. Sixth, it 

is worth investigating whether multiple doses of hUC-MSC at different time points would have 

a beneficial effect. Furthermore, treatment doses given at later time points i.e., after the 

induction of surgery would better translate in the clinic where patients do not have access to 

therapies immediately after the onset of injury. Finally, multiple studies have shown that 

priming cells with various cytokines or growth factors before administering them as therapy 

could enhance their efficacy, modulate immune response and promote tissue 

regeneration119,181,183,190,212–214. 

This work could have also been supported by a series of in vitro experiments 

investigating the relationships between hUC-MSC and bone marrow-derived macrophages 

from all three strains. This would have allowed for a quicker and more effective way to test 

the effects cellular therapies on macrophages, and explore the cellular interactions under 

standardised conditions, without the presence of other biological and physiological factors. 

Finally, in vitro experiments would have allowed for a side-by-side comparison of 

macrophages responses and behaviours from three different mouse strains. These 

experiments could have also been accompanied by high throughput screening to better study 

biological interactions in a range of experimental conditions. Finally, both in vitro and in vivo 

experiments would have benefitted from integrating RNA sequencing to perform large-scale 
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analysis that profiles the whole transcriptome, from gene expression to non-coding RNAs. 

RNA sequencing would have provided a more an in-depth view of the distinct macrophage 

populations found in the kidneys and spleen, and the temporal dynamics that are involved in 

the macrophage transition from one phenotype to another. 

5.4. Final conclusions 

 In conclusion, despite extensive in vivo testing, we were unable to demonstrate the 

efficacy of human UC-MSC therapies in ameliorating kidney injury when administered 

intravenously immediately after bilateral renal IRI, regardless of mouse strain. We were able 

to demonstrate that hUC-MSC treatment can marginally modulate macrophages in kidney 

and spleen, and influence cytokine levels in the kidney. However, these effects were not 

replicated across the three strains and displayed high inter-strain variability. The predominant 

limitations to this body of work have been explored, and a more comprehensive analysis is 

proposed to ascertain whether these differences are clinically significant.  Nevertheless, this 

study has provided the first in-depth analysis that aimed to examine the role of genetic 

background in macrophage modulation using a bilateral renal IRI model. This study will 

provide a strong foundation for future pre-clinical research looking to uncouple the role of 

genetic variation in models of kidney disease, and how to better mitigate these differences to 

ensure conclusive and reproducible results. Accurate understanding of these genetic 

differences will have significant implications for the design of novel therapies for the 

treatment and prevention of AKI. 
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Supplementary Materials & Methods 

Immunofluorescence on frozen tissue sections 

To optimise the R-IRI model and to assess the effect of injury in the kidneys, the organs 

were prepared for immunohistochemistry. Briefly, the organs were collected and washed 

with ice-cold PBS, cleaned of any residual fat and cut in half. The tissue was fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma-Aldrich, Germany, Cat. Number 30525-89-4) at 4C for 30min, 

followed by 3x washes with PBS, 15min each. The organs were preserved overnight in 30% 

sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany, Cat. Number 57-50-1), at 4C. The following day, the organs 

were removed from sucrose, mounted in OCT embedding compound (CryoMatrix, Fisher 

Scientific, UK, Cat. Number 12542716) in peel-a-ways molds (Fisher Scientific, UK, Cat. 

Number 12647736), frozen on dry ice, and stored at -80C. The organs were cut into 7µM 

thick tissue sections using a cryostat, mounted onto gelatin-coated histological slides 

(SuperFrost Plus Adhesion, Fisher Scientific, UK, Cat Number 10149870), and stored at -20C 

for analysis. 

To perform immunofluorescence on frozen tissue sections, the slides were removed 

from the freezer and thawed at room temperature, for 10 - 20min; all further steps were 

performed in a humid chamber. The sections were washed 3x with PBS at room temperature, 

for 5min each wash. Next, the tissue sections were permeabilized with 0.25% Triton (Sigma-

Aldrich, Germany, Cat. Number 9036-19-5) in PBS, for 10min at room temperature, and once 

again washed 3x with PBS, for 5min at room temperature. After the final wash, tissue sections 

were blocked with 2% BSA in PBS, for 1h at room temperature, followed by overnight 

incubation with the primary antibody (Supplementary Table 1) diluted in 2% BSA, at 4C. The 

following day, sections were washed 2x in quick succession and then 3x in PBS at room 

temperature, for 5min. Next, the tissue sections were incubated with the secondary antibody 

(Supplementary Table 1) and DAPI (Abcam, Cat Number ab228549), diluted in 2% BSA for 1h 

at room temperature, in the dark. Finally, the sections were washed 4x in PBS, at room 

temperature for 5min. The slides were then mounted with anti-fade mounting media 

(GelMount, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany, Cat. Number G 0918), covered with a glass coverslip, 

and sealed with clear nail polish. Images of tissue sections were taken using a Zeiss 

ApoTome.2. 
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Antibody Supplier Isotype Dilution 

KIM-1 Novus, UK, Cat. Number 
AF1750 

Goat / IgG polyclonal 1 : 100 

Ki-67 Abcam, UK, Cat. Number 
ab78494 

Rabbit / IgG polyclonal 1 : 100 

CD31 ThermoFisher, UK, Cat. 
Number 14-0311-82 

Rat / IgG2a, kappa 1 : 200 

F4/80 Abcam, UK, Cat. Number 
ab16911 

Rat / IgG2a, kappa 1 : 100 

Alexa Fluor® 
594 

Abcam, UK, Cat. Number 
ab150132 

Donkey Anti-Goat IgG 1 : 500 

Alexa Fluor® 
647 

BioLegend, UK, Cat. Number 
407512 

Anti-Rat IgG2a 1 : 500 

Alexa Fluor® 
647 

Abcam, UK, Cat. Number 
ab150075 

Donkey Anti-Rabbit IgG 1 : 500 

Supplementary Table 1: Primary and secondary antibodies used for immunofluorescence 
on frozen sections. 

 Tissue sections were stained for KIM-1 and CD31 (Supplementary Figure 1). KIM-1 is a 

transmembrane protein whose expression is strongly upregulated in injured kidneys 

(Supplementary Figure 1A) and is considered a strong biomarker of tubular injury whereas 

CD31 is a vascular marker of differentiation (Supplementary Figure 1B), and it can be seen 

upregulated in the injured areas (Supplementary Figure 1C). Important to note is the strong 

background we can observe in the FITC-488 channel (Supplementary Figure 1F) due to the 

accumulation of FITC-Sinistrin in injured tubules, and the kidneys inability to filter the 

substance. 
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Supplementary Figure 1: KIM-1+ and CD31+ immunofluorescence staining on frozen tissue sections. Representative images of A. KIM-1+ cells, 
B. CD31+ cells, and C. Merged images of double-stained CD31+ and KIM-1+ cells in injured kidney of BALB/c mice; D. AlexaFluor 594 negative 
control, E. AlexaFluor 647 negative control, and F. Representative image taken using the 488 channel to showcase the strong visible background 
due to the accumulation of FITC-Sinistrin in injured tubules following GFR measurements. Abbreviations: AF - AlexaFluor
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Tissue sections were stained for Ki-67 (Supplementary Figure 2). Ki-67 is a nuclear 

protein upregulated in all phases of the cell cycle. 

 
Supplementary Figure 2: Ki-67+ and DAPI immunofluorescence staining on frozen tissue 
sections. Representative images of A. Ki-67+ cells, B. DAPI stained nuclei, and D. Merged 
images of double-stained Ki-67+ and DAPI nuclei in injured kidney of BALB/c mice; C. 
AlexaFluor 647 negative control. Abbreviations: AF – AlexaFluor. 
 
 Tissue sections were stained with F4/80 (Supplementary Figure 3) to identify 

macrophages in kidneys.  F4/80+ cells can be seen located in the interstitium of the kidney, 

and surrounding the injured tubules where FITC-Sinistrin can be seen accumulated 

(Supplementary Figure 3B). 
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Supplementary Figure 3: F4/80+ immunofluorescence staining on frozen tissue sections. 
Representative images of A. F4/80+ cells, B. F4/80+ cells in the interstitium surrounding injured 
tubules, and C. AlexaFluor 594 negative control, D. Representative image taken using the 488 
channel to showcase the strong visible background due to the accumulation of FITC-Sinistrin 
in injured tubules following GFR measurements. Abbreviations: AF – AlexaFluor. 
 

Due to time limitations and lack of funding, it was not possible to go past the 

optimization stage of the immunohistochemistry protocol discussed above. 
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